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ABSTRACT 
 
 

During the last half of the nineteenth century, Mexico City residents started to 

experience an increase in the frequency and intensity of fires. Residents cited the 

presence of fossil fuels, the introduction of large factories and electrical apparatuses, and 

the growing population density as the primary reasons that urban fires became more 

prevalent. Fire hazards acted as catalysts for social change in Mexico’s capital. They 

created a ripple effect across society, altering everything from city planning to medical 

advancements to business endeavors, shaping the ways that people experienced a period 

of significant urban growth. Fire forced people to adjust the ways that they lived their 

lives, the ways that they conducted business, and the ways that they thought about their 

city. Rather than looking at one great fire, this study contributes to a growing branch of 

disaster studies that examines the effects of much smaller, but far more frequent hazards. 

By drawing on the experiences of residents from different social groups (business 

owners, firemen, engineers, city officials, entrepreneurs, insurance agents, and 

physicians), this study shows how residents reacted differently to fire and how they 

feared and coped with the nearly constant presence of risk. Prevailing historiography of 

this time period in Mexico is often characterized by studies of the top-down projects of 

the dictator Porfirio Diaz, but this project shows how social actors collectively 

transformed their city in response to an environmental threat.  
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INTRODUCTION: 
THE HAZARDOUS CITY 

 

In Mexico until now fires have not been so terrible;  
the fine construction of our buildings does not allow fire to spread far;  

nevertheless, these disasters have been occurring more frequently,  
to the point that the precautions being taken are useless.1 

 
 

 
 Fires create both fascination and fear. In Mexico City, fire portended the 

dangerous consequences of modernity and urbanization. Fire, and the fear of it, changed 

people’s lives and altered the development of Mexico’s capital during the transformative 

half-century from 1860 to 1910. During this time, the capital experienced unprecedented 

population growth, and saw the development of large-scale industry and the introduction 

of new sources of combustible fossil fuels. Fire did not represent the only such threat. 

Rather, residents witnessed an across-the-board increase in urban risks as the capital 

began to modernize, ranging from crime to pollution. Nevertheless, fires created an 

especially palpable sense of collective fear. City officials explained that while fires had 

afflicted the city for centuries, never before had the citizenry confronted such a drastic 

increase in the frequency and intensity of this hazard.2 Paradoxically, many of these risks 

came about as unintended consequences of efforts to improve public utilities such as 

transportation and communication systems, as well as the appearance of the city.  

Fire, a non-human element, forced people to adjust the ways that they lived daily 

life, conducted business, and behaved in the city. In the face of growing fire risks, how 

                                                             
1 “Boletín del ‘Monitor,’” El Monitor Republicano, September 28, 1882: 1. 
2 As population levels and densities increased, natural disasters became more destructive and better 
documented, see Claudio Lomnitz, Death and the Idea of Mexico (New York: Zone Books, 2005), 377-
378. 
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did ordinary residents understand their roles fire control and prevention? The reactions to 

fires, coming from a diverse group of city residents, expressed a larger process in the 

making of this major metropolis. They made the city accommodate their needs—

sometimes this meant becoming involved in municipal politics, while at others it meant 

creating a business to profit from urban risk. This interpretation shows how social actors, 

such as residents, political officials, fire specialists, and physicians, collectively 

transformed their city in response to an environmental threat. 

Examining Mexico’s capital from 1860 to 1910 offers a new approach to 

understanding how the city’s history unfolded. Rather than employing the political 

periodization of the Porfiriato (the era of Porfirio Díaz, 1876-1911) that perpetuates the 

conventional wisdom that modernization in Mexico City began with Díaz, this project 

asserts that fundamental infrastructural and public service developments occurred earlier 

in the city’s history. Beginning in the 1860s, the capital witnessed a change in fire 

regimes brought on by major transformations to population, industry, and raw materials. 

In particular, the adoption of fossil fuels and combustion-based fires propelled this 

change. It meant that the city experienced more explosions and hotter, longer-burning 

fires.3 In the last half of the nineteenth century, the national and municipal governments 

embraced urban expansion and inward-looking development, which unintentionally made 

the city more prone to fire. The construction of European and U.S.-style factories 

intended for mass production, along with complex communications and transportation 

networks such as telegraphs, trolleys, and railroads, typified the modernization process.  

                                                             
3 Stephen J. Pyne, Fire: A Brief History (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2001), 106-118. 
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Even though similar construction and development efforts continued well into the 

twentieth century, this project ends in 1910 with another change to the fire regime. 

During the 1910 revolution that ousted Díaz and spurred years of internecine warfare, 

many fires occurred as byproducts of combat or as intentional acts of arson by rebel 

forces. Rebels set fire to haciendas and municipal buildings, and burned property records 

and debt documents; they used arson to achieve their revolutionary goals. Accidental 

business and home blazes continued, but the revolutionaries’ use of fire for a time 

changed it from an accident of modernity to a tool of revolution.  

This urban environmental history shows how city officials, engineers, physicians, 

inventors, vendors, and insurance agents understood and interacted with the dangers and 

limitations of their physical world. Moreover, it analyzes fire as an active agent in much 

the same way that historians of medicine and health have argued that epidemic diseases 

have caused historical change.4 Fires exist in both natural and social spaces. Functioning 

as natural occurrences that are constantly shaped by human initiative, fires can alter 

landscapes by decimating the built environment, straining water resources, and charring 

unsuspecting bystanders. By examining the aftermath of fire destruction, we can see how 

fires often spur the rise of new political institutions and municipal initiatives to suppress 

urban hazards.5 This approach to the history of fires demonstrates how the hazard worked 

                                                             
4 Carolyn Merchant, Ecological Revolutions: Nature, Gender, and Science in New England (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina, Press), 7; Elizabeth A. Fenn, Pox Americana: The Great Smallpox Epidemic 
of 1775-82 (New York: Hill and Wang, 2001), 259-263; Esyllt W. Jones, Influenza 1918: Disease, Death, 
and Struggle in Winnipeg (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 4-7; Steven Johnson, The Ghost 
Map: The Story of London’s Most Terrifying Epidemic-And How it Changed Cities, Science, and the 
Modern World (New York: Riverhead Books, 2006); Sidney Chaloub, "The Politics of Disease Control: 
Yellow Fever and Race in Nineteenth-Century Rio De Janeiro," Journal of Latin American Studies 25 
(1995): 441-63.  
5 Roger Adelson, “Interview with Stephen J. Pyne,” The Historian 57, no. 1 (Autumn 1994): 1-17.  
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at multiple levels in society, and motivated citizens to expand the fields of science, 

engineering, medicine, and business in order to combat risks in the city. 

 

A Changing City 

Mexico City by 1890 vibrated with energy, with bustling commercial sectors and 

an active nightlife.6 Butcher shops, charcoal manufacturing centers, cobblers’ workshops, 

and French dress boutiques crowded the avenues and plazas. Electric street lamps lighted 

the city’s largest thoroughfares. Pavement, cobblestone, and boardwalk-style wood 

planks replaced dirt streets. Trolleys traversed the cemented roads and transported 

residents to every corner of the city. People flocked to the city from the rural areas and 

abroad with the desire to find employment and participate in this exciting urban growth. 

The city went from being a quiet capital to a thriving metropolis. For some, the 

transformation represented a real renaissance, but for others, it led to horrid living and 

working conditions. Economic inequalities widened, and political repression, in many 

cases, became the instrument of social order. No matter who benefitted, the city changed 

for everyone. 

Despite the overall success of waterworks projects and other urban utility 

improvements, Mexico City’s precarious location created a series of geographic 

limitations to development, resulting in challenges such as the centuries-long struggles 

with water related problems. The capital sits at an altitude of 7,300 feet in a mountain-

rimmed basin called the Valley of Mexico. In the early fourteenth century, the Aztecs 
                                                             
6 Federico Gamboa, Santa: A Novel of Mexico City, trans. John Charles Chasteen (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 2010), 3-5; Jonathan Kandell, La Capital: The Biography of Mexico 
City (New York: Random House, 1988), 353-388. 
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established their capital on an island in Lake Texcoco and connected it to the mainland 

with causeways, canals, and bridges. Spaniards, after the conquest in 1521, adopted this 

same location for their capital. Even though the city underwent centuries of drainage and 

refilling efforts, its location caused serious repercussions for building patterns that 

continue to today.7  

At independence in 1821, armed struggles had damaged Mexico’s lucrative 

mining and export industries, which had sustained urban life during the colonial period.8 

Even though a flood of rural inhabitants migrated to Mexico City looking for safety 

during armed combat, increasing the capital’s population from 150,000 to 170,000 during 

the first year of fighting (1810-1811), the capital grew relatively slowly during the next 

few decades until mid-century.9 Politically, the country operated as a conglomeration of 

villages, or patrias chicas, where people trusted their communities rather than larger 

governments, making national identity and political integration distant goals.10 Banditry, 

military uprisings and foreign invasions characterized the era, with ports and 

transportation routes acting as the major zones of conflict. Often capital citizens evaded 

                                                             
7 Christopher Boyer, “A Historical Geography of Mexico,” in A Companion to Mexican History and 
Culture, Blackwell Companion to World History, ed. William H. Beezley (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 
2011), 121-123; Carlos J. Sierra, Historia de la navegación en la Ciudad de México (México: 
Departamento del Distrito Federal, Secretaría de Obras y Servicios, 1973): 67-90. 
8 Luis Unikel, El desarrollo urbano de México (Mexico City: El Colegio de México). 
9 José Luis Lezama, “Mexico,” in Latin American Urbanization: Historical Profiles of Major Cities, ed. 
Gerald Michael Greenfield (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 356.  
10 Lesley Byrd Simpson, Many Mexicos, 3rd ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957), 1-10; 
Ignacio L. Almada Bay, “La patria chica antes que la justicia. Indagación sobre el papel del estado de 
Sonora en la lucha contra el gobierno de Huerta,” in Historia, región y frontera: perspectivas teóricas y 
estudios aplicados, Serie meridiana. Memorias, eds. Zulema Trejo Contreras y José Marcos Medina Bustos 
(Hermosillo, Sonora: Colegio de Sonora, 2009), 336; Eric Wolf,  “Closed Corporate Peasant Communities 
in Mesoamerica And Central Java,” Southwestern Journal of Anthropology 13 (1957): 1-18. 
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armed struggle.11 Of course, they did not entirely avoid military action, since capturing 

the capital marked both a major military achievement and a symbolic victory, as seen 

during numerous coup d’états, the U.S.-Mexican war (1846-1848) and the French 

intervention (1861-1867). Nevertheless, Mexico, like other Latin American countries at 

the time, remained a rural nation.  

President Benito Juárez and other Liberal officials initiated reforms to secularize 

and integrate the country.12 The initiatives broke the secular power of the Catholic 

Church, forcing the government to take charge of hospitals, mental institutions, 

cemeteries, and orphanages.13 Despite the federal government’s demands to secularize 

these public services, it often lacked sufficient funds to undertake this task and ultimately 

shut down more than half of them.14 The growing population density in the capital further 

amplified the negative effects of declining social services.15  

 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
11 Eric Van Young, "Islands in the Storm: Quiet Cities and Violent Countrysides in the Mexican 
Independence Era," Past & Present 118 (1988): 130-55. 
12 Robert J. Knowlton, Church Property and the Mexican Reform, 1856-1910 (DeKalb: Northern Illinois 
University Press, 1976), 21-29, 51-58; Jean Meyer, Problemas campesinos y revueltas agrarias (1821-
1910) (México: Secretaría de Educación Pública, 1973), 68-86. 
13 Manuel Dublán y José María Lozano, “Quedan secularizados los hospitales y instituciones de 
beneficencia,” in Legislación Mexicana, Vol. 9 (México: Imprenta del Comercio de Dublán y Chávez, 
1878), 32-33. 
14 Jan Bazant, Los bienes de la iglesia en México, 1856-1875. Aspectos económicos y sociales de la 
revolución liberal (México: El Colegio de México, 1971), 198-236; Diego López Rosado, Los servicios 
públicos de la Ciudad de México (México: Porrua, 1976), 146. 
15 Between 1860 and 1910 the population exploded from 190,000 to 417,000 inhabitants. Erica Berra, "La 
expansión de la Ciudad de México y los conflictos urbanos, 1900-1930," (PhD diss: Colegio de México, 
1983), 88; Jesús Galindo y Villa, Reseña histórica-descriptiva de la Ciudad de México que escribe el 
Regidor del Ayuntamiento, por encargo del Señor Presidente de la misma corporación D. Guillermo Landa 
y Escandón, y expresamente para los delegados a la segunda conferencia internacional americana 
(México: Díaz de León, 1901): 7-8. 
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Table 1 
Population of Mexico City, Federal District, State Capitals, and Estados Unidos 
Mexicanos, 1895-1940 
 
Year 
 

Mexico City Federal 
District 

State 
Capitals 

National 
Population 

Mexico 
City as % 
of national 
population 

1895 329,774 474,860 732,047 12,632,427 2.61 
1900 344,721 541,516 774,233 13,607,272 2.53 
1910 471,066 720,753 923,755 15,160,369 3.11 
1921 615,327 906,063 926,475 14,334,780 4.29 
1930 1,029,068 1,229,576 1,159,224 16,552,722 6.22 
1940 1,802,679 1,757,530 1,431,007 19,652,552 9.17 

Source: Estadísticas históricas de México (Mexico City: INEGI, 1994), based on figures of national 
censuses.  
 

Conservatives, feeling threatened by the Liberal Reforms, tried to restore the 

social prestige of the Church, landed elites, and the military. They turned to Napoleon III 

who responded with the French intervention that began in 1862 and he named his puppet 

emperor, Maximilian von Hapsburg of Austria. Maximilian and his wife, Carlota, arrived 

as Emperor and Empress on the false assurance that Mexicans had consented to their 

presence through a plebiscite. With this in mind they sought to fulfill their duties to their 

new subjects, which included an improvement to living conditions in the capital. The 

Emperor modeled many of the improvement efforts in the capital after similar projects in 

France. The imperial couple expanded the city by linking the historic center to their 

residence at Chapultepec castle about two miles away. They did this by building a 

beautiful avenue designed after the iconic Champs Elysées of Paris.16 Far more important 

                                                             
16 Originally called the Paseo de la Emperatriz named after the Empress, it was later renamed the Paseo de 
la Reforma to commemorate the Liberal Reforms of Benito Juárez and his successor, Sebastián Lerdo de 
Tejada. Egon Caesar Count Corti, Maximilian and Charlotte of Mexico, vol. 2, trans. Catherine Alison 
Phillips (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1929), 427-432; The imperial couple also embellished the façade of 
the palace, widened streets and plazas, and commissioned a sculpture to independence, see José Luis 
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than aesthetic changes, Maximilian addressed social welfare issues with a vigor that had 

not been seen before. Shortly after he arrived, he toured Mexico City schools, jails, and 

hospitals and discovered that they were understaffed and poorly maintained.17 In addition 

to the emperor’s observations, travelers and residents complained of noisome odors and 

overcrowding that stemmed from hospitals and cemeteries.18 Shocked by the 

insurmountable levels of poverty in the city, Maximilian and Carlota used their personal 

funds to expand public welfare, hospitals, and poor houses.19 All of the imperial couple’s 

social welfare programs angered the conservatives who had brought him to power. 

Once Porfirio Díaz came to power in 1876, he expanded social programs, but his 

efforts tended to benefit the upper and middle classes.20 In 1877 all oversight of 

charitable organizations came under the control of the Junta Directiva de Beneficencia 

Pública.21 Maintaining that the poor should not be coddled and therefore should not 

receive public assistance, officials often refused to fund many existing programs that 

offered charity to the impoverished.22 Officials chose to invest public service funds in 

large-scale drainage systems and tree-lined streets. The Díaz administration, in order to 

clean up the city and rid it of poverty, moved lower-class hospitals and cemeteries to the 

                                                             
Blasio, Maximilian, Emperor of Mexico: Memoirs of His Private Secretary, trans. Robert Hammond 
Murray (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1934), 56-57. 
17 José Luis Blasio, Maximilian, Emperor of Mexico, 53. 
18 Alain Corbin, El perfume o el miasma: el olfato y lo imaginario social, siglos XVIII y XIX, Sección de 
obras de historia (México: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1987), 105-121; Marcos Arróniz, Manual del 
viajero en México (Paris: Librería de Rosa y Bouret, 1858. Reprinted Instituto Mora, 1991), 117. 
19 Silvia Marina Arrom, Containing the Poor: The Mexico City Poor House, 1775-1871 (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2000), 241. 
20 Ann S. Blum, “Conspicuous Benevolence: Liberalism, Public Welfare, and Private Charity in Porfirian 
Mexico City, 1877-1910,” The Americas 58, no. 1 (2001): 8-9. 
21 Juan de Dios Peza, La beneficencia en México (México: Imprenta de Francisco Díaz de León, 1881): 33-
34. 
22 Moisós Gonzalez Navarro, La pobreza en México (México: El Colegio de México, 1985), 54-6. 
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edge of the city. These projects represented visible efforts to beautify the city and 

physically segregate the rich in the city center from the poor residents on the outskirts.    

Díaz’s obsession with everything European, especially the orderly and functional 

centers of Paris and London, influenced the way he approached urban issues. Intending to 

make Mexico City the “Paris of the Americas,” Díaz’s advisers adopted urban aesthetic 

designs from the French Beauté or the American City Beautiful movements.23 These 

introduced an astounding number of city improvement projects, including the expansion 

of green spaces and the construction of the Palace of Fine Arts (Palacio de Bellas 

Artes).24 The enthusiastic adoption of European pastimes, attitudes, and technologies has 

been called the “Porfirian Persuasion,” a phrase that explains how upper-class Mexicans 

eagerly accepted fashion styles and sporting events from the United States and Europe, 

and rejected the already-established popular domestic diversions.25 They justified this 

new approach as a way to put the country on par with the seemingly progressive Western 

societies of Europe and North America.26  

The imitation of European aesthetics solidified a growing trend that embraced 

urban life. Urbanization became emblematic of modernity; so living in cities represented 

just one of the ways that people modernized the nation. From this new attitude emerged 

an urban ethic that embraced city life and inspired wealthier Mexicans and foreigners to 

                                                             
23 Federico Fernández-Christlieb, Les Idées de l’amenagement urbain et les espaces de la Ville de Mexico 
au XIXe siècle (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2002), 22; Michael Johns, The City of Mexico in the Age of Díaz 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997), 17-21. 
24 Emily Wakild, "Naturalizing Modernity: Urban Parks, Public Gardens and Drainage Projects in Porfirian 
Mexico City," Mexican Studies/Estudios Mexicanos 23, no. 1 (Winter, 2007): 101-23. 
25 Hermano Vianna, The Mystery of Samba: Popular Music and National Identity in Brazil (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 112.  
26 William H. Beezley, Judas at the Jockey Club and Other Episodes of Porfirian Mexico, 2nd. ed. 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004), 14.  
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move to the capital where they invested in business and reveled in city cultural activities. 

The opportunity to attend the opera or sip coffee in upscale restaurants attracted people to 

the capital. The growth in population and industry, coupled with a new predilection for 

capital life style, meant that Mexico City underwent a series of physical and 

philosophical alterations that changed the way the city looked and felt.  

Politicians, planners, and residents initiated various utility and business 

improvements to place the capital on par with other cities around the world. By the turn 

of the century, Mexico City housed over 300 public schools, and the municipal and 

federal governments invested heavily in higher education to train students in medicine, 

fine arts, engineering, and law. More than 200 magazines and newspapers were published 

in the capital each year. Officials, in an effort to showcase the nation’s history, opened 

the first National Museum, erected numerous statues, and displayed archeological 

findings.27 Public works projects such as canals, drainage, bridges, roads, railroads, and 

telegraph lines, dotted the cityscape and exhausted funds. Lighting the city with 

turpentine, oil and then electric lanterns marked a substantial change that allowed for 

more nighttime activities. Thoroughly impressed by the lighting projects, alderman Jesús 

Gallindo y Villa claimed that Mexico City was undoubtedly one of the best lighted cities 

in the world.28 The introduction of these modern services and amenities meant that 

residents adjusted their lives to accommodate new technologies and the constant presence 

                                                             
27 Luis Gerardo Morales Moreno, "El primer museo nacional de México, 1825-1857," en Hacia otra 
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of construction projects. One such adjustment required a new level of preparedness for 

fire.  

Efforts at modernizing the city and making it appear more like its European and 

American counterparts created greater fire hazards. Manufacturing workshops used large 

supplies of combustible fuels such as petroleum, varnishes, sulfur, and turpentine, which 

caused substantial destruction if ignited. The street lighting projects, praised by locals and 

visitors alike, were extremely dangerous if flames touched the stockpiles of gas used to 

illuminate lanterns or if sparks flew from electrical apparatuses. Newly established parks 

and forests, intended to bring health to the population, often caught fire in dry months or 

during lightning storms. In addition, building patterns, especially experiments with wood 

construction, mimicked those found in Europe. Whereas planners once used flame-

resistant cobblestone and tiles, they now tried flammable wooden sidewalks to line the 

streets and French-inspired mansard roofs that adorned the mansions and hotels of upper-

class neighborhoods.  

Modernization had its price, and Mexico City inhabitants looked at these projects 

with varying measures of pride and concern. Petitions to the Ayuntamiento, newspaper 

articles, and legislation, show that residents of the city worried about the precipitous 

increase in fires.29 Everyone from vendors to bureaucrats speculated about the reasons for 

such a drastic increase. Some turned to religion to understand these dangers, and 

ultimately justified their misfortune with the explanation that God had meted punishment 
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for sins committed.30 Others blamed population increases for the increase in fires, often 

embellishing their arguments with racial and class-based slurs about the effects that 

uncultured rural dwellers had on the city.31 Stories of recent migrants who lived in one-

room homes, crammed with seven or eight people, dogs, chickens, pigeons, pigs, 

alongside piles of charcoal and wood, exemplified concerns that rural inhabitants were 

incapable of adjusting their daily habits to fit the urban environment.32 

While increasing population and density certainly contributed to more fires, the 

types that erupted in the 1860s changed with growing use of new fuels. The many 

workshops that opened throughout the city required extensive fuel, making fires more 

likely. Soap manufacturers used large amounts of animal fats, tanneries used thick oils 

for tanning hides, and ice workshops employed chemicals stored under pressure. These 

highly inflammable fuels and others, such as varnishes, turpentine, fertilizers, and dyes 

became common accessories in daily life, and could easily be found in home kitchens, 

stalls in open-air markets, or on shelves in corner stores. Large factories and small 

workshops alike housed large machines and ovens to burn the fuels in compact areas, 

creating energy, but also greater risk of explosions. Coffee roasting warehouses and steel 

mills required machines that utilized heat and flame. Intended to make life easier and 

make businesses more profitable, the energy sources made living in the city far riskier. 
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Latin American Urban History 

 Research about Mexico City forms part of the literature on urban centers. Cities 

represent dynamic units of analysis that can help clarify political struggles, social 

conflicts, and environmental constraints that occurred in the past. While scholars have 

defined cities in contrast with the countryside, boundaries based on geography, or trends 

in capitalism and consumption,33 another line of analysis approaches cities with a focus 

on their inhabitants. Cities provide places where social interactions occur, where people 

make decisions, where they form relationships, and where they shape their worldviews.34 

Without people, cities lack meaning. For this reason, Lewis Mumford, the pioneer of 

urban history, defined cities based on the experiences of people living in them, not on 

their spatial characteristics or population statistics. Instead, he claimed that cities act as 

the theaters where social drama plays out.35  

Latin America has a long history with urbanism. Since the early colonial years, 

Latin American cities had been the centers of culture, bureaucracy, politics, commerce, 

and religion, because they functioned as the posts that linked the Americas with Europe.36 

In the aftermath of the wars of independence in the first decades of the nineteenth 
                                                             
33 Manuel Castells, The Urban Question: A Marxist Approach, trans. Alan Sheridan (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 1977); Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975); 
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44, no. 1 (July 1938): 1-24. 
34 Zeynep Celid and Diane Fabro, “Methods of Urban History,” Journal of Architectural Education 41, no. 
3 (1984): 4-9. 
35 Lewis Mumford, “What Is a City?” Architectural Record (1937): 94.  
36 Susan M. Socolow and Lyman L. Johnson, “Urbanization in Colonial Latin America,” Journal of Urban 
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1930,” in Rethinking the Latin American City, eds. Richard M. Morse and Jorge E. Hardoy (Washington, 
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century, Latin American cities lost some prestige and power. Richard Morse claims that 

the wars damaged some cities, depleted national coffers, and left the population without 

strong administrative capabilities, resulting in an urban “primacy dip.”37 Some prominent 

Latin Americans, such as Argentine intellectual and statesman Domingo Faustino 

Sarmiento expressed concerns that rural areas would trump urban ones, arguing that 

gaucho and caudillo strongmen, loosely equivalent to cowboys, would destroy all the 

cultured aspects of society, things like schools, courthouses, and artisans’ shops, in favor 

of large ranches and mono-crop economies.38 Other historians have refuted claims of lost 

urban power, instead arguing that city populations may have decreased slightly after 

independence, but they always maintained their administrative and economic supremacy 

over rural areas.39 Exporting raw goods required centralized markets, communication, 

and transportation, all of which could be found in major cities.  

As late as the 1970s, historians of Latin America had written almost nothing about 

cities despite their exceptional growth in the second half of the nineteenth century.40 

Instead, historians focused on rural issues. The few exceptions included historians Jorge 

Hardoy, Richard Morse, James Scobie, and José Luis Romero, who started to address 
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patterns of urban growth and city planning, and, in particular, the challenges that 

population increases placed on cities.41 Shortly thereafter, social historians, grappling 

with contemporary problems tied to megacities, examined urbanization as a way to assess 

how people in the past adjusted to exceptional change. By focusing on the social 

interactions that occurred in cities, these historians unearthed issues related to European 

immigration, labor unrest, and class conflict, showing how the lives of various social 

actors intersected in urban spaces.42    

More recently, some historians have asserted that all physical settings are 

political. While no space inherently possesses power, people assign meaning to certain 

areas and fight over those spaces, thus reflecting processes of social domination and 

political control.43 Historians of health, gender, and disease have explored the politics of 

space most explicitly. Modernization efforts, in late nineteenth-century Latin America, 

such as the construction of large thoroughfares or the destruction of insalubrious slums, 
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led to clashes between social groups over access to public spaces.44 The rhetoric 

surrounding sanitation initiatives blamed poor residents for disease. In nineteenth-century 

Rio de Janeiro, prevailing interpretations about the causes of cholera and yellow fever led 

officials to hold African slaves and poor residents guilty for spreading diseases, which 

ultimately justified the destruction of lower-class housing (cortiços).45 Similarly, in 

Montevideo, Uruguay and San Juan, Puerto Rico physicians and hygienists targeted 

lower-class businesses and neighborhoods as dens of disease, thus allowing officials to 

regulate those inhabitants or move them elsewhere.46 When urban populations grew, the 

original residents feared that cities would become hotbeds of moral decay, crime, and 

poverty.47  

The most neglected facet of the urban modernization experience has been the 

pattern of technological change.48 Technology modifies the ways that cities function.49 
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Transportation and communication networks, industrial development, and public works 

infrastructure irreversibly change city landscapes.50 Technical systems can produce a 

vicious cycle, as officials constantly need to repair or replace the old with new systems 

for human survival.51 While changing the physical layout of cities, technological 

advancements helped to solidify political, economic, and social structures. The massive 

Mexico City drainage project initiated by the Díaz regime shows how urban development 

can strengthen a political regime’s legitimacy, even if it excluded a large segment of 

society from gaining access to new public services.52 Examining streetcars in 

Montevideo, Anton Rosenthal has made important efforts to discuss the intersections of 

city growth, and increased danger, that resulted as the new technology altered labor 

relations and intensified social conflicts.53 Addressing the technology used to fight fires, 

my project contributes to a growing scholarly trend, one that exposes the dynamics of 

urban modernization as byproducts of technological developments.  

By examining cities we learn that multiple actors come together to demand access 

to public spaces or municipal services. Often, the interests of one group come into 
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conflict with the demands of others in the city. Some residents are visible to 

policymakers and gain access and rights to the city, while others remain invisible and 

ignored. These social conflicts become especially tense when issues of safety arise. All 

residents in Mexico City wanted to be safe and protected from misfortune, but not all 

residents received equal protection.  

 
The Urban Environment 

Histories of urban Latin America, at least until the last two decades, have fallen 

short in analyzing how natural forces and social processes coexist and shape one 

another.54 Examining how cities interact with natural resources, forested areas, and rural 

hinterlands has forced urban historians to cross paths with environmental historians. The 

growing subfield of urban environmental history has brought discussions about nature 

into the city, showing how environmental issues do not begin and end at a city’s edge. 

While the earliest environmental histories of the 1970s focused on rural and agricultural 

issues,55 by the 1990s Joel Tarr, Christine Meisner Rosen, and Martin Melosi demanded 

that environmental historians redefine the parameters of the field to include urban areas.56 

Studies on the relationships between cities and their hinterlands have been especially 
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important in drawing out the urban-nature connection.57 Hinterlands have a symbiotic 

relationship with the city, where rural agriculture feeds urban peoples, and provide 

farmers with a market to sell other goods and purchase manufactured products, creating a 

constant flow of commodities. Cities thus cannot be separated out of their surrounding 

environments. The physical world as well political, commercial, and social interests 

determine where people build towns and how they access natural resources. Alternately, 

cities may strain natural resources, and certainly irreversibly alter landscapes to 

accommodate urban life.  

In the United States, urban environmental history has become a well-developed 

sub-field and discussions of urban parks, industrial pollution, natural disasters, water 

shortages, and sewage disposal mark just some of the contributions to the field.58 But in 

Latin America, historians have just begun to analyze the urban-environment 

connections.59 Lise Sedrez, a historian of Rio de Janeiro, has challenged Latin American 

historians to examine urban areas from environmental perspectives. She insists that Latin 

Americanists develop theoretical frameworks, building on a long history of nature 
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writing, exemplified by Euclides da Cunha’s Os sertões (1902)60 and Sergio Buarque de 

Holanda’s Visão do paraíso (1959),61 rather than continuing to borrow from frameworks 

developed for U.S. history.62 

 As more people have gravitated towards cities (currently eighty percent of Latin 

Americans live in cities), so too have historians turned toward studying the urban-nature 

relationship and the ways that built environments can tax natural resources. The idea of 

people destroying their environment and pilfering the natural resources represents the 

guiding theme in declensionist narratives, often showcasing the environmental costs of 

colonialism and capitalism in the region.63 This theme runs strong in the Latin American 

historiography. Desertification and air pollution, largely due to encounters between the 

old and the new worlds and efforts at modernization, represent some of the material 

consequences that humans have created.64 Stories of degradation create legends of lost 

environments, but rarely delve into important questions about how people built and 
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understood their environments in the past.65 Examining the built environment offers a 

way to assess how intellectual trends, political motives, and racial or class differences 

interacted with one another to create unique landscapes.  

  In Latin America, histories of the struggles over water have moved beyond 

decrying environmental decline and instead examine the role of water resources in 

broader power relations. Building on the works of water historians such as Luis Aboites 

and Brigitte Boehm, urban environmental history gained a strong footing in analyses of 

how technological efforts to control resources (drainage, irrigation, or damming) helped 

solidify government rule.66 More recently, several attempts examine how city-dwellers 

controlled water as a source of social power by showing how a natural resource can alter 

industrial production, agricultural outputs, and labor relations.67 In Guanabara Bay in Rio 

de Janeiro, Lise Sedrez described how political authorities, military officials, and 

technical experts clashed as they tried to manage this environment.68 Not everyone 
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received equal access to water in cities, meaning that not everyone had the same 

opportunities for production, health, and safety.  

 Urban historians have begun to embrace the conceptions of cities as ecosystems or 

metabolic systems to explain how these centers use energy and resources.69 All cities are 

made up of highly interdependent parts.70 Even the smallest alteration to this system can 

cause a series of changes that ripple through society.71 These ripples can have endless 

effects on the city and its people and can be evaluated with the concept of social 

metabolism. Codifying this theme into a theoretical framework, Spanish historian Manuel 

González de Molina has broken down the process of social metabolism into five distinct 

steps: humans acquire, transform, circulate, consume, and excrete energy and resources 

from the natural world.72 The inputs of water, energy, and foodstuffs become transformed 

through human actions in cities and produce a much different set of outputs including 

feces, smoke, sewage, and industrial waste.73 When confronted with such disparate inputs 
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and outputs, historians tend to ask the major question: where to put hazardous outputs?74 

Sometimes they end up in landfills, other times in human-inhabited areas like slums.  

Fire brings together all of these historiographical trends. By adopting the 

framework of social metabolism, we can see how people adjusted to living in a hazardous 

environment. Human desire to create permanent settlements, crowded with people and 

filled with modern amenities, has increased fire hazards in many ways and altered 

Mexico City’s metabolic system. With the adoption of fossil fuels, capital residents 

transformed coal, petroleum, and natural gases into energy sources that could be found in 

any home or business. Residents throughout the city used these highly flammable 

materials on a daily basis, thus increasing the risk of uncontrolled fire. The capital’s 

industrial development was predicated on the risks, particularly fires that would have 

plenty of fuel to continue burning for long periods. Some residents held more fossil fuels 

than others, but everyone was affected by the hazard due to the speed at which a fire 

could spread.  

 

Fire and Disasters 

Risks became most visible in 1866 when an exceptional number of fires plagued 

the capital. Every several weeks, the government of Maximilian received news of yet 

another devastating conflagration in the capital. Butcher shops, match factories, bakeries, 
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and soap manufacturers all suffered. Sometimes the causes of the fires were clear: 

unsupervised lit candles falling over and setting the room ablaze,75 for instance, or a 

poorly constructed oven setting ablaze the walls of a bakery.76 At other times the fires 

had no explanation at all. A box of matches spontaneously lighting in a drawer of 

clothing,77 or an underground supply of petroleum exploding for no apparent reason.78 

Even in those cases that seemingly had no explanation, clearly fires had begun to affect 

everyone.   

This sudden transition from relative fire safety to relative risk was due to a change 

in what Stephen Pyne terms a fire regime. Pyne categorizes industrial fires as a new 

category, one fueled by human action and reliance on fossil fuels.79 Previously, fire had 

been a natural phenomenon, but during the mid-nineteenth century, it became modified 

and adapted for human use through combustion technology.80 Pyne explains how this 

new era of combustion-based fire was contained within machines and technology, rather 

than used in open hearths or employed for clearing forested areas. Fossil fuel combustion 

in ovens, engines, stoves, and furnaces provides humans with heat and power, but due to 
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its explosive nature, this energy can be far more dangerous than previous fire regimes.81 

New practices elevated the risk and severity of fires. Brought into the city, fire acquired 

an exceedingly dangerous nature, which required the development of new political 

institutions, government agencies, and public services to mitigate them.82 

Existing scholarship on fires examines the effects of major fires throughout 

history. The analysis of such a catastrophic event helps to unravel the political and social 

outcomes of disasters. For example, analysis of the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 or the San 

Francisco Earthquake Fire of 1906, has the ability to show the inadequacies of existing 

public services. Ill-equipped fire brigades and poorly coordinated disaster response meant 

that victims received aid slowly, if at all.83 Moreover, municipal officials and charity 

leaders rarely distributed aid equitably; rebuilding efforts exacerbated existing class and 

racial divisions by pushing some groups to the outskirts of the city.84 Fires, like other 

disasters, can tell stories about struggles for power, safety, and resources. Mark Carey, 

examining climate change in the Andes, asserts that different social groups have 
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competing opinions about disaster mitigation, but in the end, action required that they 

compromise on plans.85 

Even though disasters often refer to things that occur naturally, such as fires, 

tornadoes, earthquakes, and monsoons, whether or not the event could be defined as 

disastrous depends entirely on human experience.86 Disasters are only seen as such 

because people name and categorize them in this way. How they affect human lives 

through the loss of life, capital, and property give disasters their meaning. Floods or 

tornados that run through uninhabited grasslands and do not destroy manmade structures 

or affect crop yields are not categorized as disasters because they do not come into 

contact with human systems. Hurricanes or typhoons that pummel villages, by contrast, 

are labeled disasters, revealing that a disaster is socially constructed.87 When a natural 

phenomenon comes into contact with people, conditions such as extreme poverty and 

food shortage create suffering.88 Thus, Ted Steinberg contends that natural disasters are 

anything but natural.89      

Disasters can inspire human action. Mark Carey claims that historians of disaster 

are the most likely to blur the nature-culture lines, and to show how naturally occurring 
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phenomenon can disproportionately affect some people.90 For the late eighteenth-century 

Caribbean, Sherry Johnson interweaves evidence of natural disasters with political events 

and claims that ecological crises acted as catalysts for revolutionary conflict.91 The 1972 

earthquake in Managua, Nicaragua and the 1985 earthquake in Mexico City led citizens 

to collective action. Nicaraguans, angered by the inadequate government relief, revolted 

and overthrew the Somoza dictatorship.92 In Mexico, community relief efforts helped 

previously unincorporated residents find political voices, which they later used in the 

1988 mayoral election to bring to power a politician not associated with the ruling PRI 

party.93 In the aftermath of disaster, people questioned not only disaster relief efforts, but 

also political and social institutions.   

The fear of fire in daily life did not emerge only in the aftermath of major 

conflagrations. Rather, it built up over time when communities faced smaller, more 

frequent quotidian fires. Instead of examining one major disaster, this project explains 

how the almost constant presence of smaller fires acted as a catalyst for social change. 

This analysis borrows from hazard studies that focus on common disasters. Greg Bankoff 

has led this approach with his work on the Philippines, faced with nearly constant threats 

of flooding, typhoons, mudslides, and earthquakes. The presence of these hazards in the 
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lives of south Pacific islanders led him to coin the term “cultures of disaster” to explain 

the ways certain societies live with constant natural threats and find ways to cope with 

the aftermath of misfortune.94 Building on the idea of a culture of disaster, this project 

shows how urban residents, in a moment of significant social and environmental change, 

adjusted their daily lives to confront the increasing risk of fires.  

 

Chapter Organization 

Fires offer a way to look at broader processes found in rapidly modernizing cities. 

Demonstrating that a non-human element such as fire can inspire social change, I assess 

the attitudes and actions of a variety of groups to show the complexities of disaster 

prevention and relief. While much of the historiography for the regime of Porfirio Díaz 

examines political and economic patterns, this project deviates from that general 

approach. By bringing the actions of non-governmental actors to the forefront, it becomes 

clear that other interest groups, alongside Díaz and his officials, participated in the 

development of the capital.  

This project utilizes an assortment of primary sources to bring breadth and depth 

to this study of fire. By first combing through periodicals and municipal records, I was 

uncovered what effects, if any, fire had on city planning and legislation. In the process, 

the voices of certain actors emerged as the capital residents who were most affected by 

fire. While I had initially anticipated that some of these actors would be central to the 

study, such as fire engineers and firemen, other actors took me by surprise and led me to 
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archives I never would have entered otherwise. Inventors and physicians represent some 

of these valuable, yet unexpected, historical actors. Patent requests, inventors’ drawings, 

medical journals, and medical school curricula confirmed that fire was not only a concern 

of public officials. Preventing fires, suppressing flames, and healing burns captivated 

many residents and this newfound concern about fire safety created new occupations and 

ways to earn a living. Fire provoked disparate responses from a variety of residents, and 

those responses to the evilness of fire influenced how I structured this project.    

Chapter one focuses on fear of fires, and how it functioned as an engine of 

change. With the considerable increase in fires, the community-organized firefighting on 

which residents had relied could no longer contain the bigger and more frequent fires. 

Numerous emotionally charged pleas from concerned citizens forced the municipal 

government to take action. By requesting help from the municipal government, residents 

reconsidered the role they wanted the government to take in providing social services. 

This changing ethos about the government’s need to provide social services led to the 

establishment of fire regulations and a professional fire brigade. This chapter 

demonstrates how residents used something as intangible as fear to inspire change and 

make public officials give priority to urban safety.   

Chapter two examines how stories of fires inspired scientific research and 

technological developments. University-trained engineers and architects, functioning as 

city inspectors, implemented the fire codes that government officials had authorized. In 

addition, engineers used their technical expertise to manipulate their natural surroundings 

to prevent fires. Extensive hydraulic systems for fire hydrants represented the most 
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audacious of these projects. Their experiences with fires made engineers recognize that 

fires threatened all members of society, and they argued that fire protection should be 

extended more equitably. The appeals for fair distribution of protection marked a major 

deviation from the Porfirian mindset, which tended to value elite progress at the expense 

of the poor. 

Chapter three addresses independent inventors and insurance agents and how they 

profited from fire risks. Inventors heard the growing anxieties of urban danger and 

created safety devices for homes or businesses. Safety matches, flame-retardant roofs, 

and handheld fire extinguishers offer a sampling of Mexican inventions. Insurance 

representatives, playing on the fears of fire, promised security against lost investments. In 

both cases, entrepreneurs saw businesses as opportunities to sell peace of mind where 

others feared catastrophe. During a period when residents clamored for science and 

technology to improve social problems, inventors and insurance agents marketed their 

protective services, and their products became standard features in the capital. 

Chapter four addresses how fire hazards affected public health initiatives. The 

growing number of burn victims and fire-related deaths forced public health officials to 

establish strict guidelines about combustible agents in the city. Mexico City’s 1882 

Sanitary Code defined fire hazards as detrimental to public health, hygiene, and safety, 

and the code eventually divided the city into zones of fire safety and risk. In the mid-

nineteenth century, burns became easily infected and the more severely burned patients 

rarely survived more than a few days. For those patients who survived, fire marked their 

bodies with unsightly scars and the tragic events haunted their memories. Physicians 
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experimented with indigenous healing methods and scientifically developed medicines, 

as well as skin grafts from animals and cadavers. Stories of pain and suffering or bodies 

scarred by burns forced physicians and hygienists to reevaluate the meaning of health in 

the capital by including natural disasters and daily hazards into the definition.   

The conclusion considers why the period from 1860 to 1910 allowed fire and fire 

safety to mark the city so dramatically. The political and economic stability during this 

period meant that residents could focus on improving the city through science, 

technology, business, and medicine. Some improvements caused more fires, which 

required that officials address the growing fire hazards with attempts at fire prevention 

and new methods of suppression. By ending this dissertation with a discussion of the 

1905 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of Mexico City, it becomes clear that fire and fire 

safety were visible parts of the city. 
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CHAPTER ONE:  
GOVERNING FEAR 

 
 

The evil flames rise: 
Fire! a hundred voices shout, 

A shrill whistle and hoarse cries. 
The terrifying church bell. 

 
Startled and confused 

The city is shaken to its core 
Ready! The pumps fly open, 

The flames touch the heavens! 
 

The fire grows, the smoke rises  
Sparks fall, embers rain; 

They will give up. There is nothing they can do. 
Come on! More power! More water!95 

 
 
 

Stories of a gruesome fire in February of 1866 circulated in the Mexico City 

press, provoking a collective sense of dread that lingered for several months. The 

fireworks shop on San Antonio Abad street, which had a large supply of explosive 

powder on hand, suddenly and without explanation burst into flames.96 The blaze 

incinerated five members of a family of firework makers and left the wife of the owner 

with her flesh burned to the subcutaneous layer, exposing bone and muscles on her chest 

and face. Bystanders rushed her to the Hospital de San Pablo, where they treated the 

extensive and deep burns that left her mangled head hairless and her body blackened by 

charred skin. No one expected her to live more than a day or two, but she nonetheless 

hung on for three days after the conflagration, enduring excruciating pain. Maximilian 

and Carlota, astonished by the tragic news, provided the few surviving widows and 

orphans with several hundred pesos to rebuild their lives and pay for the burials of their 
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husbands and fathers.97 This tragedy affected the imperial couple to such a degree that 

they reversed their previous demand that street cleaners use fire pumps for aesthetic 

purposes such as watering the plants in Alameda Park or cleaning the Ayuntamiento 

buildings. Thereafter, fire came to represent a political concern, and officials ranging 

from low-level bureaucrats to the Emperor offered suggestions about how to avoid such a 

massive disaster in the future and how to deliver aid to people who experienced fire-

related tragedies.  

Prior to the 1860s, fire protection, like various other social services in the city, 

had been a neighborhood responsibility. When a fire erupted, the first person on the scene 

ran to the community church to ring the bell, signaling that neighbors should rush to help 

suffocate the flames. One afternoon in May of 1861, the upper level of the post office 

caught fire. Despite an on-site portable pump and dozens of men to help put out the fire, 

the fire raged on into the night.98 This system worked well enough for centuries, but with 

the introduction of highly flammable and often explosive agents, residents needed more 

than volunteer efforts and buckets of water to extinguish the flames. A recent study of 

municipal services in Morelia, Michoacán, discovered a similar shift from community 

responsibility to government action regarding sewage disposal, public health, and street 

maintenance. In the last decades of the nineteenth century, citizens from all social ranks 

created cross-class alliances to lobby municipal authorities to improve urban services in 
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Morelia.99 In the capital, the concerns of uneasy businessmen, mothers, shop owners, and 

foreign investors motivated municipal officials to make concerted efforts to confront the 

growing menace of fire. The shift in the orientation of relief efforts from personal action 

to government responsibility shows a new reliance on bureaucracy for public assistance 

in the wake of disasters.100  

During the last three decades of the nineteenth century, officials responded to 

worried citizens by regulating flammable substances and building materials. In essence, 

officials initiated fire prevention techniques. Their attitudes placed the onus on residents. 

When a fire erupted, authorities publically accused residents of not following official 

protocols, thus putting themselves and their neighbors in danger. When the adobe home 

of Juan Pérez caught fire, newspapers reported that Pérez’s ignorance and neglect made 

him lose the few humble pieces of furniture that he owned.101 Firemen cited carelessness 

as the reason that the owner of a book binding shop lost most of his property to fire. Had 

he remembered to remove a pot of glue from the stove, they argued, he could have 

avoided fire hazards and not endangered his entire neighborhood.102 When a private 

space, such as a home, caught fire, it threatened to destroy public buildings or plazas that 

surrounded it, ultimately blurring the private and the public nature of the hazard. 

Therefore, private spaces ceased to fall entirely outside the jurisdiction of public 
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regulation.103 Officials and their advisers thought that each fire had a cause, a culprit, and 

a preventative solution. 

Obstinate to the idea that all fires could be prevented, residents intensified their 

pleas for a professional firefighting brigade by detailing the terrifying sights, smells, and 

sounds that occurred when buildings caught fire. Personal testimonies of the sounds of a 

hundred voices yelling “fire,” piercing screeches from policemen’s whistles, or the 

clamor of church bells heralding fire all brought life and emotion into pleas for municipal 

support.104 Others explained how they became awestruck at the unusual beauty of flames 

enveloping buildings and described how flames in the distance looked like a sunset made 

of violent rays of crimson and purple.105 Seeing or experiencing a fire firsthand became 

engrained into people’s memories. Months and years later they could still recall in precise 
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detail the smell of the burning building or the sensation of heat from unruly flames on 

their skin.106  

Fears of urban hazards drove residents to make the capital safer. Everyone agreed 

that prevention regulations like the ban on constructing cotton storage warehouses next to 

fireworks shops or the restriction of wooden construction in the city could decrease the 

overall number of fires. Nevertheless, in a growing, industrializing city, where residents 

became increasingly reliant on fossil fuels to conduct business and light homes, fires 

were bound to happen and the city needed quick and effective ways to extinguish them. 

Residents’ emotionally charged requests for a firefighting brigade and the accompanying 

technology to support the brigade began as early as the 1860s. Over the next three 

decades officials experimented with regulations and fines to prevent further hazards from 

taking over the capital, but these efforts had mixed results. Ultimately, municipal 

authorities had to embrace the newest approaches to hazards management, rather than 

rely on preventative measures exclusively. 

 

Worried Citizens Call for Help 
 

Powerful stories of conflagrations at home and abroad affected how people 

thought about their future. Newspaper articles, broadsides, and ballads contributed to 

growing anxieties about urban living. Days after the fatal Paris Opera Fire of 1887, which 

took the lives of more than 200 people, the Mexico City-based newspaper El Monitor 

Republicano published a lengthy article questioning the safety of the capital’s theaters. 
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The article used the Paris experience as a way to launch a larger debate about fire safety 

in Mexico City.107 For several days after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire, the 

front page of El Imparcial was covered in articles that detailed the disaster, retold 

personal tragedies, and described the relief measures implemented in a city consumed by 

flames and destroyed by rubble. The coverage of the catastrophe in San Francisco even 

included articles about how it had affected Mexican citizens, many of whom had family 

and friends living in California.108 Reporting on the horrors of big and small fires around 

the world became a standard practice in most major Mexican newspapers. Stories of the 

rapid destruction of more than 1,000 homes in Shanghai in 1894, or of the sounds of 

screaming patients locked in their cells during a fire at a mental asylum in Montreal, 

entered Mexican homes and made citizens question their own fire safety.109    

Imagining flames engulfing one’s home or business brought anxious feelings 

about lost investments or, even worse, excruciating death. Stories of burning victims 

jumping out of third-story windows to escape flames or descriptions of stiff, asphyxiated 

bodies found in the aftermath of a fire, suggest a general sense of uneasiness.110 

Certainly, individual fears based on personal experience or psychology existed, but 

collective experience and memory shaped what daily activities became interpreted as 
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risks.111 Printed and oral stories, vividly retelling of fires that took place throughout the 

world, put the imaginations of entire communities into full gear. Residents of Mexico 

City pieced together information about great fires, scorched bodies, and lost homes, and 

transposed their fears of such horrors onto the history of the city. An aura of dread hung 

over the capital, and spurred citizen action. Motivated by fear, emotional responses to 

hazards pushed authorities to experiment with improved fire prevention and control 

efforts.  

The threat of fire concerned entire communities, offering the urban population a 

platform from which to voice concerns about their visions for the future. Most people 

never experienced first-hand the devastating effects of fires, but popular folklore, 

newspaper articles, and stories from friends and neighbors always contained the same 

message: fires could affect anyone at any time.112 Fires, moreover, represented a 

collective fear because they required collective action to prevent them or put them out.113 

Many fires during this period could be characterized as accidental—a neighbor leaving a 

candle lit or electrical lighting sparking in a match workshop—and often quickly spread 
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to adjoining structures.114 Anyone in society could be the victim of someone else’s 

oversight or unwise decisions.115 Alejandro Hernández, the twelve-year-old son of the 

owner of a fireworks shop, caused great panic among his neighbors when a spark flew 

from one of his fireworks onto a pile of lumber and quickly incinerated the business. As 

the workshop burned, pieces of pyrotechnics shot out from the windows and doors in 

every direction while neighbors looked on in horror, praying that they could put out the 

fire before it spread to adjacent buildings.116 After a house fire that caused relatively little 

damage, one reporter noted that the neighbors near the fire remained paralyzed with fear 

about impending fire-related doom.117  

On at least one occasion, the fear of fire transmuted into a full-scale urban legend, 

showing how panic could become distorted by rumor. In the 1840s, rumors spread 

quickly about a phantom killer known for dousing unsuspecting victims with flammable 

oils and lighting them on fire. Whispered stories about a shady, Jack-the-Ripper arsonist, 

who prowled the streets of Mexico City with an oil can and a box of matches, eventually 

made their way into the written record and became an issue for government officials. A 

quick investigation confirmed that no such arson assaults had been reported. In an 

attempt to quell fears and squash the unfounded rumors, Mayor José María Icaza gave a 

series of public speeches and ordered municipal officials to hang explanatory posters 
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throughout the capital.118 Like most urban legends, no one knows for sure if such a 

character prowled the streets and back alleys of the capital. No matter the source of the 

rumor or how true it appeared, these exaggerated stories had the power to circulate 

quickly and instill fear in the citizenry. 

While some suspected God’s wrath caused many horrific fires, this fatalistic 

interpretation waned as intellectual trends rooted in liberalism, positivism, and social 

Darwinism became more widely accepted. Slowly, municipal authorities, journalists, 

physicians, and the like embraced an ideal based on the conviction that reason and 

science could explain calamity and make sense of the unthinkable.119 After a gas main 

exploded, causing extensive property damage and loss of life, one physician publicly 

mocked his badly burnt patient for believing that the flames that scorched his body came 

from the gates of hell opening beneath his feet.120 In a newspaper article about the San 

Francisco earthquake fire of 1906, a Mexican journalist jokingly questioned whether God 

had punished San Franciscans with the tragedy. He ultimately pointed out the absurdity 

of such spiritual logic and instead blamed the fault line that sits below the city. The 

article ended with an ominous warning that the natural world contained unforeseeable 

risks that threatened all humanity.121 While prayer continued to offer some citizens a way 

to cope with disasters, by the mid nineteenth century, with access to new methods in 
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seismology and technologies to combat disasters, discussions of the causes of natural 

disasters entered the realm of the scientific and moved away from the religious.122 

Whether people believed that God’s wrath or human forces caused fires,123 fear of them 

continued to elicit strong emotional reactions from citizens of the capital. 

News about fires in major cities caused serious alarm. Mexico City never had a 

conflagration on the scale of the Great Chicago Fire of 1871, the Paris Opera Fire of 

1887, the Great Fire in Shanghai in 1894, or the San Francisco Earthquake Fire of 1906, 

but the frightening and descriptive reports of these disasters haunted Mexico City 

residents.124 Some officials kept meticulous records of these global urban hazards to learn 

from the mistakes and oversights of others, and they implemented the latest firefighting 

strategies when possible. Other officials argued that Mexico City’s unique use of adobe 

for buildings and the heavy summer rains made the capital less flammable than major 

cities in the United States and Europe.125 Despite these possible advantages in climate 

and construction materials and techniques, the more Mexico City politicians and planners 

imitated the urban practices and construction habits of the world’s most modern cities, 

the more hazardous their capital became. The introduction of state-of-the-art technologies 
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and services, such as electricity and fossil fuels, that originated in other countries led to a 

preponderance of factory, department store, and household fires.126 

Residents witnessed exciting technological and architectural developments enter 

the city during the heyday of Porfirian development; these new and modern 

developments often increased urban risks. While some residents eagerly awaited new 

technologies, others expressed concerns that they would bring more fires to the city. As 

gas lighting became more common throughout the city, engineers had to place 

underground gas tanks below houses, hospitals, and theaters to provide fuel to light the 

city. This modern amenity came at a grave cost. In March of 1866, one of these 

underground holding tanks ignited and burnt down a corner store and several houses, 

killing a night guardsman and injuring two others in the process.127 Electrical lighting, an 

improvement over gas lighting, still had its risks. Advertisements from Mexicana de Luz 

y Fuerza tried to convince capital residents to purchase electrical lighting for their homes 

and businesses because, they argued, electricity obviated the need for matches, and never 

again would consumers need to clean candle wax or ash off of furniture. Most 

importantly, the company explained that electricity carried no risk of fire.128 Despite such 

blatantly erroneous claims, light bulbs and sockets often caused massive fires. At a 

celebration for the Virgin of Guadalupe, festival organizers adorned the church with 

Mexican flags, clusters of flowers, and ornate cloth, resulting in an altar sparkling with 

candles and electric light bulbs. Once the crowd packed into the church and commented 
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on the splendid lighting, a spark flew from one of the light bulbs, setting fire to the 

hanging flags. Ironically, the organizers of the event had decided to use the new and 

modern electric lighting because it would be safer and less risky than candles.129  

Railroads, the modern marvel that made possible the rapid transportation of goods 

and passengers, caused a number accidents ranging from derailed cars to fires in 

stations.130 Sparks flying off the wheels often hit cotton or wood that had been stored at 

the station ready for export.131 When a train passed through Puebla, a spark flew off one 

of the wheels, hit the home of Manuel Concepción César, completely consuming his 

property.132 In 1911, a train full of people experienced a gruesome fire when a tank of 

petroleum suddenly exploded, killing several passengers and more than a dozen 

chickens.133 At one point the Chief of the firefighting brigade refused to allow the 

construction of a new tramway that ran on a street that held a number of valuable homes 

and businesses. He knew of the streetcars’ propensity to ignite small fires, and he did not 

want expensive buildings to catch fire.134 
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The most severe criticism of technology appeared in the broadsheet images by 

artist José Guadalupe Posada. Posada, known for his satirical illustrations of political life, 

depicted appalling scenes of trolley cars, buses, and trains falling over or plowing into 

innocent bystanders. These drawings often accompanied newspaper articles and corridos 

(popular ballads) and helped to inspire widespread anxieties about the use of 

technology.135 Popular expressions of fantastic fires that erupted in and out of the capital 

illustrated people’s worst nightmares. In his rendering of a fire in the lower-class 

neighborhood of Tepito, Posada showed faceless peasants dressed in white linen either 

running out of a smoke-filled and burning building or laying motionless as flames 

enveloped them (Figure 1). In addition to the horrifying images of destruction and certain 

death, the song that accompanied this broadsheet retold how the blaze ignited most of the 

products in the market, leaving many vendors destitute. Later reports explained that 

sixteen market stands had been reduced to ashes.136 
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Even though the Tepito fire occurred in a lower-class barrio in the northeast part 

of the city, this market fire affected residents from all social classes and from all 

neighborhoods in the capital. Several days after flames had devoured the marketplace and 

the pillaging had stopped, the Tepito market, once known for its abundance of cheap 

items, remained in shambles. Vendors suffered directly from the disaster, but in turn the 

fire inadvertently affected clients’ daily lives and practices. Lower and middle class 

residents from across the city complained that their buying power had decreased. Without 

the Tepito market, they could no longer find inexpensive shawls, shoes, and spoons. 

These stories and images spurred a series of worries about fires: untimely death, building 

destruction, loss of income, skepticism about untrustworthy neighbors and government 

officials, and disruption of consumer practice. Similar stories of fire-induced chaos at 

Figure 1- José Guadalupe Posada, “Quemazón en el Baratillo de Tepito,” (Mexico: Antonio Vanegas 
Arroyo, 1913), The Jean Charlot Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
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high-end department stores or in middle-class theatres created a sense of a precarious 

future, as the fear of fire crossed ethnic, class, and gender lines.137  

Popular stories and songs recounted nature’s conquest over man-made structures, 

alongside seamy accounts of human willingness to profit from tragedy or put someone 

else in danger. Before Tepito residents could completely extinguish the fire in the market, 

neighbors, onlookers, and firemen looted valuable items that had not been engulfed in the 

flames.138 The pandemonium caused by fire hazards did much more than just destroy 

physical structures; it also inspired thievery and chaos. A corrido (a popular, story-

telling, ballad) about the 1902 fire in Puebla’s Plaza de Toros (bullring) detailed a 

nightmarish scene of the human capacity for selfishness and cruelty. As soon as the fire 

erupted in the packed stadium, the crowds screamed and ran around frantically looking 

for an exit. As they pushed and shoved their way through the entrance to escape from the 

heat and smoke, some onlookers resorted to bludgeoning other audience members with 

chairs and stones. The author of the corrido, disgusted by the scene, described the 

participants as hellish monsters and demons, and he claimed that the audience members 

of Spanish decent caused the most destruction.139 Printed and oral stories depicting 

terrifying scenes of flames devouring people’s flesh or mobs trampling over innocent 
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victims reiterated to city dwellers that they had much more to fear than just the flames, 

given how vile, cruel, and selfish their neighbors could be.  

Reflecting on people’s emotions in the past provides a useful way to understand 

social life and examine culture.140 Uncovering emotions in archival data can reveal how 

fear and grief affected the daily practices of the living, prompting people to take action.141 

Petitions to the Mexico City municipal government about fire hazards contained the most 

conspicuous expressions of fear in the archive. Personal testimonies about fires, 

descriptions of neighbors hoarding dangerous combustibles, or complaints about 

unimplemented fire laws all contain hints of anxieties about the future. After a fire 

consumed his neighbor’s home, one concerned citizen wrote to the city council to alert 

officials of the likelihood that another fire would occur on his street because many of 

neighbors stored flammable and explosive materials in their residences.142 Juan Zárate, 

known as a whistleblower, addressed the Ayuntamiento (equivalent to municipal 

government) about his uneasiness in the aftermath of a large fire at a phosphorous plant. 

He voiced complaints about how the fire ignited because the owner of the manufacturing 

workshop did not follow the 1829 fire code. Zárate then went on to cite numerous other 

cases of business owners who refused to obey the law and would likely bring more death 
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and destruction to the city.143 More and more residents began to follow Zárate’s lead and 

write the municipal government to express their fears of fire. Director of Public Works 

Luis G. de Ansorena claimed that a fire in a carpenter’s workshop spread to three 

adjacent homes because the fire pumps had not been properly maintained and operated by 

men who knew how to work them.144 The majority of the complaints accused neighbors 

of negligence. One resident, who lived above a bakery and had to deal with constant heat 

rising up to his apartment, eventually requested that the city engineer inspect the business 

downstairs to ensure that no fire threat existed.145 

Voicing concerns about unrelenting fear of fire, everyday citizens shaped how 

people interpreted spaces as either safe or unsafe. They ascribed meaning to certain 

locations, dramatizing the formidable danger of some spaces while praising the inherent 

protection that others offered. These discussions over space reveal how relations of 

power played out over issues of fire safety.146 Through this emotional experience people 

prepared for disasters and looked for security by expecting the unexpected. But they did 

not sit patiently awaiting death or debilitation. Instead, by noting that fire hazards had 

become an increasingly prevalent aspect of daily life in Mexico City, citizens effectively 

pleaded with the municipal government to offer some protective options. Just as in mid-

nineteenth century Buenos Aires, where anxieties about possible fires in crowded public 

spaces became such a concern that administrators obsessively protected the population 
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with strict disciplinary measures and fines to prevent these catastrophes,147 Mexico City 

officials started to listen to citizens’ fears and concerns. In response, they implemented 

regulatory measures similar to those found in the Argentine capital. The stories of actual 

devastation made residents imagine scenarios of urban fires;148 in turn, these imaginings 

inspired officials to make concerted efforts to abate such fears and make the city a safer 

place to live and conduct business.149 

 

Regulating Risk and Managing Behavior 

Since 1777, with the passage of a royal decree for preventing fires, a 

comprehensive set of laws had been in place in the country. The law, which emanated 

from Crown authorities in Spain, outlined architectural requirements for ovens and roofs, 

restricted the locations of fireworks shops and wood storage facilities to the suburbs, and 

fined residents between ten and fifty pesos for violations.150 In 1829, just eight years after 

Mexico achieved independence, the municipal government of Mexico City reviewed this 

colonial legislation and added several new articles and increased the fines.151 Regardless 

of the presence of fire codes, throughout the nineteenth century residents complained that 
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officials did not enforce the regulations. Municipal authorities did not have the manpower 

to patrol the streets and ensure that public buildings contained working water pumps or 

fine people who stored excessive amounts of wood in the center of the city. Nevertheless, 

as fires started to consume more buildings, the regulations became more important for 

officials to monitor and for residents to follow. 

As early as 1860, there had been some discussion about installing a professional 

firefighting brigade in the capital, but by 1862, when Mexico was engaged in a war with 

French troops, officials understood that such an undertaking would have to wait. In 

theory, a fire department required expensive equipment, along with hundreds of fulltime 

employees and extensive training, all of which municipal officials could not secure. The 

solution that the Ayuntamiento proposed included enforcing the existing fire codes and 

drafting new laws, which would cost only a fraction of the price. Brigadier General, 

Military Commander, and Governor of the Federal District José María González 

Mendoza developed numerous regulations that assigned specific duties to citizens, based 

on their occupation, when a fire broke out. This decree directly targeted water carriers, 

policemen, night guardsmen, and physicians, and gave general, good-samaritan 

guidelines to anyone who happened upon a fire.  

González Mendoza’s regulations attempted to codify how people were to react to 

fire danger. The first witnesses to the fire were required to shut any doors or windows to 

the building in order to prevent breezes from spreading the flames to adjacent structures. 

After taking that initial step, the law required that at least one witness run immediately to 

the nearest church, ring the bell, and alert policemen and the night guardsmen. The night 
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guardsmen, upon hearing the sound of the church bell, quickly needed to gather ladders, 

buckets, and any additional supplies that could help put out fires, and rush to the scene. 

The law also brought water carriers (aguadores) into the picture and demanded that they 

fill their jugs and large containers with water to help extinguish the flames. While the 

water carriers and night guardsmen put out the fire, policemen were to control the crowds 

of people and made the onlookers whisper or speak softly so that the volunteers could 

hear when the chief of police shouted orders. In addition, physicians and surgeons needed 

to be present to tend to any burnt or injured victims.  

This form of fire management, if properly implemented, functioned well because 

everyone had a specific task to undertake. The author of the legislation, González 

Mendoza claimed that this method solved the problem of the city’s lack of a firefighting 

brigade because it made assisting in fire suppression a mandatory part of urban life. To 

make such collective firefighting strategies more effective, the law outlined a series of 

punishments and rewards. If someone neglected to fulfill his specific task or impeded the 

volunteers’ efforts to smother the flames, the Ayuntamiento fined him for disregarding 

public safety. On the other hand, anyone who assisted in the humanitarian service of 

putting out a building fire or saving the lives of people or animals, without looting or 

robbing the owner of the burning building, had his name printed in newspapers and 

received a medal of thanks or a small monetary reward for heroic efforts.152  

González Mendoza’s fire guidelines, which designated specific tasks to specific 

people, had mixed results. The availability of water, the proximity to church bells, the 
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location of the police department and the night guardsmen’s posts all factored into the 

success of this plan. The enormously devastating fire at the Mercado de Volador in 1870 

exemplified what could go wrong with González Mendoza’s regulations. When the fire 

erupted, the night guardsmen were asleep, the wells near the market had no water, the 

pumps held at the police department did not work, and the curious crowds of people 

interfered with volunteer efforts to put out the flames. After the disaster, Ayuntamiento 

members began to rethink their strategy and question whether or not everyday citizens 

could actually help suppress, or only exacerbate, fires.  

Shortly after the devastating fire at the Mercado de Volador, city officials adopted 

a law that sought to tackle fire hazards more efficiently by prohibiting the presence of 

combustible fuels in certain areas, effectively transforming the city’s plat in remarkable 

ways. Sometimes drainage ditches or waterways demarcated the city-limits, while at 

other times the suburban line ran directly through neighborhoods or along large avenues 

(Figure 2). Among other things, the center of the city included the Cathedral, the 

Alameda, the Mercado de Volador, and many principal churches and theaters. The Paseo 

de la Reforma reached the suburbs that included farms, Chapultepec Castle, and lower-

class, largely indigenous neighborhoods.153 By the turn of the century, the city-center’s 

residences had shifted west to include the upper-class neighborhoods of Roma, Condesa, 

                                                             
153 Andrés Lira, Comunidades indígenas frente a la ciudad de México. Tenochtitlán y Tlatelolco, sus 
pueblos y barrios, 1812-1919 (Zamora, Michoacán: El Colegio de Michoacán-El Colegio de Mexico-
Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología, 1988). 
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Juárez, and Cuauhtémoc that had sprouted up around the terminus of the Paseo de la 

Reforma.154  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This expansive fire code made strict distinctions between the center of the city 

and the suburbs, in effect creating zones of relative fire safety and fire risk.155 Within the 

city limits, the Ayuntamiento gave homeowners two months to destroy roofs made of 

                                                             
154 Mauricio Tenorio Trillo, “1910 Mexico City: Space and Nation in the City of the Centenario,” Journal 
of Latin American Studies 28, no. 1 (Feb., 1996): 82-85; Michael Wagenaar, “Conquest of the Center or 
Flight to the Suburbs? Divergent Metropolitan Strategies in Europe, 1850-1914, Journal of Urban History 
19, no. 1 (November 1992): 60-83. 
155 El. C. José Maria Castro, Gobernador del Distrito Federal, Disposiciones para evitar incendios, 
September 26, 1871, AHDF, Caja 41, exp. 10. 

Figure 2- Fire Zoning, 1871. Plano General de la Ciudad de México, con demarcación de manzanas y 
recuadro de parroquias, iglesias, edificios, establecimientos públicos y plazas de mercado. Lit. V. 
Debray, Editor. 1869; For the fire code regulations that stipulated the center of the city and the suburban 
parts, see Art. 21, Los suburbios de la ciudad, September 26, 1871, AHDF, Caja 41, exp. 10, fs. 5. 
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wood or flammable shingles, and, if residents neglected to do so, they would be fined 

between five and 200 pesos or put in jail for up to ten days. Residents living in the center 

also needed to dispose of stockpiles of wood by storing them in suburban neighborhoods. 

Firework shops, which were extremely prone to spontaneous combustion, could only be 

located in the suburbs. Even pulquerías, working-class taverns that served a fermented 

agave beverage, were prone to fire hazards and therefore required extra regulation.156 The 

law also restricted wooden construction, demanded the replacement of any existing 

wooden structures, with brick, stone, or adobe.157 In an attempt to prevent further 

destruction, the law prohibited the construction of buildings taller than 72 feet.158 With 

the implementation of this legislation, people constructed buildings differently, certain 

shops or industries had to move or change their business practices, and people feared 

hefty fines or prison sentences for disobeying the fire code. 

 Claiming that the Ayuntamiento did not have the funds to hire and train firemen, 

municipal officials instead chose the pragmatic and money-saving solution of regulating 

people’s activities in the capital. Some citizens—carpenters, fireworks manufacturers, 

and matchstick makers—suffered more than others and needed to relocate their 

businesses to areas with less social importance, away from prominent churches or 

wealthy neighborhoods. In addition, the fire codes made residents adjust their consumer 

practices and travel outside of the city limits to purchase items they used to be able to buy 

in the center. All of these regulations and city projects emerged as a result of increased 
                                                             
156 Fire at a pulqueria located on Tacuba street; see “Incendio,” El Siglo Diez y Nueve, December 1, 1874: 
6.  
157 Comisión de Policía, March 22, 1870, AHDF: AGDF, Policía, Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 66. 
158 Boletín Oficial, February 28, 1905, AHDF: AGDF, Consejo Superior de Gobierno del Distrito: 
Expendios de Bebidas, Exposiciones, Escuelas, Vol. 597, exp. 1. 
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urban hazards, and they shaped how people interacted with their physical surroundings. 

Regardless of the highly regulated efforts at prevention, fires persisted. Capital residents 

continued to fear them and demanded that the Ayuntamiento make control a priority by 

installing a professional fire brigade. 

 
 
The Fire Brigade  
 

During the first several decades of the nineteenth century, paid and trained 

firefighting brigades became fixtures in major metropolitan centers, including Paris, 

London, and Boston. This municipal service symbolized modern urban life, and 

functioned as a necessity to protect the lives and businesses of the city residents.159 

Mexican periodicals reported the heroic acts of firefighters around the world, often 

characterizing them as generous, diligent saviors of the city.160 One newspaper article 

claimed that all the civilized nations and best cities of the world had top-rate fire 

departments, but Mexico City had nothing to protect the budding industry and important 

buildings that were continuing to establish themselves in the capital.161 Several outside 

observers wrote letters to the Ayuntamiento in an effort to convince officials that the 

capital desperately needed a fire brigade. Francisco Schiaffino sent the city council a 

copy of the official firefighting guide for Paris, which included pictures of firemen in 
                                                             
159 Benjamin Franklin, in an effort to improve life and safety in Philadelphia, developed the first fire 
department in the United States, see Blaine McCormick, Ben Franklin: America’s Original Entrepreneur: 
Franklin’s Autobiography Adapted for Modern Times (Irvine, CA: Entrepreneur Press, 2005), 151-152; 
Amy S. Greenberg, “The Origins of the Municipal Fire Department: Nineteenth-Century Change from an 
International Perspective,” in Municipal Services and Employees in the Modern City: New Historical 
Approaches, ed. Michèle Dagenais, Irene Maver, and Pierre-Yves Saunier (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2003), 
47-65; Hubert Lussier, Les Sapeurs-Pomiers au XIXe sicle: Associations volontaires en milieu populaire 
(Paris: L’Harmattan Association des Ruralistes Français, 1987). 
160 “El bombero de Valparaiso,” El Siglo Diez y Nueve, January 7, 1852: 2.  
161 “Boletin del ‘Monitor,’ El Monitor Republicano, September 28, 1882: 1. 
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uniform, explained the function of pumps and other equipment, and detailed the salaries 

and pensions that each man received.162 Several years later, Juan Turín, an instructor of 

gymnastics in Guadalajara, offered his services to the capital. Turín explained that 

firemen in the United States and France received gymnastic training to improve their 

agility, stamina, and strength, and if the Ayuntamiento were to fund a gymnastic academy 

for firemen, he would move to Mexico City and train the men.163  

Word had spread about the successes of other cities’ firemen and nearly every 

post-fire report in Mexico City ended with a notation that had there been trained 

firefighters at the scene, they would have reduced the damage. In response to these 

suggestions, city council members asserted that the municipal funds could never cover 

the costs of pensions, equipment, funerals, or hospital visits.164 By the early 1850s, the 

municipal budget could not afford to repair the fire pumps that had been used to attack 

U.S. soldiers during the U.S.-Mexican war,165 let alone fund an expensive initiative to 

develop a fire department. Eventually, after being mocked by foreign observers for its 

outdated public services and having more citizens complain openly about fires, the 

Ayuntamiento finally bent to popular pressure and began to recruit a fire brigade.  

The first real attempt to initiate a fire brigade occurred in 1856, when the 

Governor of the District, Juan J. Baz, approved a poster that recruited men to serve the 

city. The requirements called for men between eighteen and forty years old, who were 

                                                             
162 Proyecto para formar una sostenida para los fondos Municipales, 1850, AHDF: AGDF, Policía: 
Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 51.  
163 Don Juan Turín, sobre que se forme un cuerpo de Zapadores Bomberos y se le nombre su Instructor, 
April 25, 1854, AHDF: AGDF, Policía: Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 57. 
164 Luís de la Barrera, June 18, 1850, AHDF: AGDF, Policía: Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 51.  
165 Orden suprema para que se de una noticia de las bombas que ocurran para apagarlos y del reglamento 
respective, September 22, 1848, AHDF: AGDF, Policía: Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 50, fs. 2-3. 
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strong, had good health to resist fatigue, and stood at least five feet tall.166 This initial 

attempt proved unsuccessful and, in 1860, in an effort to continue to prevent massive 

fires and to ease the population’s anxieties, officials began the long process of installing a 

firefighting brigade modeled after the Parisian fire department.167 It took several decades 

to recruit men, determine pay scales, and purchase the requisite equipment, but it 

eventually took root and became one of the first professional firefighting departments in 

Latin America.168 

In 1860, Francisco G. Casanova, the Commander General of the Federal District 

under the Juárez government, drafted an ambitious set of bylaws for the creation of two 

professional firefighting brigades in the capital.169 The two brigades would comprise 110 

men made up of artisans and would be guided by captains who had been trained as 

architects or engineers. All firefighters had to demonstrate abundant physical vigor and 

prove that members of the community respected them for their good behavior and social 

conduct. Casanova included a long list of equipment such as ladders, hoses, buckets, 

                                                             
166 C. Juan J. Baz, Gobernador del Distrito, Decreto expedido por la secretaría de estado y del despacho de 
Gobernación sobre la organización de un cuerpo de policía denominado de zapadores bomberos, se adjunta 
el Reglamento para dicho cuerpo de policía, 1856, AGN: GD 127, caja 451, exp. 16; Officials in 
Tamaulipas made an earlier attempt at recruitment; see, “Bases para la organización de una compañía de 
bomberos en esta ciudad,” El Universal, June 5, 1854: 1.  
167 Reglamento para el Batallon de Zapadores-Bomberos, June 18, 1850, AHDF: AGDF, Policía: Incendios, 
Vol. 3649, exp. 51; Don Juan Turin sobre que se forme un cuerpo de Zapadores Bomberos y se le nombre 
su Instructor, April 25, 1854, AHDF: AGDF, Policía: Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 57; Comisaría Central de 
Policía, March 23, 1866, AHDF: AGDF, Policía: Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 59, fs. 27-29 
168 Even though the professional fire brigade in Mexico City did not appear until 1888, it was one of the 
first of its kind in Latin America. Some examples include: Panama established a fire department in 1937, 
see Carlos Rangel M., Historia del cuerpo de bomberos de Panamá (Panamá: Imprenta Nacional, 1962), 
11-24; Tijuana had a brigade in 1922, see Samuel Meléndez Marín, Tijuana crece al calor de las llamas 
(Tijuana, México: Editorial Zenit, 1983), 16; In 1825, Guayaquil, Ecuador established the first brigade in 
Latin America as a branch of the military, see Modesto Chavez Franco, Historia general del cuerpo de 
bomberos de Guayaquil, 2nd ed. (Guayaquil, Ecuador: Banco Central del Ecuador, 1985), xi. 
169 Apendice a la recopilación de leyes del año de 1859 formado por Luis G. Zoldivar (Mexico: Imprenta 
de A. Boix, 1865), 60-65.  
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pumps, and helmets that the Ayuntamiento needed to import from the United States, 

Great Britain, or Germany. All the men in the brigades needed to acquire a certain 

technical knowledge in order to operate and repair the pumps and engines. Once the 

church bell rang to signal a fire, all firemen, night guards, and city workers were 

obligated to report to the scene. If they failed to arrive, they would be fined up to ten 

pesos for the first offense, up to twenty pesos for the second, and imprisoned for four 

months after the third. Casanova and other officials knew that the dangers of firefighting 

would deter men from joining the brigade, so they included provisions that provided 

pensions and life insurance for men injured or killed while on the job.170  

Drawing up legislation for a professional brigade did not mean immediate 

implementation. By 1862, fires continued to ravage the city. Bemoaning the dangers of 

the flammable capital, Governor Anastasio Parrodi assigned the blame to inexperienced 

auxiliary policemen and night guards. Knowing that the development of a professional 

brigade remained nowhere in sight, municipal officials sought out volunteers to assist in 

fire suppression. Authorities drafted official bylaws for volunteer firemen that appeared 

to be nearly identical to the professional brigade regulations established two years 

earlier.171 The volunteer brigade law called for the same number of departments, men, 

captains, ladders, hoses, and pumps, and continued to fine men for neglecting their duties. 

                                                             
170 In 1905, when the Ayuntamiento of the Ciudad de Chihuahua drafted its regulations about a professional 
firefighting brigade it included an entire section about the funeral procedures every fallen fireman would 
receive free of cost to the families. These included funeral processions and transportation of the body in the 
company’s fire engine; see Reglamento del Cuerpo de Bomberos de la Ciudad de Chihuahua, formado por 
la Cámara de Comercio, Agrícola y Minera, y aprobado por el Ejecutivo el día 25 de Junio de 1905 
(Chihuahua: Imprenta del Gobierno a Cargo de Gilberto A de la Garza, 1905), 10.  
171 In 1865, José del Villar y Bocanegra authorized the same volunteer firefighting regulations for the 
Valley of Mexico. Prefecto politico del departmento del Valle de México. Bases generales para el 
reglamento de Incendios, April 15, 1864, AHDF, caja 36, exp. 87.  
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While pensions and burial rights remained the same, the new law did not give the 

volunteer firefighters wages.172 Finding volunteers to run into burning buildings proved 

to be a difficult task.  

Persuading people to assist with fire suppression required that the Ayuntamiento 

award incentives. In 1871, the governor advertised that the city council would award ten 

pesos to anyone who attempted to put out a building fire or who assisted in saving people 

from the flames.173 The city council also advertised the appropriate strategies that citizen 

volunteers should use if they happened upon a fire. This included a strict hierarchy 

regarding who or what should be saved first. The order included people, animals, 

important documents, jewelry, furniture, and, lastly, the building. By 1871, municipal 

officials, disappointed with how few men offered their assistance in putting out fires, 

started to complain that the United States and Europe had distinguished men put out fires, 

but in Mexico no one stepped up to save the city from destruction. While the 

Ayuntamiento complained that citizens refused to become firemen, citizens 

simultaneously complained that the government had not done enough to develop a fire 

brigade.  

 Shortly after Porfirio Díaz took office his administration started to funnel money 

into municipal services as a way to promote the mission of progress.174 In 1878 the 

municipal budget allotted $34,284 to buy equipment, pay salaries, and provide 

                                                             
172 Anastasio Parrodi, general de división y gobernador del Distrito de México. Reglamento para las 
compañías de voluntarios de Bomberos, April 14, 1862, AHDF, Caja 33, exp. 85, fs. 1-7. 
173 Regino Fova, En cabildo se acordó se premien con $10.00 pesos a las primeras indicaciones en acudir 
con bombas para extinguir cualquier incendio, April 20, 1871, AHDF, caja 40, exp. 20.  
174 Beezley, Judas at the Jockey Club, 10. 
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maintenance costs for a professional fire brigade.175 These services tended to benefit the 

wealthiest sectors of society, in part because the city council operated as an arm of the 

federal government during the Porfiriato, in effect losing most of its autonomy and ability 

to assist poor and working-class neighborhoods.176 The locations of the three fire 

departments within the city offer one example of the physical disparities of urban safety 

(Figure 3). All of the fire stations were located near the Alameda Park, which left 

residents of eastern neighborhoods such as Tepito without quick fire control services. 

 

 

 

The city council provided policemen, inspectors, night guards, and firemen with 

substantial funding to maintain order in the capital. All of the municipal employees had 

similar mission: to prevent the eruption of chaos, whether it came in the form of violence, 

                                                             
175 Manuel Dublán y José María Lozano, Legislación Mexicana: Colección completa de las disposiciones 
legislativas expedidas desde la independencia de la República, Tomo XII (México: Imprenta y Litografía 
de Eduardo Dublan y Comp., 1886), 435. 
176 John Lear, Workers, Neighbors, and Citizens: The Revolution in Mexico City (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 2001), 24-25.  

Figure 3- Location of Fire Stations, 1910. Plano General de la Ciudad de México, con demarcación de 
manzanas y recuadro de parroquias, iglesias, edificios, establecimientos públicos y plazas de mercado. 
Lit. V. Debray, Editor. 1869. 
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robberies, or disorder and confusion during a fire.177 The emphasis on municipal policing 

to maintain peace reflected the Porfirian ideals or order and progress. Government 

officials supplied soldiers, policemen, and rurales (rural police forces) with uniforms and 

state-of-the-art weapons (Winchester rifles, canons, and dynamite) to allow them to 

flaunt their rank in society.178 At the same time, government officials awarded firemen 

similar accoutrement: European-style uniforms, imported equipment (fire engines, hoses, 

and pumps), and the right to enforce fire codes and collect fines.  

Residents welcomed the fire engines and pumps because they protected people 

from flames and gave people comfort. Companies from Europe and the United States 

quickly took advantage of new attitudes toward hazards that encouraged the importation 

of fire-control technologies.179 By employing fear tactics in their advertising campaigns, 

these companies disseminated the idea that Mexicans remained unprepared to handle fire-

related catastrophes. The representative for the Patterson Machine Company of New 

Jersey sent his company’s brochure to the Ayuntamiento with a letter warning that the 

Mexico City’s outdated and inefficient fire pumps would never be able to put out any 

major fire.180 Other fire equipment companies detailed the devastating fires around the 

world that could have been prevented with their supplies.181 These tactics multiplied the 

                                                             
177 El C. Lic. Luis C. Curiel, Gobernador del Distrito Federal, Reglamento de comisarios de policia, 
inspectors de cuartel, suinspectores de manzana, ayudantes de acera y gendarmes bomberos, February 10, 
1878, AHDF, Caja 48, exp. 15, fs. 1-18. 
178 Paul J. Vanderwood, Disorder and Progress: Bandits, Police, and Mexican Development (Wilmington, 
DE: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1992), 54.  
179 Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western 
Dominance, Cornell Studies in Comparative History (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), 5. 
180 Relativo a la compra de una bomba para su extinción, April 6, 1842, AHDF: AGDF, Policía, Incendios, 
Vol. 3649, exp. 43, fs. 22-23. 
181 Bomba de Incendio de Repsold, 1845, AHDF: AGDF, Policía, Incendios, Vol. 3649, exp. 45.  
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already growing concerns about conflagrations, while sowing the seed of belief that 

Mexico City residents had been deprived of the newest approaches to urban safety. 

The municipal and national governments responded favorably to the demands for 

new firefighting technologies. Between 1873 and 1875, the country imported fire pumps 

from Germany, France, Great Britain, and the United States.182 In 1905 when the Sanborn 

Fire Insurance Maps company conducted an extensive appraisal of fire safety in the 

capital, mapmakers reported that Mexico City’s three fire stations collectively contained 

two Merryweather steam fire engines, two smaller Merryweather steamers, seven hand 

engines, 1,500 feet of waterproofed cotton hose, and sixteen horses to pull all of the 

pumps and engines (Figure 4).183 Not until 1914 did the fire department purchase its first 

gas-powered fire engine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
182 More than half of this amount was used to important pumps from the United States; José María 
Garmendia, República Mexicana, Secretaría de Estado y del Despacho de Hacienda y Crédito Pública: 
Noticia de la importación y exportación de mercancías en los años fiscales de 1872 á 1873, 1873 á 1874 y 
1874 á 1875 (México: Tipografía de Gonzalo A. Esteva, 1880).  
183 “Key Plan of City of Mexico, Mexico,” Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, 1905, Perry-Castañeda Library 
Map Collection, Sanborn Maps of Mexico, University of Texas Libraries. 
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Criticism about maintaining firefighting apparatuses, as well as praise for the 

technologies themselves, certainly existed. After being publically criticized for improper 

pump maintenance, the police inspector informed the newspaper El Siglo Diez y Nueve 

that he had cleaned the hoses and replaced some faulty parts on the pump, indicating that 

it was now in perfect condition.184 In 1900, an electrical short caused the walls and roof 

of the department store La Valenciana to burn. With the help of a fire engine, the fire 

brigade put up a valorous effort to stop the conflagration, but the building eventually 

crumbled. Sebastian Robert, the owner of La Valenciana, had to rebuild his store from 

                                                             
184 “Las bombas para incendio,” El Siglo Diez y Nueve, December 2, 1874: 3.  

Figure 4- “Company of Firemen. Automobile Fire engine. ‘King of Fire’ Ramon.  Corral,” Overland 
Monthly: The Awakening of Mexico Centenary of the Republic Vol. LVI (July 1910): 117. 
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the ground up.185 Nevertheless, broadside accompanied by a corrido, the firemen 

publically received recognition for their heroic duties (Figure 5).186  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

The presence of a paid and trained brigade patrolling the streets with the latest 

pumps and engines reflected turn-of-the-century trends in urban improvement. As in 

other cities, the constant appearance of a uniformed and professional fire company 

relieved citizens’ fears about fire.187 Mexico City followed this same trajectory: the 

                                                             
185 Steven Blair Bunker, “Creating Mexican Consumer Culture in the Age of Porfirio Díaz, 1876-1911,” 
(Ph.D. diss., Texas Christian University, 2006): 168. 
186 “Formidable incendio, el cajón de la Valenciana destruido por el fuego,” El Imparcial, September 28, 
1900: 1.  
187 Amy S. Greenberg, Cause for Alarm: The Volunteer Fire Department in the Nineteenth-Century City 
(Princeton University Press, 1998), 9-27. 

Figure 5: José Guadalupe Posada, “Incendio de la Valenciana,” 1900. Portland Art Museum online 
Collections, Collection of Philip Sillis 
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visibility of a firefighting department equipped with imported uniforms, helmets, ladders, 

and fire engines, made it known to citizens that the municipal government cared about 

fire safety (Figure 6). Nevertheless, the buildup of a fire-fighting apparatus was slow. 

Even though municipal authorities had anticipated that the brigades would employ more 

than 160 men in 1878, by 1905 the three fire stations staffed only seventy-seven men and 

half-dozen officers. The number of firemen seemed paltry in comparison to the 2,000 

policemen employed to patrol the city streets by the end of the Porfiriato.188 Nevertheless, 

their work paid off on numerous occasions. In December of 1883, a laudatory poem 

about Mexico City’s firemen appeared in El Monitor Republicano. It described the hazy, 

debris-filled scene of a fire, but beyond the smoke stood the figure of the fireman 

“radiant, imposing, and fearless.”189 Later, in March of 1887, a pile of hay outside of La 

Industria, a ceramics studio, caught fire and spread flames throughout the workroom. 

Bystanders noted that only nine minutes after the alarm sounded, a brigade of firemen 

arrived on the scene and suffocated the flames completely, saving the surrounding 

buildings.190 On this and many more occasions, residents expressed an outpouring of 

gratitude for what the fire brigade had accomplished.  

 

 

 

                                                             
188 El C. Lic. Luis C. Curiel, Gobernador del Distrito Federal, Reglamento de comisarios de policía, 
inspectores de cuartel, su inspectores de manzana, ayudantes de acera y gendarmes bomberos, February 10, 
1878, AHDF, Caja 48, exp. 15, fs. 15; “Key Plan of City of Mexico,” Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, 1905; 
Lear, Workers, Neighbors, and Citizens, 42.   
189 “El Bombero,” El Monitor Republicano, December 9, 1883: 2.  
190 Voz de México, March 12, 1887: 3; “Buena acción,” Voz de México, March 15, 1887: 3.  
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Regardless of the lower-than-expected number of firemen, fire stations, hydrants, 

and pumps, these improvements to public safety dotted the city with signs that the 

municipal governments wanted to protect capital residents. In 1906, Félix Díaz, the 

nephew of Porfirio Díaz and Inspector General of the Police and Fire Departments, 

supervised a fire test in the center of the city to showcase the work of the fire brigade. 

After the fire brigade set a large, makeshift wall on fire between Tacuba and 

Atzcapotzalco streets, more than 1,000 spectators watched the flames grow and the 

clouds of smoke billow in the plaza. Once the blaze had become sufficiently large and 

intimidating, a brigade of firemen unrolled the heavy hose and shot a torrent of water on 

Figure 6- “Fireman with Fire Extinguisher,” Overland Monthly: The Awakening of Mexico Centenary 
of the Republic Vol. LVI (July 1910): 115. 
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the flaming wall.191 This publicity stunt, intended to prove that the capital’s fire brigade 

could skillfully extinguish unruly fires, ended with roaring cheers from the amused 

crowd. Even President Díaz and Vice President Corral gained international fame for 

putting out a fire that had erupted in a municipal building that held important government 

documents.192 Newspaper articles retold the sacrifices firemen willingly endured, and 

ultimately reassured citizens that firemen were honorable public servants. After fireman 

Doroteo González survived falling from six stories from a ladder while trying to put out a 

fire, El Imparcial printed his picture and thanked him for his patriotic duty (Figure 7).193  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

                                                             
191 “Notables pruebas de incendio,” El Imparcial, June 5, 1906: 3. 
192 “Senor Díaz used a fire hose,” Kansas City Star, April 6, 1905: 14. 
193 “El bombero que resulto herido en el incendio de dia seis, vino al suelo desde una gran altura,” El 
Imparcial, January 10, 1909: 5.  

Figure 7- Fireman Doroteo González falls six stories. El Imparcial, January 10, 1909: 5. 
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The uniformed firemen, alongside policemen, military officials, and rurales, held 

prominent positions in public parades and celebrations. Together they symbolized the 

presence of peace, order, and safety in the capital, and the firemen tended to march first 

in parades.194 Spectators enjoyed seeing the ceremonial performances of marching troops 

carrying the tools of their trades, either guns or fire extinguishers, while wearing their 

shiny European-style helmets and pressed pants.195 In his 1903 novel Santa, Federico 

Gamboa described a lively independence day celebration. In the midst of the festivities, a 

company of firemen marched four-by-four into the crowd carrying flags, banners, and 

torches to celebrate the event. Their presence awed the eponymous protagonist, the 

prostitute Santa, who described the men as “mythological beings.”196 Parades such as the 

one described in Santa were common in various cities. In at least one case, a volunteer 

brigade petitioned the municipal government requesting uniforms so that the volunteers 

could march in the Cinco de Mayo parade in Puebla. The Poblano volunteer firefighters 

wanted uniforms as a way to encourage the youth of the city to become active in society 

and engage in civic services, including firefighting.197 At times, fire brigades awarded 

civilians for their valiant efforts. The Veracruz fire department gave one citizen the title 

of “honorary firefighter” when he warned the fire brigade that the fire in a cigar 

                                                             
194 Pablo Escandon, Glorioso Aniversario del 15 de Septiembre de 1810, September 14, 1888, AHDF, 
Festividades, Vol. 1070, exp. 120, caja 1, carpeta 58-2.  
195 Stephen Neufeld, “Servants of the Nation: The Military in the Making of Modern Meico, 1876-1911,” 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Arizona, 2009): 245-246. 
196 Gamboa, Santa, 66.  
197 Cuerpo Auxiliar de Bomberos Voluntarios de Puebla piden uniformes, April 16, 1909 and February 3, 
1909, Archivo General Municipal de Puebla (AGMP), Tomo 494, Ficha 16945, Legajo 21, Letra A, fs. 14-
79. 
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workshop would inevitably cause nicotine poisoning, thus harming the men who tried to 

save the building.198  

Even though firemen received a great deal of praise, popular opinion occasionally 

depicted them in a negative light. After a 1895 electrical fire at a celebration for the 

Virgin of Guadalupe near the center of the city, a bystander explained how he had 

immediately informed the firefighting brigade, but, “like always,” they had arrived late 

and offered no real assistance.199 The broadside and story about the Tepito fire described 

firemen looting the goods inside the market instead of helping to extinguish the fire.200 

Another fireman, Herculano Benítet, was imprisoned for stealing a gold watch encrusted 

with diamonds while he should have been putting out a fire at a corner store.201 Stories of 

dishonorable, violent, and disobedient firemen left some citizens worried, rather than 

relieved, when the fire brigade arrived to help.202 

Posada’s cartoon “La Quemazón [The Burning]” vividly showed the confusion 

and disorder that fires could provoke. In the image, firemen steadfastly aimed hoses at 

burning buildings, but their calm demeanor did little to subdue the people in the 

smoldering marketplace. Vendors and residents ran around screaming and flailing their 

arms. One woman’s dress had caught fire, yet the firemen continued to aim their hoses at 

the buildings. Another man in the foreground looked badly burnt and the skin on his face 

appeared to have melted and become permanently disfigured. Unlike earlier images of 
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fire-induced pandemonium, this particular woodcut depicts intense chaos alongside the 

orderly, professional, and uniformed firemen.203 Another image of a fire at the Mercado 

Volador, a market that experienced horrific fires during this period, shows firemen 

holding back crowds of people with bayonets in order to make room for the men to wheel 

in a large water pump. Government officials intended the presence of firemen to eradicate 

this type of utter confusion in the face of fires, but Posada, the ultimate critic of social 

life, showed that a fire brigade did not mean a complete end to this public reaction to 

disasters. Its inability to control crowds led many foreign travelers to criticize the city’s 

fire brigade.  

On his visit to Mexico City in 1910, the editor of Overland Monthly observed the 

city’s police and fire departments. He asserted that the police department was nearly 

perfect and one of the best in the world. Policemen underwent exhaustive training in 

gymnastics and sword fighting, and had to take tests about the names and locations of 

city streets and alleys. Overland Monthly reported that the adept policemen ensured that a 

woman could walk from one end of Mexico City to the other at 1 a.m. without being 

molested by vagrants or robbers. Contrary to this praise for the police department, the 

editor explained that the fire department clung to antiquated and foolish methods.  

His assessment of the brigade reflected what happened in a short, fictional story 

printed in The Mexican Herald, a newspaper for U.S. expatriates living in the capital. The 

short story was replete with tales of clumsy, dimwitted attempts by firemen to extinguish 

a mattress that had caught fire in a downtown apartment. After the firemen had taken out 
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pieces of furniture and the parrot’s cage, they proceeded to carry the owner of the 

apartment, Don Protasio, down three flights of stairs, despite his repeated protestations. 

When they reached the street the firemen accidently threw him into an open sewage ditch 

where he drowned in a cesspool of fecal matter. When the firemen went back to retrieve 

Protasio’s wife, it took several firemen to carry her because of her portly figure. To 

extinguish the fire, the men sprayed an enormous stream of non-disinfected water into the 

previously hygienic apartment, which gave the entire building a fetid odor.204 This story 

mocked the capital’s public services and made comparisons between the Mexican and the 

U.S. firefighting techniques. 

Foreign observers thought that the capital’s fire department needed the guidance 

and training of professional firemen from the United States. The editor of Overland 

Monthly argued that U.S. firemen, recognized as the best in the world, could train and 

imbue excellence and efficiency in the lackluster Mexican brigade.205 The description of 

U.S. firemen as the best in the world was correct. At the 1900 Paris Olympics, volunteer 

and professional fire brigades from fifteen countries competed in an event called 

Lifesaving (sauvetage). Each brigade was timed on how quickly its members could run 

into a burning building, retrieve life-sized dummies, and put out the fire. The Kansas City 

fire company won the competition and commentators described the event as an 

exhilarating spectacle of lifesaving that elicited repeated and prolonged applause.206 
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Foreign observers suspected that thourough training from U.S. firefighters, alongside 

American-manufactured engines and equipment, offered a solution to improve the 

supposed sham that was the Mexico City fire brigade. 

 The constant comparisons of U.S. and Mexican approaches to firefighting made it 

seem as though Mexico lagged behind. Foreigners criticized the capital officials’ 

incompetence because they had not invested more time and money in the fire department. 

One observer compared municipal officials in the capital to authorities in San Francisco 

before the 1906 earthquake and fire that destroyed the city. He predicted that Mexico 

City would experience a massive fire, for which officials were woefully underprepared. 

City council members knew that they did not have enough water, firefighting equipment, 

or firemen, which would cause severe devastation if a fire or earthquake comparable to 

San Francisco’s struck the capital. Even though foreigners belittled public service 

initiatives, the city officials had made conspicious efforts to prevent and control fire 

hazards since the 1860s.  

 

Conclusions  
 

The last half of the nineteenth century marked a period when all the world’s major 

cities underwent urbanization and experienced increases in fires. Mexico City was no 

exception. Its attempts to imitate the building styles, electric lighting, and transportation 

systems ultimately made the capital more prone to fires. For several decades, officials 

avoided citizens’ requests for the installation of a professional fire brigade and instead 
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regulated behaviors and managed the urban space in an effort to prevent fires. 

Preventative measures, while somewhat helpful, could not stop fire hazards completely. 

The stories of the ebbs and flows of fire control brought everyday residents and 

municipal officials into a dialogue about urban safety. Citizens’ fears, memories, 

anxieties, and experiences intersected with the municipal government’s objectives for a 

progressive, modernized, and safe city. Together, residents and officials shaped the way 

that the city looked and functioned by creating fire zones and hiring men to protect 

against fires.  
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CHATER TWO: 
 DESIGNING SAFETY AND COMBATING FIRE 

 
 

Doña Nicasia and her boarders had a superstitious respect for the engineer and his invention – 
And even some superstitious fear of the kind that illiterate people sometimes feel for   

books and words and numbers. 
–Federico Gamboa207 

 
 

In 1870, engineers investigated one of the biggest fire mysteries in the capital’s 

history. Residents awoke on the night of March 17 to the sound of ringing Cathedral 

bells. The repeated clanging of the bells signaled that a fire had erupted and prompted 

people to run outside to see how they could help. Bright flames lit the night sky, 

illuminating the city and filling the air with smoke. One witness followed the light and 

smoke and found the reflections of tall and unruly flames dancing on the Cathedral’s 

walls, making the building look menacing, yet oddly picturesque.208 Residents who had 

hurled themselves out of bed when the alarm sounded soon discovered that the Mercado 

Volador, one of the city’s principal markets, near the southeast corner of the zócalo, had 

become engulfed in flames.  

 The flames entirely consumed the wooden stalls inside the market. The heat of the 

fire made glass windows and doors explode. After several hours, the violent blaze 

showed no signs of stopping, and onlookers became supremely concerned with 

preventing the fire from spreading to the nearby National Palace and the Metropolitan 

Cathedral. Containing the fire by removing any wood or other flammable substances 

from shops and stalls in the surrounding streets helped keep the fire within the walls of 
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the market. The next day, when the fire had finally smoldered, owners of fruit stands, 

hardware stores, and clothing boutiques returned to the market to find that their 

livelihoods had been completely incinerated.209 Market Inspector Juan García Brito 

lamented the tragedy as an injustice imposed on the poor venders of the city. The fire 

displaced more than 3,000 people, leaving them without employment or ways to purchase 

their daily needs.210 

 In the aftermath of the market fire, when debris filled the city block that once held 

vendors and shoppers, the Ayuntamiento appointed a commission of engineer-inspectors 

to begin an extensive investigation to uncover how the fire began, and more specifically, 

to determine who was responsible.211 The commission settled on a two-pronged 

approach: first, an investigation of the scene of the fire to look for any clues of what 

could have caused the conflagration; second, a round of questioning vendors, night 

guardsmen, managers of the market, and other eyewitnesses. The process resembled a 

murder mystery in which everyone became a suspect and the inspectors scrutinized the 

alibis and overall credibility of the witnesses.  

 In most instances of tragedy, people have a tenacious desire to pull together and 

help one another overcome the effects of devastation. Nevertheless, this unity shattered 

when the market fire turned into a criminal investigation, and soon suspects started to 

point fingers and shift the blame onto other vendors or guards. Employees in the market 
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recounted stories of the day’s events, noting any activity that seemed suspicious. One 

vendor thought that he had seen a lit candle in the shop of Gregorio Chavarria.212 Another 

remembered that Gertrudis Sedeno kept a large supply of dry lumber inside her shop and 

that the day of the fire she had an oil lamp lit.213 One night guardsmen accused his 

colleague, Plácido Sánchez, of breaking one of the pipes that could have supplied water 

to the plaza.214 After hearing what sounded like fireworks coming from the market, one 

neighbor rushed to the scene to find a sleeping night guardsman at the gate.215  

 Engineers and public works employees could not avoid having their actions at the 

fire dissected by residents. One night guardsman was pleased to accept the help of 

engineer Carlos Moya, and explained to the commission that in virtue of Moya’s 

esteemed profession and knowledge of science, he expected the engineer would offer a 

great deal of help.216 Training at the engineering school did not necessarily prepare men 

to take charge in times of chaos, and some witnesses suggested that the engineers’ 

insufficient leadership abilities actually exacerbated the dire situation. Cayetano Gómez 

Pérez, who had rushed to the scene as soon as he heard the alarm from the church bells, 

noted that no one had spearheaded a fire extinction plan – not the Director of Public 

Works, nor any among the number of the engineers on site. He further explained that 
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engineer Antonio Torres Torija had undertaken the task of preparing the portable fire 

pump held in front of the cathedral, but because of his inability to give orders and 

coordinate volunteers, the pump never made it to the burning market.217 While the 

commission of engineers tried to discover who started the fire and how it became 

unmanageable so quickly, they soon recognized that each engineer could have done much 

more to put out the flames at the Mercado Volador.  

 Finding the culprit proved to be a fruitless endeavor. The investigation revealed 

that the fire spread so fiercely due to a combination of forces, making it impossible to 

single out one person. Indeed, the negligence of Gertrudis Sedeno, who had stored a large 

amount of lumber in her stall and left an oil lamp lit, or that of Lazar Gual, who had 

forgotten to blow out a candle, may have started the fire, but many other factors 

contributed to its relentless spread. The biggest problem, and the one that most of the 

eyewitnesses explained in their testimonies, was the insufficient supply of water at the 

market. Workers testified that the fountains in and around the market had been 

completely dry for more than fifteen days prior to the fire due to insufficient maintenance 

practices by the Ayuntamiento.218 Days after the fire the Ayuntamiento suspended Sr. 

García Brito, the administrator of the capital’s markets, for ignoring his duties and 
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endangering the residents.219 The only source of water near the site came from a 

neighbor’s artesian well (a well with natural water pressure), yet lacked adequate 

pressure to shoot large amounts of water through hoses and onto the flames.220 A portable 

fire pump stored in the National Palace offered the only reliable supply of water.221  

 Even if some witnesses, such as Ayuntamiento representative Manuel Patiño, 

maintained that the cause of the fire should not be attributed to the lack of water,222 the 

Mercado Volador fire showed residents just how ill-prepared the capital was for disasters 

of this scale. In its current state, no one could rely on Mexico City’s water supply for 

emergencies. Immediately after the fire, journalists expressed concerns that other markets 

could easily succumb to the same despair as the Volador, and suggested improving the 

existing infrastructure to prevent fire hazards.223 A decade later, public health officials 

reported that the Volador’s wells were still desperately in need of water.224 Within two 

years the market suffered another fire, which more or less consumed all of the temporary 

stands that the Ayuntamiento had built after the 1870 conflagration, and yet again, lack of 

water remained exacerbated the situation.225 Not until 1890 did the Ayuntamiento fully 

rebuild the market, which indicated to residents that municipal authorities were not only 
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unable to put out flames and control frightened crowds, but that they were also unable to 

help victims return to their businesses in the long run.226  

In the wake of the crippling Volador fire, city engineers, architects, and 

government officials met to reassess the specific roles that they would take during fire 

emergencies.227 Engineers carved out an important place for themselves in Mexico City 

because residents and municipal officials considered engineering expertise indispensable 

for solving urban problems, especially fire hazards. The process of professionalizing 

engineers began with the development of the National Engineering Academy in 1868. 

With the destructive 1870 fire at the Mercado de Volador, city officials immediately 

looked toward degree-holding engineers to make sense of the event and to function as fire 

investigators. Once engineers established themselves as the leading experts in all things 

related to fires, the public earned the right to criticize them, usually for neglecting their 

jobs or, conversely, for implementing regulations too strictly.  

By the mid 1880s, after realizing their inability to regulate and monitor the actions 

of citizens at all times, engineers turned to mechanical options for controlling, rather than 

preventing, fires. Extensive hydraulic infrastructure for fire hydrants represented the most 

audacious of these projects. The lengthy process of gaining educational credentials, then 

moving into careers as inventors, inspectors, and civil servants, earned engineers praise. 

In 1908 national officials dispatched Mexico City engineers to Veracruz to put out a two-
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month long petroleum fire. While engineers had long used their knowledge to mark the 

cities with fire zone boundaries, new piping, and hydrants, their municipal-level efforts 

and technical expertise became nationally recognized when they attempted to extinguish 

a giant geyser of flames spewing from a petroleum well near the Gulf of Mexico.  

 

Social Construction of Scientific Security 

Society and technology are bound together in a system of interlocking 

elements.228 Assessing technological change by taking into consideration the social and 

cultural milieu out of which it emerged helps explain more fully why some ideas became 

accepted or rejected in the past. The world around an engineer or scientist shaped why he 

chose one project over another and how he interpreted and distributed his results.229 In 

late nineteenth-century Mexico, global intellectual trends rooted in a combination of 

Cometean positivism, Spencerian Social Darwinism, and classical Liberalism promoted 

the use of science to improve daily life. Expanding the National Engineering Academy 

marked one of the ways that government officials tried to educate citizens so that they 

could offer insights on how to mitigate problems that plagued cities.230 Urban dwellers 
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looked to university-trained engineers to calculate risk, build infrastructure, and test ways 

to achieve higher levels of urban safety. Ideological trends that embraced science to solve 

daily problems, in combination with escalating incidences of fire in the capital, 

transformed professional engineers into important disaster prevention specialists.  

In an era when Mexican politicians looked to science for answers on how to 

govern, people saw scientists as voices of authority in society, with expertise in matters 

inside and outside of the laboratory. The acclaimed group of men known as the 

científicos (scientists) acted as unofficial advisers to President Porfirio Díaz (1876-1911), 

nicknamed because of their affinity for all things scientific. These technocrats, often 

trained abroad, attempted to apply the principles of scientific rationality to planning and 

policies that tended to remain separate from the academic fields of science. Politicians 

relied on the científicos to transform esoteric findings into applicable discoveries that 

could be used to solve the problems of everyday life.231 Water management, economic 

development, forest conservation, and fire prevention all came under the care of scientists 

and men with technical expertise. Engineers argued that the sole purpose of their craft 

was to apply science to the daily problems of economic production and to find the most 
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cost-effective solutions to harness and control the energies and materials of the natural 

world.232  

In order to contribute to this interpretation of engineering, professors designed 

their coursework and assignments to teach students how to become experts in controlling 

and managing the problems that the physical world created.233 Professors at the 

engineering school used the classroom to mold students into public servants committed to 

use their knowledge to help the community.234 Alongside their classroom training 

students needed to participate in a three-month práctica (internship), authorized by the 

national government, in railroad building, water methods, mineral expeditions, or 

mining.235 The public noticed these community-oriented engineering efforts and 

bestowed a great deal of gratitude and respect upon professional engineers. Jorge 

Tamayo, historian of the National Engineering School, argues that the development of the 

National Preparatory School initiated an era of professional specialization and 

represented a major cultural turn, a turn that instantly made graduates of this academy 

voices of authority in society.236 This university-trained, middle-class group of engineers 
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successfully set themselves apart from others by crafting a professional identity based on 

social factors and educational pedigree.237  

While President Benito Juárez approved in 1868 the transformation of the College 

of Mining (Colegio de Minería) to the Expert School of Engineering (Escuela Especial 

de Ingenieros), by 1883 the size of the school and the scope of the curriculum had grown 

so much that leaders renamed it the National School of Engineering (Escuela Nacional de 

Ingeniería). With the change in name, the school expanded its course offerings to 

produce telephone engineers, surveyors, hydrologists, road and bridge designers, 

metallurgists, and geographers. Unlike the privately funded universities in the United 

States that could independently distribute engineering degrees without official oversight, 

Mexican engineering academies participated in a nationally standardized process that 

awarded a nationally accredited diploma.238 Students accepted into the National 

Engineering School received free training made possible through public funds. José 

Ramón Ibarrola, in his assessment of engineering training, claimed that offering 

publically funded educational programs compelled graduates to use their training in the 

public sector, rather than for the purpose of accruing large salaries in private 

corporations, as students often did in the United States.239 Francisco de Garay, an 

engineer of the time, explained that engineering was not a lucrative profession, but a 
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noble one that had intrinsic value in society.240 Engineers thus carried an obligation to 

apply their understandings of science and technology to improve life in an attempt to put 

Mexico on par with other modern countries in terms of urban safety, infrastructure, and 

innovation. 

The prestige associated with a nationally accredited engineering academy helped 

students to integrate into Mexico City’s economy after they completed their studies. 

Housed in the stately, neo-classical inspired Palace of Mines, designed by architect 

Manuel Tolsá in 1793,241 the imposing structure reinforced the image of engineers as an 

important and elite circle of intellectuals. Centrally located near the Alameda Park and 

the Teatro Nacional, the National School of Engineering reminded residents that 

engineers were intrinsic to the material progress of the city. 

In addition to the ostentatious building, the faculty held prominent positions in 

political life, making them, their work, and subsequently their students recognizable and 

respected by the public. After his tenure at the engineering school, Blas Balcárcel acted 

as Minister of Development (Ministro de Fomento) and actively took part in the massive 

Porfirian drainage projects in the Valley of Mexico. Engineer Leandro Fernández, twice 

director of the school, trained hundreds of engineering students and also held the 

illustrious position as Secretary of Communications and Public Works (Secretario de 

Comunicaciones y Obras Públicas). Antonio del Castillo, also a former director of the 

engineering school, rose to the position of Head of the Geological Survey of Mexico 
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(Comisión Geológica de México). The prestige of the profession and the status of the 

school’s professors reassured industrialists and municipal authorities of the legitimacy of 

the engineering students, which helped students land prominent jobs in the capital city.242  

In a globalizing world, technology offered a comparative measure by which to 

assess national progress.243 Through newspapers, advertisements, lithographs, and 

world’s fairs reports, Mexicans encountered numerous opportunities to learn about 

technological innovations from around the world. This information gave them a way to 

juxtapose their nation’s technologies with the machines and equipment found in other 

regions. In an 1897 report about new technologies, engineer Gilberto Crespo Martínez 

detailed the metric tons of coal, the length of railroad tracks, and the number of telephone 

poles in the United States, Great Britain, Germany, and France. He included this 

information as a way to compare Mexico with other countries, and he concluded by 

detailing the ways to improve Mexico's technological shortcomings, often citing formal 

education for all social classes as a pathway to national improvement.244 Such 

comparisons often led to proposals for importing equipment or inventing similar devices. 

The belief that science was the key to advancement245 gave engineers a prominent social 

profile, since they were the ones who could turn a society’s technological and scientific 

aspirations into material progress. 

Engineers sought to improve on existing technology either by adopting ideas and 

machines from around the world or by inventing new ones. At the engineering academy, 
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new courses in railroad construction, analytical geography, topography, hydrology, and 

mechanical application filled the curriculum for incoming students. New courses 

reflected cutting-edge topics or new social needs. Beginning in 1889, under the direction 

of Mariano Villamil, students could focus their studies on electrical engineering, and in 

1898, Roberto Gayol developed a sanitary engineering degree.246 As part of their training, 

Gayol’s students helped him create a map of the city’s drainage infrastructure, which 

included the locations of pipes for potable water and waste removal.247 The trajectory of 

the curriculum directly reflected the developments that society had begun to experience: 

public access to electricity, citywide sanitary restrictions, and indoor plumbing marked 

just some of those changes. Escalating fire risks, a rising trend in the capital correlated to 

these broader changes, created social discomfort and contributed to the development of 

scientifically inspired fire protection plans.  

Fire hazards, to one degree or another, became a concern in nearly every branch 

of the engineering school. Sparks from trains or improper coal storage practices on train 

cars often caused large conflagrations, forcing engineers who specialized in railroad 

construction to factor those risks into transportation designs. Electrical fires, a growing 

problem in workshops and theaters, required specialized knowledge from trained 

engineers to put them out safely and to prevent them in the future. When the natural 

surroundings could not provide sufficient water pressure to shoot water long distances out 

of fire hoses, hydraulic engineers built pumps and other apparatuses to overcome 

environmental shortcomings. Even sanitary engineers had to confront the fire problem – 
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they ultimately defined fires as issues of public hygiene and monitored these potential 

hazards carefully. After the massive 1870 Volador fire, professional engineers trained in 

a number of areas took on influential roles as inspectors, using their knowledge to 

prevent hazards in the city.  

 
 
Preventing Destruction: Fire Inspections 
 

New occupations for professional engineers constantly emerged to confront the 

risk of fires. Engineers, valued for their educational training and ability to embrace the 

latest approaches in urban planning, were the ideal candidates for many of the new fire-

related jobs. The official job description for fire chief of Mexico City called for a high 

educational level, and only a trained engineer or architect could fill the position.248 In 

theory, an engineer or an architect would more fully comprehend the physics of building 

construction and how fires spread, and use that knowledge to save as much of the 

physical structure as possible.249 Even in the legal sphere, engineers increasingly came to 

assist judges and attorneys in court cases, providing expert testimonies about the causes 

of fires, helping to determine whether or not foul play could be ruled out. 250 After each 

fire, the Ayuntamiento called on the city engineer to evaluate the scene and to offer 

suggestions to the general inspector of the police department and the chief of the fire 
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brigade about how to improve fire safety.251 They also provided some insight into the 

possible cause of fire, thus contributing not only to scientific and engineering knowledge, 

but also to criminal investigations and policy decisions.252 With a significant increase in 

the number and types of occupations that engineers fulfilled, these men became far more 

visible in public and this visibility led to both praise and scorn from residents of Mexico 

City.  

During years when fires were noticeably more frequent, shopkeepers and 

politicians alike complained to the Ayuntamiento that city engineers had not done enough 

to prevent fire hazards.253 Neighbors on Tulipán street explained to city engineers that the 

nearby La Fortuna match factory had ignited numerous times over the past year. Afraid 

that another fire could result in deadly consequences for the entire neighborhood, they 

asked that an inspector verify that the owner had followed safety protocols. After 

uncovering a series of safety concerns, investigators forced the business to move to a less 

centralized location.254 Residents continued to funnel their worries through petitions to 

city engineers. In response to the devastating conflagration that left the famed luxury 

department store El Palacio de Hierro in ruin, downtown residents criticized city 

engineers’ responses as uninterested in public safety and hygiene. More than a month 

after El Palacio de Hierro burnt, the streets remained blocked by scorched wood and 
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crumbled asphalt, the neighborhood started to emit an odor of decomposing organic 

materials, and many basements in the surrounding area remained flooded because 

firemen had pumped several thousand galloons of water into the enflamed building.255 

Social need for protection against fires called upon engineers to regulate and design 

safety, but when it appeared that these trained experts were not doing their jobs, residents 

were quick to complain. 

When fire inspections uncovered negligence and disobedience to the fire code, 

they levied hefty fines and in certain cases closed businesses temporarily – measures that 

the business community disdained. Each of the eight districts (cuarteles) of the city had 

its own inspector who monitored potential fire hazards and collected fines if someone 

disobeyed the fire code (Figure 8).256 Especially strict safety regulations applied to 

theaters. With the high number of theatre fires not only in the capital but also around the 

world at the time, city inspectors diligently monitored theatres, especially because they 

crowded so many people within their walls. The deadliest fire in the nation’s history took 

place in a movie theatre in the port city of Acapulco. Approximately 300 people burned 

to death when the nitrate film spontaneously ignited, setting on fire the screen, curtains, 

and plush seats of the Teatro Flores. The night of the fire, more than one thousand people 

packed themselves into the wooden building, and one headline about the tragedy read: 
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“Nearly Three Hundred People Caught Like Rats and Roasted.”257 Similarly gruesome 

stories of the 1873 Paris Opera fire, the 1903 Iroquois Theatre fire in Chicago, and the 

1909 fire at the Teatro Guerrero in Puebla258 reminded engineers of the importance of 

regulating high capacity public venues. In 1878, German engineer August Foelsch 

published a statistical account of all of the theater fires (primarily in Western Europe and 

the United States) that had resulted in complete destruction of the building. During the 

previous 100 years, 460 large theaters had burnt to the ground. Foelsch noted that theaters 

in U.S. had particularly short lives due to fires, and on average these theaters lasted only 

eleven to thirteen years.259  
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Figure 8- Plano General de indicación de la Ciudad de México, contiene la nueva division de los 
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Unsupervised gas lighting, discarded embers from cigarettes, overheated stage 

bulbs, neglected electrical wiring, mismanaged film, and kindled stage props offer just a 

sampling of the causes of theater fires.260 The vast majority of them occurred during 

performances, after hundreds of people had been seated and become captivated by the 

show, which sadly increased the risk of deaths. Flames rarely acted as the principal cause 

of death; rather, smoke usually asphyxiated the victims before the flames touched their 

bodies. In addition, during the chaos, mobs of panicked theatergoers would stampede 

their way through exits, trampling people to death in the process.261 Felipe N. García, a 

witness at the fire that erupted at the Teatro Alcazar, testified that the fire created 

pandemonium among the spectators. Frightened patrons scrambled around the aisles and 

jumped over seats to escape through the nearest available exit. García explained that it 

was nearly impossible to evacuate the building because hoards of people had completely 

blocked the stairwell and the owner had earlier designated the secondary exit as a storage 

area for extra chairs.262  

Lofty regulatory goals demonstrate that public officials and engineers considered 

fire to be a serious threat. In 1870, on the recommendation of city engineers and the 

Commission for Public Recreation (Comisión de Diversiones Públicas), the police 

department issued a notice to theater owners that forced them to purchase and equip their 

establishments with water pumps to extinguish fires. The law gave them only fifteen days 
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to purchase the requisite materials.263 Lawmakers commended this regulation and 

expanded it to prisons, hospitals, schools, plants, and any public place where crowds 

gathered.264 The new regulations had the potential to make public buildings much safer 

by offering protective equipment in the event of a fire. Regardless of the beneficial safety 

measures the regulation promised to bring, the law proved much harder to enforce than 

anticipated. One year after the pump requirement went into effect, engineer Antonio 

Torres Forija reported that only one theater, the Teatro Nacional, had a fire pump to 

protect its building.265  

Discouraged by owners’ unwillingness to cooperate with the new regulations, fire 

inspectors vigilantly enforced the rules and made examples out of delinquent theater 

owners. In 1878, in one of their routine inspections, engineers discovered a theater that 

had been erected with complete disregard for the fire regulations. After examining the 

theater that had been built entirely of wood and lacked a fire pump and sufficient water, 

inspector Ángel González de la Torre predicted that a grave fire would inevitably erupt if 

the building remained in its current flammable state.266 After several failed attempts to 

contact the theater owner, Juan N. Cortina, demolition crews tore down the building.267 

One month later, long after the dust from the demolition had settled, leaving that spot of 
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Santa Catarina bare, Cortina finally responded to the inspector’s letters. Interned as a 

military prisoner in Santiago Tlatelolco, Cortina had no way of leaving the prison to 

make the necessary repairs; instead, he had contracted three men to tear down the 

wooden sides of the building and install water pumps for the facility. Knowing nothing 

about the recent demolition of his business, he apologized repeatedly for his delayed 

response and promised to resolve the situation within a matter of weeks.268  

Baffled by theater owners’ negligence, fire inspectors questioned why anyone 

would refuse to implement mandatory fire laws that could potentially save a business in 

the event of a fire.269 Engineer-inspectors, to stress the importance of fire codes, wrote a 

new building code in 1888 explicitly for the purpose of preventing theater fires. The new 

laws meant that city engineers and Ayuntamiento officials had to become intimately 

familiar with each theater in the city because all theater building plans first needed the 

approval of municipal officials before construction could begin. Inspectors acted as the 

liaisons between business owners and government officials by reviewing building plans 

to ensure that contractors built with non-combustible materials, positioned all doors and 

windows to open to the outside, and constructed stairs with stone or brick, not wood. 

Beyond the building itself, theater owners had to equip their businesses with a number of 

fire control devices: various deposits of water (five cubic meters of water for small 

theaters that do not admit more than 1,000 people, and ten cubic meters of water for 

bigger theaters), a fire hydrant in front of the building, a fire pump inside the theater, and 
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a telephone to call the fire department. Each infraction could result in a fine of five to 100 

pesos.270  

Despite the improved enforcement, some municipal engineers continued to see 

weaknesses with safety regulations in the capital. In 1905, the municipal government 

appointed a commission for the purpose of ensuring the public’s safety in theaters and 

other entertainment centers. Many of the easily preventable causes of fires persisted. At 

the turn of the century, city engineer Abraham Chávez made it his personal goal to 

prevent fires in public spaces.271 After spending time assessing theater safety, he claimed 

that most theaters had an insufficient number of extinguishers, which were scattered in 

obscure locations, and that none of the theater employees knew their locations, nor how 

to use the extinguishers properly if an emergency should arise.272 He established a team 

to conduct monthly inspections of all theaters to ensure that the owners complied with the 

fire regulations and the sanitary code. If owners did not meet the regulations, the 

inspectors withheld their business licenses and the theater could not show films or 

perform plays. By changing inspection protocol to include the examination of 

extinguishers, pipes, hoses, and water tanks, Chávez hoped that engineers would become 

well acquainted with how to use the newest machines and technologies of fire safety.  

New regulations meant that engineers had an even more prominent role in how 

people conducted business in the city. The new laws required constant monitoring from 
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engineers and the complete revamping of theaters.273 The city engineer now determined 

how many spectators could attend a theater, and depending on that number, how many 

emergency exits must exist. Due to the highly flammable nature of nitrate films (the type 

of film used universally from approximately the 1880s to the 1930s),274 projection rooms 

had strict guidelines: the room could only be made of cement, the reel containers had to 

be metal, and the door to the room needed to be made of iron or steel.  Only two workers 

were allowed inside the room at one time and at no time were they permitted to smoke 

cigarettes. Additionally, the room needed to have several full buckets of water at all 

times.275 Audience members had to adjust their movie and theater watching habits by 

avoiding the temptation to smoke during performances, something that had been accepted 

as a routine.276 Theater owners and audience members alike scoffed at what they 

considered an unreasonable fire law that required windows in theaters to remain open 

during performances, explaining that the light from the window made the picture hard to 

see, and, during the winter months, created an uncomfortable draft.277   

Engineers’ roles included much more than the regulation of potential fire hazards; 

they used their prominent place in society to influence how protection was distributed 
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among different social groups. Operating as fire inspectors hired by the municipal 

government, these were some of the first people in the city to acknowledge openly that 

fire protection should be extended more equitably, since fire threatened all social classes. 

Chávez acted as the unofficial spokesman for residents who were more prone to fire 

hazards and he voiced his concerns openly to the Ayuntamiento. He argued that 

inspectors should not solely dedicate their surveillance efforts to the major theaters and 

cinemas of the city, but instead should also focus their attention on the public venues in 

second-class neighborhoods to serve the needs of the common citizen. Noting that 

inspectors were genuine representatives of all citizens of the capital, he argued that it was 

their duty to protect everyone from the evils of fire. Only through this equitable 

distribution of support and protection could the city expect to see improvement.278  

The engineers’ appeals for equitable distribution of resources and protection 

marked a major deviation from the Porfirian mindset, which valued ideas of elite progress 

often at the expense of the needs of the poor. In 1912, in the midst of revolutionary 

struggle, city engineer Chávez imbibed the rhetoric and goals of revolutionaries. In his 

proposition to expand fire inspection, he made an impassioned case for protecting the 

proletariat so that working-class citizens might be given an equal opportunity to live their 

lives and fulfill their goals without worrying about the torments of fire.279 Eventually, 

through their regulations and inspections, engineers such as Chávez left their mark on 

society by shaping what people could and could not do in the capital, where factories 
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could be located, and how people ran their businesses. While engineers continued to 

implement new laws and codes through the first decade of the twentieth century, several 

engineers decided to focus their attention on using technology to design a safer city. 

 
 
Controlling Nature: Protection and Infrastructure 
 
 Engineers held strong convictions that through education and training they could 

control natural forces for human benefit.280 Often citing British engineer Thomas 

Tredgold’s 1828 definition of civil engineering, these engineers tried to combat the ills of 

the natural world through technology.281 Tredgold, writing on behalf of the Institute for 

Civil Engineering, described engineering as the art of finding potential sources of wealth 

and energy in the physical world and adapting them for human use.282 Harnessing water 

energy marked one of the most important engineering feats in Mexico City. Engineers 

found ways to divert streams, funnel liquid through underground pipes, and pump water 

out of previously untapped aquifers to provide residents with the water they needed to 

live in the city. Drinking, washing clothes, powering industries, and putting out fires all 

required extensive amounts of water.  

 Natural water supplies had failed Mexico City’s residents and could not keep up 

with the demands of the growing population, thus forcing engineers to design elaborate 
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hydraulic networks.283 The majority of the water supply in Mexico City came from spring 

water from haciendas in the northern outskirts of the city. Even though the springs 

offered clean and accessible water to residents, they had little natural water pressure 

behind them and could not be propelled long distances.284 Also, the increased use of 

piped water in homes and businesses meant that water pressure decreased dramatically. 

In order to use hydrants to extinguish fires, everyone living in surrounding streets had to 

shut off their water valves in order to increase water pressure, which meant that fire 

control required the public’s cooperation and coordination. By 1872, the Chief of Police 

pleaded with the Ayuntamiento to have a map made of all the valves in homes and 

businesses so that policemen and guardsmen could more quickly fix the water pressure 

situation during fire emergencies.285 Despite his request, the Ayuntamiento responded 

that it would be too difficult to commission an accurate map of all the valves, faucets, and 

wells located in homes and businesses throughout the city.                  

To begin the long process of improving water pressure to fire hydrants, engineers 

spent seven years creating an extensive map of all the hydrants and corresponding pipes 

in the city (Figure 9). In addition to explaining the location of each hydrant, the engineers 

described the diameter of the pipe that supplied each hydrant with water. By 1877 more 

than fifty fire hydrants sat on street corners throughout the city. Even the lower-class 

neighborhood of Tepito had hydrants, albeit only two to protect that entire area. For the 
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most part, hydrants sat in front of government buildings, plazas, monuments, gardens, 

and some churches. In their reports about the locations and quality of fire hydrants, 

engineers noted that many of the hydrants near the periphery of the city did not work 

well. The hydrants outside of the city center functioned so poorly that the engineers 

thought it would be better to fill buckets of water at one of the nearby household wells 

than to attempt to use some of the hydrants for putting out fires.286 Using this 1877 report 

and his own assessments of the capital’s water infrastructure, engineer and businessman 

Carlos Medina discovered that of the 333 piped streets, only 185 of them had been 

equipped with the shut-off valves essential to fight fires.287 He estimated that the city 

lacked more than 1,400 valves needed to shut off water and put out fires quickly. 
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Figure 9: The black dots show the location of fire hydrants in 1877; see, Se ordena al 
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In their attempts to improve the city’s water network, engineers encountered a 

series of issues that stemmed from previous infrastructural plans. Most importantly, they 

had to confront the earlier, non-coordinated and non-regulated engineering efforts that 

continued to lie beneath the city. Ill-fitted lead pipes of various diameters meandered 

below the capital. Inspectors and engineers, appalled at the poor condition of the 

deteriorating infrastructure, expressed concerns about the leaky pipelines.288 Leaks not 

only meant water loss, they also meant that sewage and other materials could seep into 

the pipes and threaten public hygiene. In addition, the small trickles of water could easily 

break down the fragile lakebed soil that undergirded the city, which could be devastating 

to a city prone to earthquakes.289 Each leak also decreased, if only slightly, the amount of 

water pressure in the pipes. Engineers tried to reconfigure and improve the water system, 

but before doing so needed to repair or remove layers of old, intertwined pipes, establish 

distinct piping networks for potable water and non-potable water (the later being used for 

industry and fire extinction),290 and build a system that had sufficient water and pressure 

to put out fires. 

 City engineers advised the municipal council to spend roughly forty million pesos 

to develop hydraulic infrastructure in the capital.291 During this expensive and time 

consuming construction period, workers laid more than 2,500 tons of imported British 

pipes beneath the city. By storing water in elevated cisterns in Chapultepec Park, gravity 
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helped to create the necessary water pressure to operate most faucets throughout the city. 

In Chapultepec Park, the highest point in the city, sat three British Worthington brand 

water pumps that sucked water up quickly (twelve cubic meters per minute) from large 

holding tanks and efficiently pushed it into the pipes that gridded the city.292 While 

engineers had designed many of the pipes for drinking water or drainage, putting out fires 

remained at the forefront of hydraulic engineers’ minds. In 1897 alone, nine high-

pressure fire hydrants had been installed in the capital.  

 Foreign observers remained unimpressed by Mexico City’s water infrastructure. 

In 1905, the Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Company sent mapmakers to survey the city 

and determine the potential for fires. Effectively, the entire city operated with two 

systems of water. The first, the “Desierto,” came from an open aqueduct that sat 

approximately twelve miles southwest of the city. Engineers built pumps to transfer the 

Desierto water into a concrete reservoir at Molino del Rey, only three miles from the city. 

Iron pipes were attached to this elevated reservoir and funneled water into the city, with 

nominal water pressure from the elevation. The second system was located at 

Chapultepec Castle and utilized spring water from the base of Chapultepec hill. Again, 

pumps brought the water up to an elevated reservoir, and funneled it into the city. Both 

systems could be connected by the seventy miles of pipes that sat below the surface of the 

city. The Sanborn surveyors noted that neither system provided sufficient amounts of 

water or water pressure, and that residents often had to resort to using private wells for 

drinking and fire control purposes. The surveyors noted that many residents or 
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businessmen owned small, electric or hand-powered pumps that they could use to extract 

water quickly.293 

Even though engineers overhauled the capital’s entire water network, fire 

protection technologies tended to benefit some sectors of society more than others. The 

fire chief expressed concerns that the majority of hydrants had been installed in strategic 

locations, often in the center of the city and in front of upper-class theaters or major 

business districts, thus assisting only the wealthiest sectors of society in emergency 

situations. Citing his experience with urban fires, the chief explained that the current fire 

hydrant infrastructure needed to be expanded drastically because fire hazards plagued all 

neighborhoods in the city, regardless of the socio-economic status of their residents.294 

Near the turn of the century the Ayuntamiento paid for the installation of dozens of 

hydrants. More often than not, those hydrants continued to sit in front of places of 

national patrimony, next to central theaters, and alongside upper-class neighborhoods.295  

With the new infrastructure came new regulations. City engineers assumed the 

task of inspecting hydrants and valves every month to ensure that they functioned 

properly.296 In 1903, engineers recognized the importance of the monthly hydrant 

inspection after firemen tried to put out a fire in a corner store, but could not use the 

hydrants because the pipes and valves had become clogged with dirt. Instead, firemen 

had to carry water, bucket-by-bucket, from a neighbor’s artesian well, prolonging the 
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disaster.297 Soon thereafter, once engineers had conducted a series of repairs, the revered 

hydrants became untouchable to anyone except trained professionals. Newly minted 

legislation, intended to protect fire safety equipment, stipulated that anyone caught 

touching or tampering with a hydrant would be fined twenty pesos.298 Residents who had 

little or no access to water taps and fountains had grown to depend on the water in fire 

hydrants for household purposes including bathing or washing clothes.299 Every day for 

several months, a gardener who tended the plants in the Plazuela de Carlos IV employed 

that plaza’s fire hydrant to water the garden. When a fire erupted in the Plaza de Toros de 

Bucareli, firemen discovered that the gardener had drained the water supply in that 

particular holding tank, leaving nothing more than a trickle of water to extinguish the 

Bucareli fire.300  

The need for water made engineers essential in the fight against fires in Mexico 

City. While drafting regulations and inspecting manufacturing workshops encompassed a 

major part of their jobs, it was through the technology and machines they created that 

they reminded people about the positive work they had done for the city. Hydrants, pipes, 

faucets, and pumps visibly marked the city with the influence of the engineers’ craft. 

 
The Dos Bocas Petroleum Fire 
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 In 1908, engineers who had been trained in Mexico City were hired to put out a 

month-long petroleum fire in Veracruz. Representatives from the British-based oil 

company Pearson and Sons Ltd. discovered a massive reserve of petroleum in the Dos 

Bocas region near the Gulf of Mexico. In the process of drilling a 700-foot well, workers 

unlocked an extraordinary amount of pressure that released more than thirty tons of 

petroleum. The burst of oil immediately came into contact with the flame from the boiler 

that powered the derrick, and the newly excavated well exploded, sending a geyser of fire 

more than a quarter mile into the air (Figure 10).301 Nearly two months of trial and error 

efforts to extinguish the fire, compounded with extensive destruction of tropical forests 

and animal habitats, led people to develop a growing suspicion about the petroleum 

industry and its attitude toward safety regulations. 
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Figure 10- “View of the fire showing the largest diameter of the well.” Juan Palacios, “Memoria sobre 
incendio del pozo de petroleo de ‘Dos Bocas,’” Boletín de la sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y 
Estadistica, quinta época 3 (1908): 27. 
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The fire proved to be a cataclysmic event for everyone involved – Huasteca 

residents, firemen, trench diggers, doctors, Pearson and Sons employees, nearby ranchers, 

and especially the flora and fauna of the area. Reports that documented the tragedy 

explained that shortly after the fire began workers felt the effects of the smoke, particles 

of petroleum, and other noxious gases in the air. Workers, firemen, and residents of 

nearby villages experienced stomachaches, headaches, swollen gums, and difficulty 

breathing. Some died instantly of asphyxia or burns.302 More than a dozen firemen 

became so ill that they could no longer stand.303 For the most part, the area was relatively 

uninhabited by humans and consequently only a few people died as a result of the fire. 

Despite the relatively low death rate, the effects of the conflagration extended beyond 

humans. The fire annihilated the environment of the region. The oil flowed with such 

intensity that it reached the Lake Tamiahua and covered the water with a film of crude 

oil. As the toxic air poisoned the forest birds and covered the foliage with ash, the 

marshes and lakes became overcrowded with the decomposing cadavers of fish, shrimp, 

lizards, and turtles. The fire engulfed forty acres of tropical forest and the smoke and ash 

forced birds to migrate to safer environments. Even further inland, hundreds of head of 

cattle died from the fatal levels of sulfur, oil, and other lethal materials that invaded their 

water supply.  
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While some people lamented the destruction of this seemingly Edenic land, 

company officials expressed concerns about what the fire had done to their bottom line. 

After a month of constant fire, the well that started out as a small fifteen-centimeter 

diameter hole became a 400 foot crater that spewed more than 100,000 barrels of 

valuable black gold every twenty-four hours, with an estimated loss of $50,000 pesos 

each day.304 Representatives of Pearson and Sons bemoaned this loss and speculated that 

Dos Bocas could have been the most profitable well in the world, outpacing the current 

top-producing single wells (Russia’s most profitable well produced 50,000 barrels each 

day, while only 19,000 barrels flowed daily from its largest counterpart in the United 

States).305 Engineer Carlos F. Ganahl agreed that this was the richest well he had ever 

seen, but countered that statement by saying that the fire was the most terrible of its kind 

and hoped that no man would ever have to combat such a conflagration again. Firemen 

and workers compared their experiences to the devastation that occurred at the San 

Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906 or the Pennsylvania Oil Company fire of 1880 in 

Titusville.  

 This monumental disaster required immediate attention from skilled engineers 

trained in fire prevention. The Mexican Executive Cabinet, in cooperation with the Office 

of Public Instruction (Despacho de Instrucción Pública), sent several professional 

engineers and students from the engineering school to assess the situation in Veracruz. 

For this scientific excursion, the Treasury department gave a team of engineers $550 
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pesos to put out the fire and take photographs and film of their attempts.306 Manuel 

Villaseñor, Dehesa Benítez, Eleazar Núñez, Alberto E. Castillegjos, José Treviño Garcia, 

Ignacio Medina, Carlos F. Ganahl, and Emiliano Martínez used the training they received 

at the National Engineering School to attempt to extinguish the column of fire spewing 

from the earth.307  

 Tackling the fire took many attempts. Some engineers from Mexico City sent in 

their theories and plans for attacking the flames without ever seeing its extent with their 

own eyes. Initially, men on the scene emptied several thousands of gallons of water from 

six British Worthington fire pumps directly on top of the flames. When this proved 

completely unsuccessful, more elaborate design plans emerged. One engineer designed a 

trench that surrounded the crater in attempts to collect excess petroleum and route the oil 

away from the swamp. 495 soldiers of the Batallón de Zapadores (Sapper Battalion) 

worked day and night digging the trench that diverted the petroleum, but the company did 

not have enough holding tanks and therefore only diverted a fraction of the petroleum 

that they had anticipated.308 Another plan sought to cover the wellhead with a large, 

heavy metal cap in an effort to de-oxygenize the fire and thus extinguish the flames.309 

Engineer Manual Villaseñor wanted to spray the fire with carbonic acid and water, which 
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was typically found in handheld fire extinguishers.310 The attempt that gained the most 

attention in newspapers included sending 2,000 tons of gravel and sand into centrifugal 

pumps that shot the rocks and debris from a substantial distance into the blazing well.311 

This took days for workers to find the enough gravel and debris to shoot into the well, 

and hour-by-hour more and more people became ill from the smoke. 

When the government announced it would give 200,000 pesos to anyone who 

extinguished the fire, Dos Bocas gained substantial international attention and 

international suggestions.312 In an interview with El Imparcial, an engineer from the U.S. 

who had helped put out a similar fire for Standard Oil suggested drilling a second, 

parallel well several hundred meters away, placing a torpedo at the bottom of the well, 

and then shooting it horizontally in the direction of the Dos Bocas. The torpedo method 

was intended to create a deep passageway from the new, empty well to the one on fire, 

allowing the petroleum from Dos Bocas to funnel into the empty well.313 Even though 

this sounded reasonable at the time, and it had worked in the U.S., workers and engineers 

soon realized that the new well was at sea level and the torpedo would cause oil to seep 

into the ocean. Engineers had designed all of these proposals to save at least some of oil 

from the rich well. 
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Neither science, nor machinery, nor human inventiveness could put the Dos 

Bocas fire out. More than fifty days after the well caught fire, its fuel source exhausted 

itself and the fire ended with it. With the horrific fire behind everyone, Juan Palacios, the 

head of the expedition, astutely asked if petroleum was worth the risk. He explained that 

while accidents happen, it would always be unclear if Pearson and Sons had done 

everything in its power to prevent such a tragedy. In 1908, the growing petroleum 

industry seemed like it had no limits. Foreign and Mexican businessmen alike had 

profited immensely from the country’s rich subsoil wealth. After the two-month fire, 

Palacios and other onlookers expressed concerns about how petroleum excavations would 

affect health and safety. Palacios also wondered why Mexicans were willing to incur such 

high risks when other less dangerous fuels such as coal and charcoal were readily 

available.314  

The legends of the plumes of fire that spewed out of the well at Dos Bocas 

reminded people, especially the Huastecos who lived the nightmare, of how dangerous 

and brutal nature could be.315 For others, it acted as a bump along the way, the price of 

progress that Mexicans would have to pay for the development of industry, 

communication, commerce, and technology. The fire showed the rest of the world that 

the Huasteca held rich oil fields ripe for the taking.316 These interpretations disregarded 

the hardships that the communities experienced and became emblematic of the Porfirian 
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agenda of modernization at any cost.  

 

Conclusions 

For Huastecos, the Dos Bocas saga ended bleakly, but for Mexico City engineers, 

the event showed that the national government depended on their expertise and training 

to assist with a major natural disaster that threatened the lives, properties, and health of 

thousands of people. Their status as professionals made them instrumental in putting out, 

or at least trying to put out, a seemingly uncontrollable fire. At a time when Mexicans 

equated science and technology with signs of progress, engineers made progress a reality. 

By advising on regulations and designing machines capable of extinguishing fires, they 

transformed ideas about how to protect people from fires into real, tangible benefits. By 

applying technology to pressing safety concerns, engineers used technology as a 

mechanism for urban change. 

In the late nineteenth century, in Mexico as well as other Latin American nations, 

architects and engineers earned positions of power in cities and they became recognized 

as experts in urban planning and safety.317 Their university training in the Americas and 

abroad made politicians, firemen, and residents from around the country look to them for 

advice about how to prevent and combat fires. This knowledge exalted their social status 

and, as a result, they easily assumed roles as inspectors, planners, political advisers, arson 

detectives, and designers of both large-scale hydraulic systems and smaller machines. 

Certainly academic training helped engineers make names for themselves in Mexico City. 
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Nevertheless, the professionalization of engineers and the emphasis on technological 

development inspired lay inventors and small-scale entrepreneurs to build machines for 

human benefit. The next chapter examines the initiatives of untrained, entrepreneurial 

inventors who provided the capital with safety against fire hazards. 
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CHAPTER THREE:  
THE BUSINESS OF SAFETY 

 
 

The other boarders began to regard both inventor and invention with reverence,  
always speaking softly when at home and taking his every pronouncement as scripture… 

proud to live so close to a true genius who was bringing life to a fabulous creation, a submarine,  
that belonged somehow to the entire boarding house and that they therefore embraced with fierce adoration, 

even in its current state – tiny, imperfect, unfinished. 
–Federico Gamboa318 

 
 
 Professional firemen, city officials, and municipal engineers contributed to 

making fire prevention and control an intrinsic part of urban management and daily life. 

Their official occupations and duties marked the city with signs of fire safety: hydrants 

sat on street corners, fire engines dashed around town, and inspectors ambled from 

theater to theater writing citations and collecting fines. Yet, assessing only the 

government funded and sanctioned occupations ignores the important contributions that 

other citizens made to combat fires. Businessmen saw in fire hazards an opportunity for 

profits, and, in turn, these business interests affected how the city functioned. 

Entrepreneurs, while lacking professional training or official responsibilities, sold 

products that protected people from fires in the capital. Specifically, lay inventors and 

fire insurance agents tried to profit from the growing fear of fire in the national economic 

center of the country.    

 In the last decade of the nineteenth century, the capital required more protection 

against fires because it had more people and businesses in need of safety. Mexico City 

housed nearly one hundred clothing and drug stores, more than 200 lawyers’ offices, four 

major banks, and a host of warehouses, real estate offices, telephone companies, markets 
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for foodstuffs, and chemical suppliers.319 For entertainment purposes, the capital had 

eighteen theaters, six cinemas, several department stores, and a circus.320 Emblematic of 

Belle Époque-style urban planning, the capital’s wide boulevards were lined with 

dazzling public buildings, electric streetlights, and fashionable upper-class 

neighborhoods.321 With greater outputs and investments came greater risks of loss. The 

precarious and dangerous urban environment, created through a combination of 

urbanization, industrialization, and economic growth, forced business and homeowners to 

assess and manage financial risks in a way they had never needed to do before.322 Fear of 

financial loss led them to purchase fire safety apparatuses, and, in response, new 

businesses emerged to keep up with demands for protection against fires.  

The junctures where nature and culture meet, in this case the interactions between 

fire and business, bring to the forefront a number of themes about how humans 

understood their environments in the past.323 Environmental historians tend to examine 

business and industry from the perspective of the detrimental effects that they imposed on 

landscapes. Industrial pollution, resource extraction, and agricultural systems provide 

telling examples of how capitalism and business have altered the physical world for the 
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worse.324 Yet an inversion of the question provokes a new line of inquiry: how did a 

changing environment alter business practices? In Mexico City, natural disasters like fires 

spurred human ingenuitity and a branch of commerce devoted to fire protection. 

A growing presence of fire dangers in the capital gave entrepreneurs a platform to 

launch their businesses, primarily because it provided them with a market of eager 

customers who would purchase the safety that their products promised. The process of 

exploiting disastrous situations was anything but a new phenomenon. Traditionally, 

government officials have pushed their agendas of urban planning, economic reforms, or 

political consolidation onto a traumatized population still numb from shock.325 Whether 

officials pushed their agendas by attempting to relocate entire cities in the aftermath of an 

earthquake or choosing to bulldoze unsafe tenement housing after a disaster, the 

population remained too emotionally disturbed and preoccupied to argue fully against 

such actions.326 Promoting capitalist interests in the aftermath of destruction has followed 

a similar tendency.327 In nineteenth century Mexico, agents selling fire insurance and 
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inventors promoting fire safety technologies advertised their products to people who had 

fresh memories of hardship and loss. Their products offered customers a future 

commitment to protection and a way to prepare for uncertainty,328 whether in the form of 

an automatic smoke alarm to alert danger or an insurance policy that promised financial 

compensation after a fire.    

While historiographical interpretations of this time period are full of examples of 

technology transfer and Mexicans importing and adopting technology, medicine, and 

equipment from the United States and Europe, the important homegrown attempts at 

technological improvements and business ventures remain understudied.329 Inventions 

from around the world poured into Mexican markets, helping to create an era of 

expectation that science could do anything. Railroads, telegraphs, electricity, streetcars, 

mills, movies, and phonographs filled the city and excited the population about the 

possibilities for quicker transportation and speedier communication. Small, local 

inventions such as soap cutting machines and methods to preserve pulque met the day-to-

day needs of capital residents.330 Responding to the growing concerns about fire hazards 

in the city, many inventors from the capital used science to develop devices or chemicals 
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to combat fire hazards and protect the population. In addition, insurance agents used 

rationality and calculated risk to sell safety and assurance.  

 

International Influence--Expositions and Patents Law 

Inventors and patenting regulations existed prior to the mid-nineteenth century, 

but new opportunities to showcase their work and compete internationally encouraged 

them to pursue more aggressive inventing agendas. This culture of inventiveness 

eventually created products aimed at domestic markets, and government officials praised 

homegrown technologies for addressing local needs. In the 1870s, lax international patent 

laws encouraged citizens to embrace inventing as both a business venture and a personal 

responsibility to national development. During this era, when science was viewed as the 

pathway to progress, the government simultaneously encouraged local inventiveness, yet 

continued to purchase technologies from abroad. Local inventors, influenced in part by 

international expositions and patents, challenged the idea that technology had to be 

imported from the United States or Europe, and instead built machines and gadgets that 

benefited people living in the capital.  

The exchange of innovations from one society to another has been the cornerstone 

of technological development for centuries.331 While many studies of technology and 

inventions highlight the role of the nation in driving innovation,332 in the case of late-
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nineteenth century Mexico City, the influx of technology from around the world inspired 

people to invent locally. The machines on display at international expositions, the 

discussions of technology in newspapers, and the images of gadgets and devices in 

advertisements all allowed individuals to compare their technological progress with the 

advances being made in other countries.333 The comparison went beyond informal or 

anecdotal discussions. In 1911, for instance, cartographer and geographer Mark Jefferson 

designed a formula based on international patents that sought to determine the rank of 

various countries’ relative inventiveness. Out of thirty-five top invention-producing 

countries, led by Switzerland and Sweden, Mexico ranked number twenty-nine, ahead of 

Japan, Portugal, Turkey, Russia, and India. Even though this assessment ignored the 

contributions from countries that did not participate in international patenting processes, 

and most likely double-counted inventions patented in multiple countries, Jefferson’s 

exercise nonetheless shows an estimate of Mexico’s global ranks in terms of 

technological developments.334 Despite the country’s low rating on the technological 

innovation scale, during its heyday of modernization, citizens tried to make the country a 

major competitor in the global market.  

In 1874, the Ayuntamiento invited citizens and resident foreigners to participate 

in the Municipal Exhibition, which celebrated the technological, gastronomic, 
                                                             
History of Technology, Essays in Honor of Melvin Kranzberg, ed. Stephen H. Cutcliffe and Robert C. Post 
(Bethlehem, PA: Lehigh University Press, 1989): 216-229.  
333 Even though at large international expositions (such as the World’s Fairs), Mexican exhibits did not 
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334 Mark Jefferson, “The Geographic Distribution of Inventiveness,” Geographical Review 19, no. 4 (Oct. 
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intellectual, and scientific achievements of the country. Modeled on the Great Exhibition 

of the Works of Industry of All Nations in 1851 (called the Crystal Palace Exhibition) 

held in London and subsequent exhibitions in France (1855 and 1867) and Austria 

(1873), officials promoted the municipal exposition as a way to celebrate the nation’s 

progress while serving as a practice run for the upcoming Centennial Exposition in 

Philadelphia to be held in 1876.335   

The exhibition’s promotional poster epitomized how officials wanted the country 

to appear to outsiders. By collapsing time and space, symbols of past, present, and future 

wonders of the nation could exist within the confines of a single image (Figure 11). An 

eagle, a national symbol found on the country’s flag, hovered over objects of material 

wealth, holding between his claws a sign announcing the 1874 municipal exhibition. 

From left to right the print read as a pictorial epic of the country’s history. Pre-Hispanic 

artifacts propped up by flora and fauna described the fecundity and wealth to be found on 

and within the soil. These symbols of the past blended into scenes of musical instruments, 

painters’ palettes, and scrolls or bound books, which represented the nation’s legacy of 

the artistic achievements. The right half of the drawing portrayed the present and future, 

represented by the tools of technical experts – large industrial cisterns connected to 

billowing smoke stacks, an assortment of cogs, wheels, anvils, levers, and scattered 

measuring instruments. A woman – either la Patria or Minerva – in a flowing white 

gown, her head adorned with a laurel wreath, sat among large industrial equipment, 

admiring a machinist’s hammer while bracing herself on a large metal cog. This poster 
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conflated the progress associated with machines, tools, and art with the iconography of 

the nation, evoking sentiments of patriotism and calling people to artistic and scientific 

aspirations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The potential for wide public recognition provided a powerful incentive for 

inventors to submit their creations or display their designs for the exhibition. In each of 

the categories—agriculture, mining, manufacturing, industrial machinery, and art—the 

Figure 11: Municipal Exhibition Poster, Reglamento Municipal Exposición, November 
1874, AHDF, Exposiciones, Vol. 1037, Exp. 40, Caja 1, Carpeta 28.  
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committee awarded gold, silver, and bronze medals.336 Genaro Vergara won first place in 

the mechanics category for his machine to harvest tobacco; José Refugio Terraza won 

first prize in the clothing category for his method to mass produce fine cloth of different 

colors; Miguel González, Alfredo Garay, and Luis González won first place in the naval 

category for their design of an indestructible safe to transport money on seafaring 

vessels.337 While these awards did not include monetary prizes, inventors hoped to earn 

public recognition by having their names published in the exposition’s pamphlet and 

receiving their awards in a public ceremony. To entice people to submit their work, the 

commission convinced the Ayuntamiento to allow a three-month-long patent-free period 

for anyone who participated in the event. This meant that anyone who displayed 

agricultural equipment, fire extinguishers, or industrial machinery could freely sell the 

products in the capital for three months following the exposition without paying 

burdensome licensing fees to receive a patent. This decision encouraged anyone with an 

invention, whether that was a machine, idea, or substance, to participate in the exhibition.  

In many ways, these smaller municipal and national exhibitions functioned as 

dress rehearsals for larger international fairs. The opportunity to exchange ideas, see new 

technologies, and understand other countries more fully helped to increase interest in 

international exhibitions and fueled inventors’ creative and competitive spirits. In a letter 

to the Mexico City Ayuntamiento inviting residents of the capital to participate in the 

1911 International Municipal Congress and Exposition held in Chicago, the organizing 

committee highlighted the spirit of rivalry as a selling point for the event. The invitation 
                                                             
336 Recopilación de leyes, decretos y providencias de los poderes legislativo y ejecutivo de la union, Tomo 
XVIII (1874): 560. 
337 Memoria de la Exposición Municipal de 1874, 34-46. 
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proclaimed that such a forum allowed people to compare national governments, notable 

accomplishments, and planning achievements of one community with another. These 

conferences had a large number of exhibits about urban police and firemen and 

highlighted new designs in fire engines, fire alarms, fireproof vaults, fire escapes, fire 

extinguishers, and firemen’s uniforms.338 Exhibition organizers further emphasized that 

by advocating friendly competition between municipalities from around the world, the 

exposition would make contestants work harder to impress each other and to demonstrate 

civic pride.339  

Most residents of the capital could not attend international expositions, but they 

could read about the new inventions displayed at these fairs. Advertisements, articles, and 

pictures of inventions made people contemplate the endless possibilities of new 

technologies for human benefit. News of technological advancements, especially those 

that could improve fire safety, bombarded Mexico City residents. Newspapers carried 

articles about French chemists who developed substances to put out chimney fires,340 

British firefighters who employed high-powered mechanical pumps,341 and Parisian 

inventors who developed steam powered fire engines,342 often appeared as 

advertisements or public interest stories. They promised amazing results that created safer 

cities. Testimonies from fire departments in Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Washington, 
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D.C., translated into Spanish and printed in Mexico, told stories of the usefulness of fire 

grenades and extinguishers.343  

Some of the public interest stories included animated eyewitness accounts of 

machinery or chemicals used to put out fires, which prompted government officials to 

import these technologies. José Fernández, Mexico’s Minister to the United States, 

impressed by a demonstration of a chemical used to put out fires that he saw while living 

as a diplomat in Washington, wrote a lengthy account of the new product. The inventor 

of the chemical constructed a wooden wall in the middle of an open plaza and doused it 

completely in kerosene, then threw a lit match on it. It started to burn rapidly and with 

great intensity. The growing crowd of people felt the heat of the flames on their skin and 

had difficulty breathing the heavy smoke it produced. Once the fire had sufficiently 

spread, the inventor emptied four handheld bottles of his chemical substance onto the 

flames, extinguishing them completely. To bolster his account of the same event, 

eyewitness Carlos Rivas included testimonies from foreign experts such as the New York 

and New England fire brigades, major U.S. businesses, and fire insurance companies.344 

Only a few weeks later, Charles M. Martin from the Harden extinguisher company 

petitioned the Ayuntamiento, asking for permission to conduct the same public 

demonstration as he had done in Washington, a request that the Ayuntamiento 
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enthusiastically granted.345 The Ayuntamiento eventually purchased sixteen boxes of 

Harden extinguishers intended for public buildings throughout the city.346 

A common thread throughout the stories of new inventions was the affirmation 

that Mexicans could easily invent better technologies than those found elsewhere. In 

1901, the Boletín Municipal published an article about electric machines for firemen. 

Among other things, the author surveyed the country’s interest in fire safety, and he 

mentioned some of the developments that surfaced in the wake of major fires like the one 

at the Mercado Volador. He also explained an article that he had read from Revue 

Universelle, a French magazine, which described an automobile with an electric pump 

praised as far faster and more reliable than the horse or mule-drawn cars employed by 

most firefighting brigades. This fire pump, first admired at the 1900 Paris World’s Fair, 

generated international attention from city engineers, urban planners, and firemen. Rather 

than suggesting that the Ayuntamiento order this particular piece of equipment that had 

awed audiences at the World’s Fair, he unequivocally stated that Mexico’s intelligent and 

creative engineers and inventors could develop a better product than anything that could 

be found in the United States or Europe.347  

Patents, a seventeenth-century development, encouraged advancements in 

industry and technology. They provided the legal procedures to protect intellectual 
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property, without which inventors feared that their ideas would be copied before they had 

an opportunity to profit from their designs.348 Applying for a patent, inventors received 

the security of temporary monopolies (ranging from five to fifteen years) on their 

inventions. This process of protecting ownership of one’s ideas facilitated capitalism, 

promoted a capitalist ethic in science, and offered profits to people as an incentive to 

innovate. Government officials in 1832 modified an earlier Spanish policy to create the 

first national patent law. Despite slight modifications demanding that inventors supply 

exact descriptions, drawings, and models to the patenting office before approval, 

inventors complained that the laws appeared convoluted, contained vague language, 

required high fees, and had unclear adjudication procedures. Legislators rewrote the law 

in 1890, extending the patent term from ten to twenty years, decreasing the cost from 

upwards of 300 pesos to 150 pesos, and changing the types of patents from only 

registering new inventions to accepting any discovery, improvement, method, or 

application intended to improve industrial development.349 Soon applications for 

everything from farming equipment to bicycles to fire extinguishers stacked up in the 

office of the Ministry of Economic Development, and each authorized patent received 

public notice in the Diario Oficial.350  

The formal processes to register inventions made individuals complete a series of 

official steps to profit from their ideas. Submitting a patent request could lead to months 

of correspondence with government bureaucrats who wanted clarifications, additional 
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designs and drawings, or more elaborate details about its function in society.  Inventors 

were required to fill out a mountain of paperwork and submit formal requests that 

justified their work and demonstrated its innovative qualities. Once the Ministry of 

Development deemed an invention, chemical, process, or idea a new innovation, the 

request had to await presidential approval. The last step in the process required payment 

of 50 to 100 pesos, a cost that deterred some inventors from applying.351 Some citizens 

felt that the formal patent process stifled the creative process and discouraged people 

from pursuing these enterprises, contrary to its purpose of motivating inventiveness 

through protective incentives. 

Copyrights and patents on intellectual property conferred high esteem on owners 

and rewarded them for their inventions. By demonstrating their intellectual merit through 

technological innovation, inventors had the right to receive all the benefits that came with 

that invention, whether the prize was monetary compensation or social praise or both.352 

Patents armed inventors with legal recourse against anyone who borrowed the design of a 

particular invention.353 Such conflicts appeared with increased frequency in the judicial 

system. In 1885, for instance, a heated legal dispute over Enrique Hernández Aranda’s 

patent application for safety matches arose when E.M. Arzac and Company claimed that 

it owned the rights to the particular combination of chemicals used by Hernández 
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Aranda.354 Patent law stated that discoveries, inventions, and new processes could be 

protected, but it also encouraged others to improve upon existing innovations. Patenting 

ensured that technological innovation did not stagnate but, rather, that people constantly 

tried to better the invention for social good.355 Improving life in the city presented itself 

as a profitable endeavor, ultimately fusing together a desire to improve the city with the 

profit motive.    

The inability to obtain credit discouraged inventors from going through the 

lengthy patent process. Lack of funds debilitated potential entrepreneurs and inventers, 

who had grandiose and sometimes risky ideas about how to improve the material world. 

For some, the risk of venturing out alone without sufficient credit opportunities proved 

too great.356 A fictional tale published in the Mexican Herald recounted the story of a 

downtrodden inventor who had complete confidence that his invention would bring him 

immediate success and unending financial freedom, but without investor interest or 

access to a bank loan he resorted to stealing $1,000 from a wealthy widow.357 To address 

this growing problem of an overly cautious society without actually extending credit, 

Díaz reformed the constitution to encourage investments. By offering free land, cash 

incentives, and reduced taxes to foreign companies, his government encouraged 
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investments by luring in foreign investors who would then teach by example how to run 

successful and profitable businesses.     

The Díaz administration loosened its patent restrictions for foreigners as a way to 

increase their investment prospects and to create a hospitable business environment.358 In 

1890, legislators revised the patent law to make it easier for foreigners to bring their 

inventions to Mexico.359 By allowing industrialists to bring their machines and 

technologies, without having to fear that their intellectual property rights would be 

compromised, political authorities anticipated that foreigners would set up large 

industries to employ citizens and transform the country’s valuable raw materials into 

export-oriented goods. Howard Conkling’s 1883 account of a visit to Guanajuato 

represents just one example of a growing trend toward embracing technology from 

abroad. Commenting on an American steam-powered mill set up in Guanajuato, 

Conkling asserted that the introduction of American companies and a Protestant work 

ethic would undoubtedly lead Mexicans to adopt similar approaches to improve their 

economy.360 

By advertising the easy process of registering a patent and offering incentives to 

foreign inventors, officials successfully increased the number of patents submitted to the 

Mexican office.361 For the 1901 World’s Fair in Buffalo, New York, Mexican officials 

published English-language pamphlets for investors as a way to promote the favorable 
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patent laws.362 The national patent office granted patents to numerous foreign inventors: 

Berlin engineer Clemens Graaf patented his water storage tanks and gas pressured 

hoses;363 Barcelona resident Domingo Biosea Galcerán submitted his design for handheld 

extinguishers;364 Oakland, California inventor Frank Vanoy Carman improved how the 

valves of fire hydrants opened. His innovations received copyright permissions from 

numerous international patenting agencies.365 From 1890 to 1896, the Secretaría de 

Fomento processed 1,044 patent requests. The nationality of the inventors broke down as 

follows: 307 from Mexico, 433 from the United States, and 304 from other countries.366   

The importation of tools, parts, and technical expertise influenced local 

innovation. The transfer of technology from one nation to another required that the 

receivers not only worked with the new machine or device, but that they also learned how 

to repair it, rebuild it, and subsequently improve it. Several roadblocks prevented the 

transfer of technology, especially in regards to large-scale machinery or projects, 

including railroad construction, electrical engineering, and oil extraction. These particular 

technological developments came from the United States or Great Britain, and foreign 

technicians came to Mexico to install, operate, and repair them, thus limiting local 
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exposure to new machinery.367 For railroads, all conductors had to take an English-

language proficiency exam, effectively eliminating the majority of Mexicans from 

operating trains in their own country. 

One engineer, astonished by how many patents came from foreigners, developed 

a scheme to increase domestic inventions. He suggested a three-pronged approach to 

stimulate innovation in Mexico. First, government officials needed to offer citizens 

access to credit. Second, national funds should be employed to develop a strong 

educational system (in major cities and small villages). Third, officials had to provide 

incentives for local inventors and entrepreneurs to take risks and lead the charge for an 

improved technological existence.368 While local inventions never outpaced the imported 

machines and technologies from the United States and Europe, many inventors answered 

the call to develop a national tradition of innovation.   

 

Inventiveness: Patrimony and Profits 

From 1880 to 1910, the number of registered patents in Mexico skyrocketed, from 

twenty-four to 1,308.369 This dramatic increase suggests that residents began to recognize 

that technology did not have to come from abroad. In their applications, inventors spoke 

in patriotic terms of technology paving the way to progress and modernity. In effect, 

inventors reiterated the rhetoric of Comtean Positivism adopted by politicians, scientists, 

educators, and political advisers who believed that the application of science in public 
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policy370 led to social progress.371 In 1897, when asked what he considered to be the 

principal factors of material progress, engineer Gilberto Crespo Martínez resolutely 

responded with three answers: scientific discovery, industrial application, and modern 

credit systems.372 The historical context of a nation trying to achieve modernity by 

improving its industrial output and applying science to social problems shaped how 

technology developed in the capital.373 

Fire control or prevention devices had the potential to benefit everyone in Mexico 

City, and this prompted local and national officials to encourage residents to invent 

machines, chemicals, or apparatuses to make the city safer. In select cases, such as the 

1884 official request for the development of safety matches, political authorities looked 

to the public to solve problems through technology.374 Government officials, 

businessmen, and investors identified match production in the capital as an area in dire 

need of redesign. In 1884, Porfirio Parra, a medical doctor, supporter of científico 

intellectuals, and advocate of Positivist thought in general, asked the capital’s citizens to 

submit designs for safety matches. Parra advocated the study of nature and the human 
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condition as a way to learn how to predict things that could stifle production.375 Match 

production offers a superb example of something that needed to be improved in order to 

conform to the demands of urban life.  

Noticing increasing concerns about public safety, inventors tried to craft 

protection devices and promote them as works of national patrimony. The available 

matches, known for being highly flammable and spontaneously combustible, even 

presented severe health risks to workers in match workrooms. The first match was 

created by a British inventor in 1805, which was marketed as the “Instantaneous Light 

Box.”376 The ease of use made matches an everyday accessory in homes and businesses, 

but they could easily ignite. Knowing the government’s aspiration to create a thriving 

manufacturing industry in the capital, one inventor remarked how safer factory settings, 

partially the result of his safety matches, would undoubtedly lead to more profitable 

national industries.377 Other inventors commented on the steep prices that safety devices 

carried, and in turn they tried to use inexpensive materials so that everyone in the capital 

could afford to buy matches. They claimed that by making safety more affordable to 

members of all social classes, everyone in the country benefited.378 Moreover, inventors 

tried to promote their ideas as emblematic of national progress, often naming their 
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devices after politicians, such as Adolfo Martínez Uristas’s fire extinguisher, the 

Extinguidor Universal Porfirio Díaz.379 

Fire safety inventions offered insight into how people linked technological 

innovation with ideas about hygiene and progress. Mexico City physicians and sanitation 

inspectors asserted that public health and wellbeing offered the clearest example of 

progress in cities, especially during the last two decades of the nineteenth century when 

foreign hygienists awarded the capital the dubious honor of being the most unsanitary 

city in the world.380 Embracing the recommendations of physicians and miasma theorists 

about public hygiene, inventors designed healthy ways to prevent fires. Redesigning 

matches, in attempts to make them less harmful and malodorous, consumed the time and 

energy of many inventors throughout the country. Patent applications, matchbox labels, 

and newspaper advertisements praised safety matches that protected health,381 while 

match vendors claimed that they only sold healthy matches, ones that blessed customers 

with the gift of hygiene.382 Inventor E.M. Arzac asserted that he never used toxins to coat 

his matches, making them completely harmless to users’ health.383  
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Following the lead of local governments that first initiated many urban reforms 

such as sanitation, garbage disposal, and waterworks as a way to protect the health of the 

population,384 individual inventors also sought to protect the general wellbeing with 

technological innovations. Until the advent of the safety match, matchsticks had been 

coated with yellow or white phosphorus, a dangerous chemical that posed a serious risk 

to workers in match workshop and to anyone who lit matches on a regular basis. 

Employees at match workshops often developed phossy jaw (the necrosis and decay of 

the jawbone), which caused severe pain, irreversibly deformed the faces of its victims, 

and made if difficult, if not impossible, to chew food. This disease afflicted workers 

throughout the world.385 After extensive toxicology investigations surrounding 

phosphorous poisoning in match factories, the U.S. Bureau of Labor passed the White 

Phosphorous Match Act of 1913, which prohibited the manufacture and sale of matches 

coated with the harmful chemical.386 Long before the implementation of phosphorus 

regulations in the United States, Mexican inventors understood the need to change match 

production practices for health benefits. Francisco Tadeo Linder, a Spanish-born owner 

of a match workshop, in his patent application, promoted his new formula used to coat 

matches as the healthy and safe alternative to ordinary matches.387 Citing the prevalence 

of phossy jaw and the miasmatic fears that inhaling noisome odors caused disease, Linder 
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and others accepted the prevailing but erroneous theories of airborne contagion of a 

number of diseases.388 Concerned citizens, worried about the dangers of breathing 

offensive odors, encouraged inventors to produce matches with more pleasant smells, 

which were seen as inherently less dangerous.  

Urban spatial factors also determined the types of inventions people deemed 

necessary for the capital. Announcing fires by ringing the nearest church bell caused 

problems in a large city. First, it delayed response time because an onlooker had to run to 

the nearest church, ring the bell, and hope that enough people heard the call for help. 

Second, bells rang nonstop, despite efforts to regulate them, to celebrate saints’ days, to 

start mass, and to announce the coming of a religious procession. The message from the 

church bells often became blurred and knowing whether or not a bell rang to announce a 

church activity or in response to a fire meant that some residents inadvertently ignored 

desperate calls for help. This highly inefficient and slow method eventually became 

replaced in 1901 when the fire station received its first telephone, allowing firemen to 

hurry to the scene of the fire, even if the fire occurred on the other side of the capital.389 

Yet again this meant that someone had to witness the fire and run to the nearest telephone 

(in 1901 it was likely easier to find a church than a telephone). Unlike the noisy and 

ineffective public ringing of church bells, the use of the telephone to call the fire 
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department ensured that only the professional fire brigade received information about the 

burning building.  

In an effort to alert the public of an impending disaster, inventors created 

appliances that immediately warned people that a fire had begun. Some automatic alarm 

systems, like the one invented by Francisco E. Oviedo and then improved upon after his 

death by his wife, Matilde Rábago Viuda de Oviedo,390 alerted the household of a fire in 

the first moments that it ignited, making it easier to smother flames before they spread to 

adjacent rooms and buildings. Other alarm systems went a step further by including 

automatic sprinklers. The first of these locally invented apparatuses came from Miguel 

Laimón, an electrical engineer from the capital. He constructed a thin metal box full of 

liquid carbonic acid, which could be installed in any room, regardless of the square 

footage of the space. The flames heated the metal box and sent a current from the heated 

metal to the copper wiring, thus releasing a valve and dropping the liquid on top of the 

flames.391 Mexico City electrician Guillermo Taverner improved upon the Laimón model 

by adding an alarm, but his newer system could only be installed in buildings with indoor 

plumbing, effectively limiting its consumer appeal.392  The Taverner Automatic 

Extinguisher and Alarm contained a series of tubes with holes that could shoot out water 

in all directions to smother flames. When the temperature in a room rose to a particular 

point, mercury crept up the glass wall of the thermometer and triggered an electrical 
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current to make a bell ring furiously. Once the bell started to ring, the electrical current 

continued along the wire and opened the valves that connected the building’s water pipes 

to the tubes in the sprinkler system. Water rushed into the tubes of the Taverner 

automatic extinguisher and sprayed out the holes and onto the flames (Figure 12). These 

inventors used technology to confront the problems of living in a growing city where a 

house could become completely consumed by flames before professional help arrived.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite the option to purchase automatic alarms, General Félix Díaz, the nephew 

of the President and the Inspector General in charge of the Police and Fire Departments 

complained to a U.S. reporter that that the fire stations were severely underequipped, 

Figure 12: This drawing represents the complete installation of the Taverner automatic sprinkler system 
in a house or apartment. Guillermo Taverner, Alarma y auto-extinguidor de incendios “Taverner,” 
September 1, 1909, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 26, fs. 1-7. 
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lacking an alarm system to alert the men to fires that erupted across the city.393 This 

statement shows how the invention of a technology did not always correspond to its 

adoption and use. Nonetheless, inventors’ efforts to create specific technologies show the 

particular areas that inventors thought needed improvement. Driven in part by their 

entrepreneurial ambitions, Mexicans and foreigners alike produced numerous examples 

of fire safety technologies. While many inventors spoke directly to national goals of 

bringing progress and improving hygiene through technological innovation, many more 

inventors had personal goals that drove them to invent. 

The capital buzzed with rumors about big and small fires alike, and this 

commotion inspired some worried citizens to take action by petitioning the city council 

or requesting professional assistance. Other residents came to see the hazardous urban 

setting as a business opportunity. For example, while some residents may have seen a 

cotton storage facility as a fire waiting to happen, other residents saw it as a venue to sell 

their handheld fire extinguishers or automatic fire alarm systems. During the first decade 

of the twentieth century, cinemas had become a profitable business, but these places of 

entertainment frequently experienced horrific fires, especially in overheated projection 

rooms. Entrepreneurs made protection a business, seeing theatres as opportunities to 

profit from serious fire risks. Mexico City businessman Carlos Villegas designed a 

machine to extinguish flames instantly when nitrate film caught fire. At the first sign of 

fire in the projector room, an employee could pull on a cord attached to a holding tank 
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that would drop water directly on top of the flames (Figure 13).394 Electrician Ricardo 

Rojas built off of Villegas’s original innovation, adding a heat-triggered automatic 

sprinkler connected to lights within the theater intended to alert audience members to the 

fire (Figure 14).395 Small-time inventors, in their efforts to earn a living, pinpointed some 

of the major problems that plagued urban life. Just as engineers’ hydrants and waterworks 

projects lined the avenues, inventors’ extinguishers and safety matches became common 

accessories in homes and businesses.396 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
394 Carlos Villegas, December 6, 2007, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 18, fs. 1-2. 
395 Ricardo Rojas, un aparato automático contra incendio de películas cinematográficas, June 29, 1912, 
AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 35, fs. 1-3. 
396 William H. Beezley maintains that puppeteers, vendors, artisans, and writers played a role in the 
development and mass distribution of a collective national identity. Mexican National Identity: Memory, 
Innuendo, and Popular Culture (Tucson: University of Arizona, 2008).  

Figure 13: Apparatus to suffocate fires in the projection rooms of movie theaters. Carlos 
Villegas, un aparato para sofocar incendios en las casetas de los cinematógrafos, 
December 6, 1907, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 18, fs. 1-2 
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The profitable petroleum drilling industry came at a high cost, and inventors saw 

an opportunity to make the industry safer, while lining their pockets with profits from this 

emerging enterprise. Inventors, protecting against the risk of physical injuries and 

property loss, created fire safety instruments designed to extinguish flames in petroleum 

wells. Mexico City industrialists Reinaldo Rodríguez Arce and Everardo Rodríguez Arce 

developed a device to close wells that had started fire, thus saving the valuable petroleum 

and preventing devastating fires like the 1908 fire in Dos Bocas, Veracruz. Their 

invention required the use of long, extendable, metal tubes connected to a large storage 

tank of water. Once a fire erupted, workers would extend the tubes into the flaming well 

and flip a switch that released the water on top of the flames.397 Guadalajara resident and 

engineer Ernesto Fuchs also addressed the risks of coming into contact with burning 

wells of petroleum and designed a gun intended to shoot fire grenades full of baking soda 

                                                             
397 Reinaldo Rodríguez Arce and Everardo Rodríguez Arce, Un procedimiento para extinguir incendios en 
pozos de petróleo o gas, July 29, 1908, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 20, fs. 1-4. 

Figure 14: Automatic apparatus to fight fires in movie theaters. Ricardo Rojas, un aparato 
automático contra incendio de películas cinematográficas, June 29, 1912, AGN: Patentes y 
Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 35, fs. 3 
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and water into the well.398 Both of these inventions employed technology to keep people 

out of harm’s way, while also attempting to preserve valuable reserves of petroleum.  

Engineers had the most formal training to design and invent technologies, but that 

did not dissuade other residents from also experimenting. Whereas engineers displayed 

their academic credentials to justify their works, many Mexico City residents asserted 

that their experiences as match vendors, business owners, construction workers, theater 

employees, and housewives gave them the expertise needed to invent options for 

controlling or preventing conflagrations.399 One industrialist thought that his experiences 

owning several manufacturing workshops in the capital made him different from most 

inventors, because his personal experiences created a keen awareness of the types of fires 

that tended to erupt in workshops and stores. As a way to share his knowledge with 

others, he invented “The Flame Killer” (Mata Flama), a handheld extinguisher to put out 

factory fires quickly.400 M. Cisneros, a trained contractor, witnessed great flaws in the 

construction of roofs, and he used his occupational experience to develop a new process 

to build non-flammable roofs.401 Wife, mother, and homemaker Carmen Chávez, who 

had a vested interest in the safety of her home, mixed together an assortment of 
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household substances in order to produce a fireproof paste to paint onto rooftops and 

walls.402  

The art of invention took on personal dimensions. Not only did an invention have 

to work well and offer a technological solution to life’s ills, but also the inventor had to 

sell it to the patent-granting office. Self-promotion did not stop there, as inventors 

continued to advertise their skills, experiences, and expertise as they sought out clients to 

buy their products. The advent of the patent transformed inventing from the primarily 

anonymous effort it had been for centuries into an occupation that recognized intellectual 

property rights.403 Inventors Thomas Edison, the Wright Brothers, and Guglielmo 

Marconi, who dazzled audiences with their displays of electric lights, expositions of 

human flight, and broadcasts of spoken sound, became emblems of a time when 

individual ingenuity could lead to social prestige.404 As the fame of these inventors 

spread, people started to experiment and build in the hopes of gaining honor and glory.405 

A successful inventor did not need to flaunt a university degree to earn admiration for his 
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designs.406 Nevertheless, most inventors never had the word success attached to their 

names.  

In Mexico City, the role of these individuals can be seen most visibly in Federico 

Gamboa’s novel Santa, with his portrayal of the inventor Bruno Ripoll. The boarders 

with whom Ripoll lived put him on a pedestal: the boarding-house owners allowed him 

free rent and fellow residents were careful to provide him the quiet he demanded in order 

to design tiny model submarines. In many ways he typified the late-nineteenth century 

heroic inventor motif. The residents of Gupuzcoana Boarding House adored him, not 

because he had invented anything that gained widespread acceptance, but because of the 

possibility that he might do so. His lofty promises for the future never materialized and 

the boarders eventually lost interest in Ripoll and his submarine and the owner kicked 

him out of the boarding house for not being able to pay his back rent. Like so many other 

inventors of his time, Ripoll failed to deliver a functional invention with popular appeal.  

The life of Daniel Blumenkron offers a real-life counterpart to the fictional Ripoll, 

and showcases how inventors used their talents to benefit themselves and their cities. 

Blumenkron, a native of the United States and permanent resident of the city of Puebla, 

was a distinguished member of society, a former U.S. consul to Puebla, and owner of La 

Fortuna, one of the most profitable match warehouses in the country. He epitomized the 

ideal inventor-entrepreneur by combining scientific pursuit with profit motivation, and by 

showcasing his work at international and national expositions.407 Blumenkron used 
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chemistry to combat environmental and safety problems that made matches either 

impossible to light or spontaneously combustible. Some physical settings, such as the 

tropics of coastal Veracruz, brought excessive moisture into the workrooms, making it 

impossible to light the match. Other environments, such as the deserts of Sonora and 

Chihuahua, desiccated factories and caused phosphorous matches to ignite 

spontaneously. With a thin layer of Blumenkron’s patented varnish, no longer did 

matches cease to function in climates with temperature, humidity, and precipitation 

extremes. 

Blumenkron followed all of the appropriate steps to improve the profits of La 

Fortuna, while also gaining widespread praise for his innovations. He submitted his first 

patent application in 1878,408 but continued to fix its flaws and resubmitted in 1879.409 In 

1881, he put his invention into the U.S. patent records, giving his name, invention, and 

country of residence international recognition.410 Receiving much acclaim, he continued 

to promote his match-making method at national expositions such as the 1881 Exposition 

for the Society of Productive Workers of Jalisco in Guadalajara (Exposición por la 

Sociedad de las clases productoras de Jalisco)411 and the 1883 Toluca exposition.412  

Even though Blumenkron won awards and received international patents for his 

safety matches, in 1880 his workshop, “La Aurora,” caught fire. Two boys who had been 
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rough-housing and throwing stones at each other outside of Blumenkron’s property 

inadvertently started a fire. When one boy threw his stone too hard, it smashed through a 

window in the business and landed directly on top of a large quantity of matches that had 

been drying after being dipped in phosphorous. The pile of matches immediately caught 

fire. Fortunately, Blumenkron kept a fire pump on hand for such emergencies, allowing 

him to suffocate the flames rather quickly.413 Despite the fact that Blumenkron had built 

his success on inventing fireproof and safe matches, not even his business could be 

completely protected from this hazard.       

As the ideal inventor-entrepreneur, Blumenkron saw in fire hazards destroying the 

city an opportunity to protect the population, earn a profit, and acquire prestige in the 

process. Blumenkron offers a case of a successful inventor. He was well respected in 

society and in 1880 he became an alderman in the Puebla Ayuntamiento,414 and in 1893 

he sat on Puebla’s chamber of commerce (Cámara de comercio).415 When Blumenkron 

died in 1895, journalists noted the extreme sadness that fell over Puebla.416 Yet unlike 

Blumenkron, most inventors never gained this level of public recognition or amassed 

substantial profits for their creations. Despite getting the patenting office to recognize 

their inventions as novel, innovative, or necessary for national progress, the wider public 

rarely even knew that the inventions existed. Without being able to produce large 

quantities fire safety technologies at affordable prices, few entrepreneurial inventors 

made money off of their inventions.  
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The Use of Inventions 
 

Studies of innovation and inventors often overlook how people used the 

invention, or whether or not anyone ever adopted it for daily use.417 Few documents exist 

to help to answer the questions about the adoption of technology. Municipal reports 

provide some clues about the adoption of firefighting technologies. City council members 

authorized the purchases of fire grenades and extinguishers for public buildings. Official 

fire reports from the fire chief noted the number of fire engines, hoses, pumps, and 

extinguishers that firemen employed to put out the conflagrations.418 In engineering 

reports, city inspectors discussed the number of extinguishers located in each public 

theater.419 During a typhus epidemic, health inspectors used fire pumps, hoses, and 

handheld extinguishers full of water to wash the streets and reduce the spread of 

germs.420 While the majority of these accounts do not indicate the particular brand or 

origin of the firefighting equipment, they nonetheless demonstrate that these technologies 

became common accessories in the city, functioning as viable fire control methods for the 

residents. 
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Many patented inventions never gained widespread use, but the study of patent 

applications offers a way to assess the technological demands of society.421 When 

analyzed side-by-side, patent applications can show the small alterations or innovations 

made to improve a product.422 Some inventors addressed high production costs by using 

more affordable parts that could be found within the country. Others marketed their 

extinguishers as less cumbersome than previous models. Inventors always had to consider 

the bottom line and think about ways to meet consumer demand. The small changes to 

existing devices demonstrate how social needs influenced technological innovation.423 

 Consider fire extinguishers. During the last decades of the nineteenth century, 

handheld extinguishers evolved from glass balls filled with water and thrown on top of 

flames to intricate machines with levers, tubes, and chemical reactions that shot water 

long distances. In 1884, after numerous experiments, Juan Septien, a professor of 

chemistry and pharmacy at the National University, submitted a patent for his fire-

extinguishing device. The chemist, best known for being an official in the Ministry of 

Public Works (Secretaría de Fomento)424 and for creating popular anti-syphilis syrups,425 

boasted that he had invented a method to free society from the disastrous consequences 

caused by large-scale fires. Septien presented his design of a thin-walled metal ball filled 
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with water, sulfuric acid, and baking soda. Septien promised that once the safety pin had 

been pulled out of the grenade and thrown directly on top of flames, it would put out fires 

of any size or intensity. President Manuel González eagerly approved Septien’s patent 

request for a ten-year period.426  

Because the patent system functioned in practice as little more than a registration 

system, another device almost identical to Septien’s held a simultaneous patent in 

Mexico. In 1884, the Wadsworth, Martinez, and Longman Company of New York 

patented its glass fire grenade in Mexico, which did not require the user to pull out a 

safety pin. Rather, one needed only to throw the grenade on the fire hard enough for the 

glass to break, allowing the flames to be exposed to the baking soda mixture (Figure 

15).427 Both fire grenades could suffocate a small fire within a matter of minutes because 

the presence of baking soda effectively deprived the fire of oxygen, making the devices 

far more effective than water alone. In addition, the effervescence also spread the water 

over a larger surface area making the substance suitable for fire extinction. Wadsworth, 

Martínez, and Longman’s advertisements claimed that half a dozen grenades worked 

better than six to eight gallons of water.428 The Ayuntamiento, aware of the grenades’ 

small size and easy use for those with no prior operating knowledge, ordered ten boxes 

from the New York-based company.429 This represents one of many instances in which 

                                                             
426 Juan Septien, un medio para extinguir incendios, August 20, 1884, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Caja 25, 
Exp. 1147, fs. 1-9.  
427 Wadsworth, Martínez, Longman, Unas granadas de mano para extinguir incendios, September 2, 1884, 
AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Caja 32, Exp. 1146, fs. 8-19. 
428 Wadsworth, Martínez, Longman, Unas granadas de mano para extinguir incendios, September 2, 1884, 
AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Caja 32, Exp. 1146, fs. 9-10. 
429 Wadswoth, Martínez, and Longman to Don Pedro Garay, July 3, 1884, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Caja 
32, Exp. 1146, fs. 13. 
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Mexican officials encouraged its citizens to invent technologies as a way to contribute to 

national patrimony, yet continued to purchase devices from abroad.430 Understandably, 

the Ayuntamiento’s decision to buy the New York grenades could have been due to the 

fact that Juan Septien never had the production capacity to fill an order for ten boxes of 

grenades.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While businessmen claimed that fire grenades put out huge fires, evidence proves 

otherwise. Complaints that the fire grenades only extinguished the smallest fires 

encouraged inventors from around the world to design machines that held larger amounts 

of water, while remaining portable enough for one man to carry. Newspapers 

advertisements raved about the benefits of handheld fire extinguishers, such as the 

“Extinguidor de incendios de Babcock,” which had single-handedly put out more than 

                                                             
430 Paul Garner, “The Civilian and the General,” in A Companion to Mexican History and Culture.  

Figure 15: Wadsworth, Martínez, Longman, Unas granadas de mano para extinguir incendios, 
September 2, 1884, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Caja 32, Exp. 1146, fs. 9. 
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1,200 active fires (Figure 16),431 or the newest chemical reaction extinguishers from 

France.432 The earliest models had large tanks of water with secondary, smaller tanks of 

gas inside. The “Minimax” brand extinguisher, which the Puebla Ayuntamiento 

purchased to protect its public buildings,433 represented this type of device, and customers 

often complained that the tank of gas took up too much space, which, they thought, could 

have been filled with more water. Addressing these problems, W. Graaff & Compagnie 

of Berlin developed a new model in 1905 and redesigned it in 1906. A metal cone full of 

water held a small, glass tube full of baking soda and acid; with a swift push to the 

external plunger, a sharp metal rod broke the glass tube, causing the baking soda, sulfuric 

acid, and water to mix and create a chemical reaction that produced gaseous bubbles and 

propelled water out of the cone and onto the flames (Figure 17).434 Such modifications to 

existing devices showcased how inventors sought to improve existing designs. The 

Minimax extinguishers did not hold enough liquid and therefore could not completely 

extinguish larger fires (Figure 18). 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
431 “La major protección absolutamente contra el fuego,” El Siglo Diez y Nueve, December 26, 1874: 4. 
432 “Extinguidor automático de incendios,” La Voz de México, December 20, 1888: 3. 
433 Minimax brand fire-extinguishers by la casa Brandestein y Compañía, March 4, 1908, AGMP, Tomo 
480, Ficha 16526, Leg. 23, Exp. 23, Letra B, fs. 49-82.  
434 W. Graaf & Compagnie, Gesellschaft mit besehränkter Haftung, ciertas mejoras en extinguidores de 
incendio, February 21, 1905, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 11, fs. 1-4; W. Graaf & Compagnie, 
G.m,b,H, extinguidores de incendio perfeccionados, October 16, 1906, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, 
Exp. 13, fs. 1-5. 
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Figure 16: “La major protección absolutamente contra el fuego,” El Siglo Diez y Nueve, December 26, 
1874: 4. 

Figure 17: W. Graaf & Compagnie, Gesellschaft mit besehränkter Haftung, ciertas mejoras en 
extinguidores de incendio, February 21, 1905, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 11, fs. 4. 
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Inventors contemplated environmental factors while designing and advertising 

their products. Graaff & Compagnie claimed to have invented a machine for people in 

both hot climates and underdeveloped cities. Explaining that people living in hot zones 

often lacked easy access to rivers and streams, and that residents of urban centers often 

lacked sufficient fire hydrants, the Berlin entrepreneurs knew that water shortage plagued 

many places, including Mexico City.435 This concern encouraged locals to invent 

extinguishers specifically for the capital. Businessman Ruben Martí improved upon the 

Graaff & Compagnie extinguisher and created one that held more water and could be 

built out of easily replaceable parts. Instead of a glass tube that needed to be imported 

                                                             
435 W. Graaf & Compagnie, G.m,b,H, extinguidores de incendio perfeccionados, October 16, 1906, AGN: 
Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 13, fs. 1. 

Figure 18: Minimax, The King of Fire Extinguishers. The extinguisher that never fails. Adopted and 
recommended by all the monarchs, governments, and fire brigades. “Minimax, el rey de los 
extinguidores de incendios,” El Imparcial, September 25, 1908,  
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from Germany, Martí employed two locally made glass bottles that he filled with baking 

soda. Rather than puncturing the glass, Martí proposed that a lead ball be put inside the 

bottle as a stopper. Thus, as soon as the operator turned the bottle right-side-up, the lead 

ball fell to the bottom, allowing the water, baking soda, and sulfuric acid to mix and 

bubble (Figure 19). Knowing the difficulties in obtaining imported parts quickly, Martí 

asserted that extinguishers needed to be inexpensive and accessible, and by offering 

easily interchangeable parts he encouraged people to buy his invention.436  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the devices became more efficient in smothering flames, they also became 

more difficult to use and required some operational knowledge and specific maintenance 

procedures. Graaf & Compagnie’s 1905 extinguisher, for instance, could not be stored on 

                                                             
436 Rubén Martí, un extinguidor para incendios, January 21, 1908, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 
19, fs. 1-3. 

Figure 19: Ruben Martí, un extinguidor para incendios, January 21, 1908, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, 
Leg. 308, Exp. 19, fs. 3. 
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its side because it would leak. The hoses in Ruben Martí’s invention easily got clogged 

with debris found in water. Some inventors claimed that Domingo Biosea Galcerán’s 

extinguisher437 and Díaz y Sala’s flame killer438 had small capillary holes that slowly 

released gas and left the extinguishers without enough water pressure to put out fires. 

Using the original designs of handheld extinguishers, inventors went beyond the portable 

model and created high-powered extinguishers attached to automobiles or elevators so 

that firemen could arrive on the scene and immediately attack flames in tall buildings.439 

Other inventors mechanized the fire control process even more by creating automatic 

sprinkler systems for businesses and mining operations that sensed heat or smoke and 

instantly smothered flames with water.440   

Inventions did not always work as expected, a phenomenon that remains difficult 

to detect in patent records. In their attempts to convince the patent officials to authorize 

their machines or products, inventors rarely spoke openly about imperfections. 

Nevertheless, instances when inventions did not perform as expected suggest that the 

lofty promises of health, youth, safety, or wealth often did not materialize. Nicolás 

Zúñiga y Miranda, an inventor and opposition presidential candidate who ran against 

                                                             
437 Domingo Biosea Galcerán, perfeccionamiento de un aparato extintor de incendios, November 19, 1904, 
AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 1, fs. 1-3. 
438 Díaz y Sala, una composición de materias para extinguir las flamas en los incendios denominada “mata 
flama,” July 8, 1910, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 27, fs. 1.  
439 Solomon German, un aparato extinguidor de incendios con torre y elevador, July 26, 1907, AGN: 
Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 2, fs. 1-6; John Alexander Thomas, un extinguidor de fuego, September 
5, 1911, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 4, fs. 1-4; Edwin H. Haney, un aparato para combatir 
incendios, December 4, 1911, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 31.  
440 Miguel Laimón, un auto anunciador de incendio, April 23, 1907, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, 
Exp. 16, fs. 1-2; Guillermo Taverner, alarma y auto-extinguidor de incendios “Taverner,” September 1, 
1909, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 26, fs. -17; Ricardo Rojas, un aparato automático contra 
incendios de películas cinematográficas, June 29, 1912, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 35, fs. 1-
3; Miguel Laimón, un aparato protector automático contra incendios de los pozos de petróleo, September 
22, 1914, AGN: Patentes y Marcas, Leg. 308, Exp. 5, fs. 1-2.  
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Díaz in 1896, 1900, 1904, and 1910, designed several machines to predict earthquakes. 

His lack of success in predicting natural disasters made him one of the capital’s renowned 

cranks and the butt of many jokes among both popular and elite classes.441 Popular stories 

of other inventors accidently killing themselves while experimenting with combustible 

chemicals perpetuated ideas that not all inventions worked, and that some were quite 

dangerous.442  

Sometimes technology did not work because machines, ideas, and know-how did 

not transfer well from one place to another. The best example of a blundered attempt at 

installing technology in Mexico City occurred at the newly established Peralvillo 

slaughterhouse, where the owners installed an assembly line model identitcal to the one 

they had in St. Louis. Immediately things went awry. The conveyer belt system dropped 

carcasses on top of workers, equipment jammed, and drains did not work properly, 

leaving several inches of animal blood covering the factory floor. Over a dozen workers 

died the first year and the owners blamed poor factory replication abilities, inconsistent 

Mexican and American engineering training, and the country’s lack of compatible 

screws, nuts, bolts, and other tools to repair the machinery.443  

Technological failures often occurred as a result of environmental or social 

barriers. The National Iron and Steel Works eventually closed its mill because the 

                                                             
441 William H. Beezley, “Mexican Sartre on the Zócalo: Nicolás Zúñiga y Miranda,” The Human Tradition 
in Latin America: The Nineteenth Century, eds. Judith Ewell and William H. Beezley (Wilmington, DE: 
Scholarly Resources, 1989): 204-214. 
442 “Fiend Holmes Must Go to Trial. Charged with Numerous Cold Blooded Murders Committed to Obtain 
Life Insurance,” The Mexican Herald, October 28, 1895: 1.  
443 Jeffrey Pilcher, The Sausage Rebellion: Public Health, Private Enterprise, and Meat in Mexico City, 
1890-1917 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2006), 75-76: Jeffrey Pilcher, “Mad Cowmen, 
Foreign Investors and the Mexican Revolution,” Journal of Iberian and Latin American Studies 4, no. 1 
(July 1998): 3.  
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country lacked sufficient supplies of wood, coal, and ore.444 The operating capabilities of 

some technologies worked quite well, yet they still failed to become adopted by society 

due to high costs or lack of skilled workers to operate machinery. Whether or not a 

gadget worked and people bought it, the fact that someone spent the time inventing fire 

extinguishers, sprinklers, and alarms indicates that fire hazards presented a problem in the 

capital and needed to be controlled with technology.445  

The roles of individual inventors in society began to wane as inventing became 

assimilated into the research and development departments of large corporations. In the 

early twentieth century, professional teams of engineers and scientists displaced the 

individual inventors who sought to profit from their ideas and earn public recognition. 

Major firms and corporations started to employ teams of scientists in their research and 

development laboratories to invent new technologies, helping to protect their company’s 

monopolies on particular innovations.446 By 1910, the famous cigarette company Buen 

Tono bought all the Mexican patents for cigarette rolling machines, effectively 

monopolizing the process. No longer could individuals easily invent new rolling 

machines because Buen Tono had bought the rights and had a team of experts working to 

ensure their monopoly would hold. Similar monopolies developed in the areas of 

electrical lighting and chemical industries.447  

                                                             
444 Beatty, “Approaches to Technology Transfer in History,” 180.  
445 Beezley, “Mexican Sartre on the Zócalo,” 210-211. 
446 Beginning in 1900, General Electric, American Telegraph & Telephone, Du Pont, and Kodak began to 
employ scientists in their research and development teams in order to protect their companies against future 
competition, David A. Hounshell and John Kenly Smith, Jr., Science and Corporate Strategy: Du Pont 
R&D, 1902-1980, Studies in Economic History and Policy: the United States in the Twentieth Century 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988). 
447 Beatty, “Approaches to Technology Transfer,” 192. 
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Even though large research and development groups eventually overshadowed 

individual inventors, in the last third of the nineteenth century, inventors were quite 

active in Mexico City. They saw that society had a deep fear of fire hazards and tried to 

profit from that. While inventor-entrepreneurs offered customers real, tangible products, 

another group of businessmen emerged who offered the same type of protection, but in 

the form of a contract. 

 
Risky Business: Fire Insurance in the Capital 
 
 Inventors and insurance agents both sold peace of mind. Whether an inventor sold 

a fire alarm or an insurance agent sold a fire insurance policy, customers bought some 

kind of protection against unforeseen accidents in the future. If the alarm never went off 

or the customer never needed to use the insurance policy, it did not matter; businessmen 

sold clients a future promise of protection. These products became widely popular at the 

turn of the century because capital citizens had become increasingly concerned about 

urban safety. Real experiences with fire hazards or collective memories of massive 

destruction shaped the population’s attitudes about future danger. Insurance companies 

reinforced fears of uncertainty, loss, and death by telling clients that their lives were 

inherently vulnerable and could suffer complete demise at any moment.448 By purchasing 

insurance, people attempted to predict and prepare for emergencies, refusing to leave 

anything up to chance.449 

                                                             
448 Georgina Endfield explains how vulnerability is anything but static. Social, economic, and political 
factors determine what makes societies more or less vulnerable Climate and Society in Colonial Mexico, 4-
5; Javier Auyero and Débora Alejandra Swistun, Flammable: Environmental Suffering in an Argentine 
Shantytown (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
449 La Fraternal Compañía de Seguros de Vida y Accidentes 4, no. 46 (Octubre 31 de 1897): 1.  
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Insurance developed as a method to curtail the uncertainty of financial risk. This 

fifteenth-century enterprise was intended to protect maritime business from the high 

incidences of shipwrecks and piracy.450 With the success of maritime insurance, 

businessmen in growing European cities demanded similar types of protection from 

financial loss due to fires.451 While fire insurance emerged in the early eighteenth 

century, it was not until the late eighteenth century that purchasing fire insurance became 

more or less a standard procedure for all new industries in major European cities.452 The 

industrial revolution helped account for this dramatic increase, as more and more factory 

and business owners purchased insurance policies. In 1789, the Compañía de Seguros 

Marítimos de Nueva España, New Spain’s first maritime insurance company, was 

headquartered at the port of Veracruz.453  

Having the ability to insure a business against misfortune gave some 

entrepreneurs the impetus to invest and expand their capitalist endeavors. By the time 

Emperor Maximilian arrived in Mexico in 1864, his advisers warned him that local 

industry was completely unprotected, often citing the lack of fire and life insurance as 

one of the principal the reasons. The insurance industry had become a standard entity in 

Europe and the United States, yet Mexico’s insurance industry was limited to maritime 

protection. Knowing that insurance could encourage the rise of business and commerce, 

Maximilian allowed the first fire and life insurance companies to enter the Mexican 
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market in 1865. Don Florentino Romero established La Bienhechora life insurance 

company and La Previsora fire insurance company with headquarters in Mexico City and 

offices in twenty-three cities across the country.454 The Ministry of the Interior 

(Ministerio de Gobernación) also granted Romero a license to publish a weekly 

periodical, called “La Mutualidad,” which extolled to readers the importance of insurance 

to improve overall material conditions.455 Shortly after the success of La Bienhechora and 

La Previsora, two more Mexican companies were established in the capital, La Mexicana 

(fire insurance) and El Porvenir (life insurance), both directed by Don Joaquin Acebo.456   

Insurance companies actively improved the safety conditions found in workshops 

and homes around the city. In order to determine the probability of fire risk, La Mexicana 

required a thorough site investigation that assessed the position of the building, the types 

of contiguous properties, and the objects inside the building. Curiously, La Mexicana also 

demanded information about the client’s assets, solvency, judgment, and character.457 

Insurance companies often required written testimonies from neighbors and friends that 

vouched for the potential policy owner. On the one hand, these character references 

helped actuaries determine the likelihood that human error would cause an accident. On 

the other, they helped insurance companies prevent being swindled by fraud.  

                                                             
454 La Previsora y La Bienhechora compañías de seguros mutuos contra incendio y sobre la vida (México: 
Imprenta de Andrade y Escalante, 1865). 
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To avoid lengthy court cases regarding what the insurance company would and 

would not cover in the event of a fire, each company clearly articulated their coverage 

guidelines. Moreover, the National Commercial Code (Código Comercial) included a 

section about insurance protocol, which demanded that every item that a policyholder 

wanted insured had to be documented and appraised. All titles, merchant documents, 

paper money, precious metals, artwork, furniture, and almost anything destroyed by fire 

could potentially be insured.458 For the most part, fire insurance policies covered damage 

caused by gas explosions, faulty electrical wiring, and most accidental fires. All 

intentional fires and arson became legal cases for the municipal court to sort out. As 

Mexico during the nineteenth century had a reputation for political instability and chaos, 

every insurance company operating in the country stipulated their company’s policies, 

especially temporary cessation of liability, during times of war. All policies became null 

and void during civil wars, foreign invasions, military force, or popular riots. In addition, 

most policies did not cover damage and losses from natural disasters such as volcanic 

eruptions, hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, or forest fires.459 Individual companies could 

dictate certain regulations, as was the case in the Sociedad Hamburgo-Bremense’s refusal 

to insure any workshop that made or used explosive powders.460  

Over the next several decades, with the establishment of more foreign business in 

Mexico, a steady stream of foreign insurance companies arrived to provide protection. In 

1865, the Home Colonial Fire Insurance of London set up an office in Mexico City and 
                                                             
458 La Fraternal Compañía de Seguros de Vida y Accidentes 1, no. 7 (Julio 21 de 1894): 4. 
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460 Sociedad Hamburgo-Bremense de seguros contra incendios, August 1, 1905, AGN: Tribunal Superior 
de Justicia del Distrito Federal (hereafter TSJDF), Caja 0426, fs 1-20.  
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catered to the growing population of foreigners. Liverpool and London, Christlief & 

Rubke de Mexico, La Nacional Prusiana, Sociedad Hamburgo-Bremense, and Phoenix 

Assurance Company made inroads into the growing Mexican market for fire insurance.461 

The presence of foreign insurance companies showed foreign investors that Mexico 

provided a safe investment climate, and that they were there to hedge investors’ bets. The 

Díaz administration saw in fire insurance a way to strengthen and transform the country’s 

economy. The flourishing export industry of cotton, sugar, tobacco, and henequen, the 

textile industry that consisted of more than 140 manufacturing workshops, the mining 

industry of silver and gold, and the investments made by foreigners in areas of railroad 

construction and petroleum excavation, all required insurance protection.  

In order to provide this protection, the Díaz administration outlined and instituted 

a national insurance law. Intended as a way to protect the interests of the people who 

bought the insurance, the 1892 Law of Insurance Companies (Ley sobre Compañías de 

Seguros) attempted to guarantee that insurance companies did not hustle their clients with 

promises of security that the company had no intention of fulfilling. All paperwork 

regarding the creation of a new insurance company had to be approved by the Secretary 

of Finance (Secretaría de Hacienda). This provided a way to control an industry that 

provided no tangible products, just the promise of security. To do this, the Secretary of 

Finance demanded copies of all the insurance policies sold in Mexico, the names of all 

the employees, and banking information regarding the company’s assets showing that the 
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company could cover the costs of major insured accidents.462 The Secretary of Finance 

monitored each insurance agency closely and even hired investigators to enforce the Law 

of Insurance Companies with on-site inspections every six months. Due to the growing 

demand for insurance and insurance regulation, the Secretary of Finance and Public 

Credit in 1910 created the Department of Insurance to continue to protect against 

insurance fraud and abusive insurance companies.463  

At the end of the nineteenth century, foreign insurance companies dominated the 

Mexican market. By 1897, of the fifteen fire insurance companies operating in Mexico, 

fourteen were foreign-owned. Between 1893 and 1910, fire insurance companies 

collected more than $30,000 pesos in premiums (Figure 20).464 They even established the 

first Mexican Association of Fire Insurance Agents (Asociación Mexicana de Agentes de 

Seguros contra Incendio) as a way to voice their concerns collectively and to complain 

about the Secretary of Finance’s role in monitoring their businesses. Local authorities 

quickly began to notice a startling trend regarding the operations of foreign-owned 

insurance companies in Mexico. Nearly every time a foreign-owned business, insured by 

a foreign company, burnt to the ground, the owner of the defunct business took the 

insurance money and left Mexico. This meant that he reinvested his funds elsewhere and 

left Mexico with little more than a pile of burnt rubble.465 By offering more domestic 

insurance companies, authorities hoped to protect the economy and encourage re-

investment of insurance claims. Mexican insurance companies, guided by national 
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commerce laws, wrote protectionist laws into their insurance policies as a way to 

stimulate the economy. La Previsora’s guidelines stipulated that all claimed insurance 

money had to be used to rebuild a home or business in Mexico, thus ensuring a cycle of 

re-investment in the Mexican economy. During its first fifty years of existence, La 

Previsora thrived from this nationally focused model and insured over a million pesos 

worth of property and real estate.466  

 
Table 2 
Fire Insurance Premiums Collected, 1893-1910 
 

Source: Antonio Minzoni Consorti, Crónica de dos siglos de seguro en México (México: Comisión 
Nacional de Seguros y Fianzas, 2005), 22. 
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Year Fire Insurance Premiums Collected 
1893 $415 
1894 $484 
1895 $560 
1896 $636 
1897 $1,050 
1898 $854 
1899 $1,650 
1900 $1,650 
1901 $1,570 
1902 $1,943 
1903 $2,050 
1904 $2,825 
1905 $2,825 
1906 $2,938 
1907 $3,039 
1908 $2,890 

 
1909 $3,161 
1910 $2,998 
Total $33,538 
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Insurance agents, much like inventor-entrepreneurs, claimed that their products 

could bring national development and benefit all social classes.467 They praised their 

policies as noble, humanitarian, and patriotic, asserting that an insurance policy provided 

citizens with the promise of financial safety.468 La Fraternal, a free monthly bulletin 

about life and accident insurance in Mexico, published stories about people who died or 

experienced crippling accidents, yet had insurance to save them and their families from 

financial ruin. In its first issue, the editor explained that the object of the publication was 

to show that accidents happen all over the Republic, to anyone, irrespective of race, class, 

or ethnicity.469 A workplace injury, unexpected death, or home fire could decimate a 

family’s savings. By telling heart-wrenching stories of loss, La Fraternal tried to 

persuade readers to buy insurance to prevent hardship. Widows and orphans, abandoned 

with no insurance policy, suffered the most and became financial drains on society.470 

Insurance advertisements reminded everyone that socially burdensome widows and 

orphans could have easily been protected with the help of insurance.471  

In 1901, the press in the capital buzzed with stories about a fire in the Plaza 

Volador, where a large number of merchants completely lost the fruits of their labor, 

leaving them in abject poverty. On the one hand, La Fraternal applauded the capital’s 

public charities because they had been extremely generous in diminishing the victims’ 
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plight. On the other, La Fraternal questioned why such an important market with so 

many vendors did not carry any type of insurance to protect the merchants from 

misfortune.472 Avoiding disastrous situations, according to the publication, should have 

been at the forefront of everyone’s minds in order to protect the welfare of the country 

and the future of the Mexican family.473 La Fraternal chastised vendors and managers at 

the Mercado, likening them to selfish parents who, by choosing not to invest a small sum 

of money for life insurance, ultimately left their children destitute. According to the 

publication, an insurance policy could have benefitted everyone involved in the fire.474 

Despite the fact that this same market had experienced a terrible fire only three decades 

earlier, this story of disaster underscored the hubris of the managers and owners of the 

market who were unwilling to protect the stall vendors inside the market. 

Not only did insurance agents tout their products as effective ways to avoid 

financial ruin, they also claimed that insurance would increase human ambition and 

ingenuity. La Fraternal went so far as to say that without insurance’s promise of safety, a 

society could never excel.475 According to the argument, starting a new business came 

with a number of unforeseen risks that dissuaded people from striking out on their own. 

Insurance companies offered a way to alleviate the fears about one of those risks, the risk 

of fire destroying buildings, products, and machinery.476 León Rass, the owner of a 

stocking workshop in Puebla, certainly felt compelled to use insurance as a safety net. By 
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1911 he had purchased four fire insurance policies from different companies in order to 

cover all of his assets in the case of a fire. In a 1911 court case that documented the 

insurance investigations of the massive conflagration in his stocking workshop, Rass 

explained that each time he wanted to expand his operation he purchased additional 

insurance to protect his investments.477   

Despite his success in sorting out his insurance claims and getting all four 

companies to agree to cover his losses, Rass, like all other insured persons in Mexico, had 

to participate in a lengthy investigation. According to the Commercial Code, every 

insurance claim had to be investigated by experts and assessed and judged by a civil 

court.478 When the Puebla stocking business burnt to the ground, all four insurance 

companies sent detectives to confirm that a fire had indeed occurred and that Rass had 

not lied about the assets he had lost. The four investigators rummaged through the 

charred debris of his workshop and wrote down everything that could be salvaged. The 

investigators scrutinized the owner for counting too many of one type of stocking and not 

enough of other types of stockings. They also made detailed maps of the building, 

inventoried everything that was not burnt, and sent their findings to Mexico’s civil court 

and their respective insurance companies. Rass eventually received his insurance money, 

albeit several hundred pesos less than he had originally estimated.479 

Based on the initial price of insurance, alongside the tedious and lengthy process 

to receive a claim, it is clear that not everyone could afford to purchase this home or 
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business security. When the Mexico City cigar manufacturing plant La Rosa del Valle 

suffered an extensive fire, it took the Royal Insurance Co. more than a year to settle the 

claim. During that year, the Fornaguera Ortíz brothers could not operate at the same level 

of production that they had prior to the fire, undoubtedly losing money during the 

insurance investigation.480 After the corner store Los Heróicos Boeras burnt on the night 

of February 18, 1902, Liverpool and London refused to pay the owner, listed as Señora 

Romano, the $3,000 pesos for her losses. Romano, prepared to fight the decision, arrived 

at her court hearing accompanied by her husband. Her lawyer recounted Romano 

spouting off articles from the Commercial Code that protected her rights as a 

policyholder. After three months, and with the help of her family, Romano was able to 

have a re-opening party at her corner store, yet still awaited the insurance money from 

Liverpool and London. Six months after the fire, the court forced Liverpool and London 

to pay her, claiming that the commercial code could not be any clearer about this 

matter.481 A certain level of financial stability must have already existed for insurance to 

be a viable option. 

 The privatization of protection put a price tag on urban safety. Noticing that 

Mexico had a market of eager individuals looking for protection, insurance companies 

knew that they could profit from the misery of catastrophes. Insurance companies started 

to promote their products to concerned citizens and foreign investors, advertising their 
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products in newspapers, giveaway calendars,482 and monthly newsletters. These forms of 

publicity allowed insurance agents to increase consumer desire for insurance through 

compelling stories of loss. They aroused fears about future danger and reaped the rewards 

from an uneasy population.483     

 
Conclusions 
 

Tormented by bouts of fires, the hazardous city prompted people to experiment 

with machinery, design chemicals, and sell insurance policies to protect against fire 

hazards. These initiatives show how some residents interpreted fire hazards as business 

opportunities, which allowed businessmen to profit from fear. For those who could afford 

to purchase the inventions or insurance policies, they bought peace of mind that in the 

event of a fire they would be protected. In an era when people exchanged ideas on an 

international scale and when science and technology promised to improve social life, 

inventions and scientifically calculated insurance policies offered to bring these ideals to 

Mexico City. Some of these businessmen succeeded, others did not, but their eagerness to 

improve safety shows how fire risks had become a common occurrence in city life. 
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CHAPTER FOUR:  
PUBLIC HEALTH AND MEDICAL ADVANCES 

 
 

In the hospital and the cemetery, of course,  
the last port of call in every life’s voyage, whether virtuous or sinful. 

–Federico Gamboa484 
 

Mexico City residents introduced industrial works and fossil fuels that modified 

their environment and unintentionally created new public health challenges.485 This urban 

transformation resulted in a considerable increase in the number of fires and fire-related 

deaths and injuries.486 Curious cases of spontaneously combusting oil lamps or petroleum 

induced fires left people’s bodies scarred from burns.487 Public health officials and 

physicians, in an effort to make the city safer, asserted that science could help residents 

of the capital reduce the number of fire-related tragedies. Alleging that negligence and 

human error caused the majority of urban fires, public health officials tried to prevent 

burns and deaths by educating the population about dangers and regulating hazardous 

work environments. While public health officials sought out the root causes of fires, 

physicians had to confront the aftermath of fires. Physicians knew that the consequences 

of fire on the human body could be profound, often resulting in damaged lungs, infected 

wounds, scarred tissue, excruciating death, and psychological trauma. Unlike public 

health officials, physicians tried to heal and mend the sick after accidents occurred, rather 
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than prevent the burns in the first place. Nevertheless, both approaches show how 

changes in the nature of hazards or accidents required that professionals transform 

science, medicine, surgery, and hygiene to improve the human condition in the city.  

Although scholars have addressed the intersection of urbanism and disease to 

expose some of the health risks of living in cities,488 few have examined how a 

population’s health might be compromised by factors other than disease or illness. 

Placing fires within the context of modern bacteriology makes the discussions of public 

health and social control a new relevance to this hazard. Prior to the Bacteriological 

Revolution of the 1880s, most experts explained disease as a product of miasmas, or the 

foul odors released from decaying organic matter.489 With the development of 

bacteriology, especially germ theory, health experts started to question people’s lifestyle 

choices and the role of environmental sanitation in maintaining public health. The 

Bacteriological Revolution led hygienists to restructure their approaches to public health 

initiatives.490 Framing disease and illness as something that could be controlled, 

anticipated, and prevented, officials and hygienists developed urban services including 

sewage disposal, potable water, and waste collection, as well as personal hygiene 
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programs such as vaccinations, inoculations, and cleanliness campaigns.491 The scientific 

trend of investigating the root causes of illness led hygienists to take the same approach 

to uncovering the leading causes of fires. This new outlook on the public’s wellbeing led 

officials from the Superior Health Council to define fire hazards as paramount concerns 

for public health in municipal and national sanitation codes.492  

 
Fire Dangers as Health Concerns 
   

In response to escalating public fears about fires, officials reconsidered what 

health meant in the late nineteenth-century. Fire prevention efforts became part of a 

larger package of health initiatives that officials designed to make the capital safer. The 

political, scientific, and economic situation shaped how professionals made decisions 

about public health, and these factors encouraged them to expand traditional definitions 

of health to include hazards, accidents, and disasters.493 By taking into account the 

demands made by local citizens, foreign businessmen, and health experts, public officials 

developed a broad-scale approach to health designed to protect the population’s 

wellbeing, while also promoting a positive image of Mexico City to foreign observers.494  

Concerned that people did not know how to care for themselves properly, the 

national government wanted public health officials to become more present in the lives of 

everyday citizens. In discussions of the high mortality rates in the capital, health experts 
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often blamed residents for uncritically continuing practices that experts believed caused 

harm to the body.495 Feeding children milk from diseased cows, having untrained 

midwives deliver babies, living alongside human excrement and animals, or dressing 

children poorly in bad weather represented just some of the complaints made by elite 

members of society. The members of the Superior Health Council, established in 1841, 

acted as advisors to the federal government in health related matters. The Council only 

hired educated, well-respected men as health inspectors. Earning this job required a 

degree or certification as an engineer or architect, at least eight years of service to the 

professional craft of engineering or architecture, and an impeccable reputation in society. 

If a physician wanted to work for the Council, he needed a government license showing 

his educational training.496 Due to the country’s political and economic instability in the 

mid-century, the Council had minimal authority until the 1870s.497 Beginning in the 

1870s and especially under the Díaz regime, public health became supremely important 

and having a healthy population meant that the country had a vital, productive citizenry. 

Roberto Gayol, Engineer of the National Board of Health, reflected on the responsibilities 

of sanitation inspectors and hygiene campaigns by explaining that the small group of men 

of science were the only ones who could answer the most pressing social questions.498  
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Infatuated with this scientific idea, Porfirian officials thought that hygiene 

encompassed a whole series of ideas, including personal cleanliness, urban sanitation, 

moral virtues, intellectual vigor, and risk prevention.499 As in other countries at the time, 

hygiene campaigns sought to prevent illnesses and diseases by educating people about 

how to behave properly.500 Gayol defined hygiene as the science of the relationships 

between humans and the world around them and, moreover, the study of how this 

relationship can be improved to protect the health and extend the lives of humans.501 

Another physician thought that the study of hygiene needed a more meaningful 

definition, something that encompassed the words “philanthropy” or “love of humanity” 

because hygiene was the science of honorable men who would do anything to preserve 

the population’s health.502 Dr. Julio Delobel defined hygiene as equilibrium: good 

hygiene meant that one not only had strong physical health, but also intellectual vigor and 

moral integrity. He went on to describe how the sanitary code not only protected people’s 

health, but also their economic investments.503 

The attempts to predict and prevent fire hazards by regulating fire risks offers a 

clear example of the intersections of urban policy and public hygiene in a growing, 
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industrializing city.504 With the growing number of manufacturing industries in the city, 

an early form of industrial hygiene emerged.505 New technologies, equipment, chemicals, 

and substances posed direct threats to worker safety and health. While some businessmen 

and industrialists argued that workplace injuries were a necessary part of living in a 

technologically advanced society, others recognized the highly dangerous nature of 

factory equipment as detrimental to quality of life.506 Industrial accidents offered 

residents a way to derive meaning from the influx of technology into their daily 

existences, and the fear of occupational hazards represent just one of the ways that people 

understood the industrializing capital city.507 This increasing social awareness of 

industrial hazards prompted officials, especially inspectors, to anticipate potential 

hazards, regulating everything from airborne particles to building construction to 

behavior of workers. Due to a growing number of fire-related deaths, experts located fires 

as an area in need of regulation. 

All of the available records about burn cases rely on data from hospital registries 

or public health institutions; they only include those burned people who sought help from 

government-run agencies, disregarding those who tended to their wounds at home. 

Physicians noted that they often treated nearly-dead burn victims who had waited several 

days to visit a medical professional, which led them to suspect that the majority of burned 
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people shunned medical treatment and only sought attention in hospitals or physicians’ 

offices after an infection had taken over or as secondary symptoms arose. By overlooking 

the vast number of burns treated outside of professional hospitals or medical offices, the 

available statistics remain inaccurate. Nevertheless, some health officials attempted to 

record these data. For example, the records for 1860 and 1864 show that, 406 patients 

were admitted to the Hospital Juárez for burns and seventy-two of them died.508 The 

Superior Health Council also published an annual account of mortality rates in the 

capital. During the years 1879-1882, the record specified that thirty-five people died of 

burn-related causes.509 Although these records come from only one of the city’s hospitals, 

they indicate that the number of burned patients was much higher than what the Superior 

Health Council reported for the entire capital. The decline in the number of burn deaths 

might have been due to the implementation of fire codes, the embrace of Louis Pasteur’s 

germ theory, or the adoption of aseptic and antiseptic methods510 led by British physician 

Joseph Lister.511 Several other developments in the capital indicate that government 

officials, public health experts, and well-trained physicians considered fire to be a real, 

growing threat. 
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The Superior Health Council first experimented with public health campaigns at 

the municipal-level a decade before launching the 1891 national sanitary code, which 

became a paragon of sanitary reform in the Americas. The 1882 regulation of all unsafe, 

unhealthy, and uncomfortable establishments in the capital defined fire hazards as 

detrimental to public health, hygiene, and safety. The growing number of burn victims 

forced public health officials to build on existing regulations and tailor them to their 

health and hygienic objectives. Officials adopted the original demarcation of the city’s 

center and periphery as defined in the 1871 fire code and adjusted it to take into account 

future growth, especially in the western part of the city where builders had started to 

construct the upper-class neighborhoods of Juárez, Cuauhtémoc, Roma, and Condesa. 

Public health officials coupled fears about foul odors and miasmas with existing fears 

about fires and explosions, thus making an even stricter divide between the core and the 

periphery.512  

The 1882 Sanitary Code, especially Article 157, provided the most explicit 

directions for restructuring the city based on the calculation of fire risks. The law 

categorized hundreds of industries into three groups based on the likelihood that they 

would start fire. The first category listed industries that could only operate at a 

considerable distance from private houses or public roads. These included factories that 

produced oils, varnishes, fertilizers, and dynamite, as well as all slaughterhouses, 

petroleum refineries, and smelting operations. The second category detailed all of the 

industries that had to be located in the suburbs, including steel mills, arsenic plants, 
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adobe manufacturing, and match workshops. The third category encompassed those 

industries that could be situated anywhere if they had a yearly fire inspection by the 

sanitation commission or the police department. Among these were breweries, bakeries, 

cigarette shops, coffee roasting houses, and soap plants.513 

Foreign observers praised the national Sanitation Code of 1891. Its success was 

due largely to the efforts that municipal officials had taken during the previous two 

decades to refine and experiment with the regulations on a city-level. Mexico’s 

municipal-level sanitation reforms acted as trial runs for the larger, nation-wide sanitation 

code.514 Hygienists had held regular health congresses in the capital, which allowed them 

to make adjustments to current health regulations before showcasing the country’s 

sanitation code to an international audience.515 The 1892 American Public Health 

Association (APHA) conference held in Mexico City was an opportunity to display years 

of meticulously crafted health reforms to world-renowned physicians and hygienists. 

Upon returning from his trip to Mexico’s capital, Dr. Irving Watson, the Secretary of the 

APHA, published an article about the sanitation code, praising its comprehensive nature 
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as the most advanced in the world.516 The Superior Health Council was recognized as a 

leader in hygiene and public health.517 

Public health officials claimed that the only way to prevent the detrimental effects 

of fire accidents was to eliminate the possibility of such accidents occurring near large 

populations of people. Establishments with noxious gases from chemicals, decomposing 

organic matter, fire dangers, explosion dangers, dirty water, abundant smoke, and loud 

noise were categorized as unhealthy and in need of regulation. In many respects, the 

industry regulations mimicked many of the regulations that city engineers had already 

established—limiting wooden construction, requiring extinguishers or pumps, and 

separating workshops with explosive materials from warehouses that held large amounts 

of raw materials. Industrial hygiene initiatives offered concerted efforts to protect 

communities from disease and injuries, especially in manufacturing settings. 

More than earlier fire codes and preventative measures, the health department’s 

regulations focused on the actions of workers, prohibiting them from smoking cigarettes, 

lighting cigars, and even wearing shoes with iron nails that could create sparks if struck 

against the ground with enough force. In workrooms and warehoues that held flammable 

substances, workers had to cover the workroom floor with a thick layer of sand, fill 

buckets of water each day for fire control, and dig ditches filled with sand around the 

outside of the building to provide a barrier in case a fire did erupt. These regulations 

vigorously targeted the lighting in manufacturing workshops and prohibited the use of 
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artificial lights in workshops with flammable materials, unless they were safety lights. 

For workshops that operated at night, all lighting had to be placed outside, next to glass 

windows or doors.  

The 1882 factory regulations and the 1891 Sanitary Code tried to make ordinary 

citizens into whistleblowers by encouraging residents to report any activities they deemed 

dangerous or unhealthy. Many residents used this as a justification to divulge information 

about the activities and practices of their neighbors and businessmen in the city. The 

sanitary code promised that if anyone made a complaint about a potential fire hazard, 

excessive noise, foul smells, spilling liquids, or excessive smoke, the municipal 

government and the Council on Public Health would immediately suspend the business 

activities of that establishment.518 At his earliest convenience, that zone’s health inspector 

would arrive on the premise to inspect the veracity of the claim and demand that the 

owner make improvements. After receiving complaints about a match workshop, Señores 

Lascuráin y Compañía, the Council shut down the operation due to a long list of 

violations of the health regulations, ranging from phosphorus poisoning to fire risks.519 In 

a similar scenario, a workshop on Niños Perdidos Street, which produced acids and other 

chemical substances, was shut down temporarily after health inspectors deemed it unsafe 

because the building sat too close to other structures, the chimney for the oven did not 

have a wide enough opening to let toxic airborne particles escape, and the oven’s head 
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would likely catch the wooden roof on fire.520 In addition, theater owners received double 

criticism not only from city engineers, but also health inspectors. The presence of fires in 

theaters could lead to air poisoning because fires in rooms with poor ventilation deleted 

the oxygen, suffocating people with carbon dioxide inhalation.521  

The Council of Public Health made information public about the safety in 

factories and businesses, in an attempt to make consumers consider whether or not they 

wanted to purchase goods from owners who had not followed official requirements. 

Violations of the sanitary code were published in the newspapers El Diario Oficial and El 

Municipio Libre, thus exposing the unsafe practices of owners who put their workers and 

the rest of neighborhood population in danger.522 Each business had to post its license in 

a visible place so that customers and inspectors could see it. Businesses also received 

public recognition from the Health Commission when they followed health ordinances. In 

1889, the Council of Public Health visited a bakery owned by Señores Albeitero and 

Arranche. Pleasantly surprised by the excellent sanitation condition in the bakery, health 

inspectors gave a laudatory report to the Council, which was eventually published in El 

Estudio and the Diario Oficial. Claiming that Albeitero and Arranche’s bakery should 

become a model of excellence, the inspectors explained that the business had abundant 

lighting, good ventilation, and clean restrooms. In sum, it exemplified the hygiene, safety, 

and cleanliness that the Council sought to promote. To allow readers to comprehend just 
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how exemplary this establishment was, the article described a parallel situation of a 

bakery that was poorly lit, wet, and dirty, with old machinery, insufficient ventilation, 

and a wooden floor that could easily catch fire.523 

A healthy population, according to public health authorities, had the potential to 

be a productive population.524 In 1912, Dr. Winthrop Talbot tried to convince 

manufacturers and industrialists that sanitation, hygiene, and workplace safety was not 

only humane for workers, but also helped generate profit.525 Physicians and health 

experts, arguing that their working environment could determine the health and efficiency 

of workers, suggested that factory owners needed to protect their human investments. 

Rather than using a moral argument about the treatment of workers, Talbot attempted to 

persuade business owners to consider safety by framing it as a problem of dollars and 

cents. As the industrial hygiene movement picked up in the early twentieth-century, 

employers had to start taking responsibility for occupational hazards by paying fines or 

compensating injured workers.526 The double-edged sword of worker injury and 

government fines drove many employers to adopt the latest trends in factory safety.527  

Health reforms benefitted a variety of people. Government officials touted the 

country’s sanitation reforms as a way to showcase its progress. Some business owners 
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embraced the reforms because it made their workers more productive and decreased 

risks. Workers, housewives, businessmen, and other residents wanted to achieve long, 

happy, healthy lives and the hygiene campaigns offered the most concrete ways to 

prevent the spread of disease and the possibility of hazards. Rather than using an 

economic argument to promote health, Dr. Licéaga, in the preamble to the 1891 

Sanitation Code, framed healthcare as a humane act. Licéaga referred to citizens as 

brothers and claimed that protecting their physical condition and overall health and 

happiness also meant protecting the country.528 The success that public health experts 

gained encouraged professionally trained physicians to look more critically at ways to 

prevent illness as part of the overarching goal of hygiene.529 

 
The Role of Physicians 

 
While the Superior Health Council tackled the dangerous urban environment that 

caused the fires, physicians tried to heal the human bodies that suffered from the 

unfortunate effects of fire with new treatments and surgical procedures for burned skin. 

They agreed that fires had become a serious concern and their actions confirmed that the 

Superior Council’s inclusion of fires in the sanitation codes was a valid response.530 

Industrial accidents and burn cases not only had become more frequent, but also more 

severe due to the abundance of flammable substances that could be found in homes and 
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workplaces. For example, petroleum fires and gas explosions created deeper and more 

extensive burns for doctors to heal. Medical students began treating burns as a necessary 

skill that they practiced regularly. Initially, the Medical Sciences Association 

(Establecimiento de Ciencias Médicas), founded in 1833, taught students how to treat 

burns to prevent infection and death. As burns became more frequent and the institution 

transformed into the National School of Medicine in 1854, students chose specializations 

ranging from bacteriology to dermatology to therapeutic medicine. The larger faculty and 

access to specialized classes encouraged students to go beyond saving a burn victim’s life 

to experimenting with improving the appearance of the burnt skin with ointments and 

skin grafts.531  

In the late 1880s, Mexican physicians started to make their own mark on the 

international medical academy, changing the ways doctors taught medicine and practiced. 

Since its inception in the 1830s, the medical school had been shaped exclusively by 

theories, textbooks, and procedures imported from Europe, especially Paris.532 In 1889, 

the American Public Health Association (APHA) invited Mexico to participate in its 

annual meeting, thus extending the country’s medical reach northward, starting a dialog 

that would culminate in the creation of the Pan American Health Organization.533 

Physicians such as Dr. Eduardo Licéaga traveled extensively throughout the world, 

attending conferences and giving papers. The Pasteur Institute in Paris (1887), the Berlin 

Congress of Hygiene and Demography (1887), the International Congress of Hygiene and 
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Demography in Moscow (1897), and the APHA conferences in Buffalo (1890), Ottawa 

(1898), Havana (1905), and Boston (1905), offer a sampling of Licéaga’s “hygienic 

tourism.”534 In 1889, eleven physicians from Argentina, Cuba, England, Mexico, and the 

United States, under the guidance of Mexico’s Superior Health Council, came together to 

write a practical medical guide that highlighted some of the most common ailments and 

how to treat them.535 Mexican physicians’ increased presence at international hygiene 

conferences and their contributions to international medical journals coincided with 

Porfirian attempts to send delegates to exhibitions and congresses around the world as a 

way to promote the country on an international scale.  

The adage that preventing a disease is easier than curing it connected public 

health approaches with medical practices, especially in relation to burns.536 Physicians 

could not prevent burns, but they could try to stop burned flesh from becoming infected 

by using the newest approaches in aseptic and antiseptic medicine. Municipal officials, 

knowing that an infection could lead to death, ordered physicians to arrive as soon as 

possible to the site of fires in order to treat any victims who had been burned.537 Using 

antiseptics or cleaning wounds carefully by extracting any dirt, fragments of clothing, or 

other debris coincided with the modern practice of preventative medicine.538  
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Without patients, doctors could not study illnesses and learn how to treat pain.539 

The words, descriptions, and reactions of sufferers told physicians how to treat the 

illnesses. Doctors also scrutinized the social existence of each patient in order to 

understand more clearly how certain illnesses arose and the best way to treat them. Dr. 

José Terrés thought it was imperative to find out the social status of patients because it 

would influence the treatment. He went on to say that in the case of tuberculosis it would 

be far more difficult to cure someone from the lower classes because it was nearly 

impossible for them to meet the minimum dietary requirements needed for a full 

recovery.540 As part of the formal examination of patients in hospitals, medical students 

were supposed to ask each patient a list of questions. These included basic information 

such as the patient’s name, age, marital status, history of illness, hereditary diseases, but 

also more probing questions about the patient’s occupation status, living arrangements, 

customs, and habits, especially their history with alcohol. At the end of the physical exam 

the student was required to indicate exactly what kind of treatment the patient received. If 

the patient died, the medical student needed to conduct an autopsy to discover the cause 

of death.541  

Treating wounds was such an essential part of a physician’s career that the first 

lesson students at the medical school learned was to care for the most common lesions, 
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which included bruises, wounds, burns, fractures, and dislocations.542 At times the 

students interning at hospitals had to repair damage done to patients who had initially 

been treated at police stations. Some of the worst infections that medical students 

witnessed occurred in patients who had endured minor wounds, but insisted on having 

them treated at home or in a police station without the use of antiseptics.543 Students 

learned how to treat burns in several of their required courses and in their practicum in 

the hospitals. The majority of classes required that students read textbooks from Paris that 

recounted the newest and most effective ways to approach illness. In 1862 the amount of 

textbook space given to burn treatments spiked.544 When Professor Juan N. Navarro 

adopted Auguste Nélaton’s book Élémens de pathologie chirurgicale, the students in his 

external medicine (clínica externa) class learned how to classify burns based on color, 

smell, scars, and perceived pain. The text warned students to watch for rising fevers and 

shock and, in order to stave off infection, to amputate fifth degree burns on limbs in order 

to save the life of the patient.545 The six degrees of burns that students memorized in the 

late nineteenth century roughly correspond to modern-day burn definitions, where first 

degree burns are mild and resemble sunburns and fifth and sixth degree burns are so deep 

that physicians usually diagnose them after conducting autopsies.546   
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Despite the growing emphasis on cleaning wounds to prevent infection, thorough 

cleaning and dressing did not always heal the patient. In his thesis on external medicine, 

Pedro Martínez Garza retold the stories of four men he treated for burns in the Hospital 

Juárez in 1895. Each patient was an adult male with a strong physical constitution who 

had endured first, second, and third degree burns on his body. In each case, Martínez 

Garza washed the burned skin daily with an antiseptic solution, applied powdered 

bismuth, and wrapped the skin in cotton gauze. Administering a dry, powder on top of the 

injury was the common healing practice that physicians used at the time. Bismuth and 

Iodoform were used interchangeably and they rapidly dried the blood into a crust, which 

formed a protective layer to prevent infections547 Three of the patients’ burns healed 

within a matter of weeks, leaving behind white scar tissue, pink spots of newly formed 

tissue, or folded and leathery skin. The fourth patient, despite receiving the same 

treatment as the other burn victims, died in the hospital after three days.548 When students 

and physicians had followed all the protocols and taken the requisite measures to prevent 

infection but nonetheless saw their patients die, experts often identified shock and mental 

duress as the cause.  

Calming patients who had just experienced burns became a paramount concern 

for healthcare professionals.549 In the syllabus for the National School of Medicine’s 

1894 external medicine course, the professor warned his students that relieving a 
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patient’s pain was the primary concern, especially in the case of injured children. 

Prolonged periods of excessive pain, coupled with shock from the trauma, could kill a 

patient within a matter of hours.550 In one of the medical school’s regularly assigned 

textbooks, the author explained in detail the problems associated with traumatic shock, 

claiming that nervous accidents almost always ended in death. Burned patients were 

extremely hard to calm. Panic and shock manifest itself in a variety of ways: gut-

wrenching screams or the inability to speak; heightened alertness or extreme drowsiness; 

or accelerated pulse or slow heart rate. The effects of shock made it difficult for 

physicians to administer treatments to mend the wounds.551 Some doctors developed 

creative methods to calm trauma patients. In 1897, Guillermo Parra advocated the use of 

hypnosis to pacify shock victims. Traditionally used to treat hysterics, Parra claimed that 

the therapeutic science of hypnosis could help people ignore their pain, and he argued 

that hypnosis could be a viable alternative to anesthesia in surgeries.552 Working with the 

same principles as hypnosis, some physicians tried “harmonic therapy,” wherein they 

attempted to prevent shock by bringing orchestral musicians into the hospital to calm 

patients.553  

Serendipity and coincidence often helped most in finding useful treatments. In 

1838, Dr. Edward Greenhow of London treated a boy who had fallen into a pot of boiling 
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pitch that severely burned the boy’s arms. Dr. Greenhow, only able to remove the pitch 

from the boy’s hands, remembered the work of British physician Dr. Thomas Baynton, 

who treated ulcers by spreading warm oils and plant materials directly on top of the 

wounds.554 Dr. Greenhow decided to leave the pitch on the boy’s arms and monitor the 

skin below. Three weeks after the accident the boy’s arms had no discharge or foul odor 

and the pitch had begun to flake off, leaving the arms completely healed and covered 

with new skin, whereas the boy’s hands had only just begun the healing process in the 

same period.555 Dr. Manuel Andrade, a physician in Mexico City, used Baynton’s initial 

findings and altered the treatment slightly. The organic material that Andrade used 

included lime juice and potato pulp mixed with oil, which he then brushed on a burn five 

times a day help to ward off infection and repair the damaged tissue.556 Dr. Andrade 

adjusted this European treatment and put it into practice locally by using natural materials 

like lime, which has antibacterial properties, and potatoes that he could find in 

abundance.557 Others tried to profit from specifically Mexican ingredients, including the 

tepezohuite bark, which could be used to heal burns and other wounds.558 All of these oil-

based treatments were precursors to the work of Dr. Barthe de Sandfort, a French 

physician who treated burnt soldiers in World War I with a mixture of wax, resin, and 

paraffin that he called ambrina. Earlier treatments used dry methods and powders, but 
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Sandfort’s wax approach kept moisture locked in and fundamentally changed how 

doctors approached burns.559  

Mexican physicians had access to all the most recent medical journals and books 

coming out of Europe, making them well aware of the latest treatments for burned skin, 

but they used this knowledge to make adjustments for local needs.560 In the early 1870s, 

Swiss physician Jacques Louis Reverdin and British physician George David Pollock 

both published widely about their successes with skin grafting. They attached small 

pieces of healthy skin on top of burns or ulcers to repair the wounded flesh.561 In 

response to these initial findings, physicians from around the world experimented with 

skin grafts and tried to find the most successful methods to adjoin two pieces of skin.562 

Mexican physicians Dr. Luís Muñoz and Dr. Carmona y Valle immediately started to 

experiment with the skin grafting methods of Reverdin and Pollock, adding slight 

alterations to the original methods. After cutting a small piece of skin from the body of an 

ailing patient, Carmona y Valle and Muñoz gently placed the healthy skin on top of the 

cleaned wound, pinning it in place with fine gold pins, and wrapping everything with a 

thin sheet of sanitary plastic.563 Dr. José María Bandera never published his skin graft 

findings, but in a medical thesis, one of his students wrote about Bandera’s approach to 

grafts by first applying collodion (an adhesive syrup made of ether and alcohol), which 
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acted as a glue to bind the graft to the skin.564 The collodion approach became especially 

helpful when using larger grafts or combining many small pieces of flesh to form a 

mosaic over the wound.565  

Attempts to keep the graft healthy and alive led some physicians to experiment 

with the pedicle skin grafting where the skin remains partially attached to the donor. This 

method took partially detached skin, usually taken from a nearby healthy section of 

tissue, and stretched it over the injured skin, securing it with collodion, sutures, or 

wrapping. The pedicle approach kept the original piece of skin alive for some time, 

allowing the blood vessels to continue to function and to feed both the healthy and 

injured flesh. Sometimes physicians tried to use tissue from another source, either from a 

living human or animal, thus attaching the burned victim to the living skin source. Using 

a separate tissue source in the pedicled skin graft rarely worked because it was extremely 

difficult to keep the skin donor and the skin receiver immobile for several weeks. In 

1869, French surgeon Sédillot cut a flap of skin from a hairless dog and sewed it onto the 

burnt hand of one of his patients. This experiment failed because the excessive movement 

on the part of the living dog would not allow the graft to take root. In 1880, Chicago 

physician Dr. E.W. Lee had initially tried to treat a ten-year-old girl’s burns by attaching 

a flap of skin from her brother’s thigh onto her burnt back, leaving the two siblings bound 

together for several days. After realizing that the sibling approach did not work, Dr. E.W. 

Lee then decided to try the pedicle method with animals. He immobilized two living 
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lambs in casts of plaster of Paris and cut large flaps of skin off their backs, leaving the 

flaps still connected to the living animal. He attached the animal skin to the girl’s burnt 

back, but the girl died within a few days. Nevertheless, the autopsy found that the 

lambskin had been successful and sections of the animal skin had adhered securely to the 

girl’s back.566  

Because of the obvious problems with the pedicle method, more often than not 

physicians tried free skin grafts, which meant fully detaching the piece of tissue from the 

original donor before securing it onto the burn or wound. After having read Reverdin’s 

1869 speech to the Paris Surgical Society and Pollock’s 1870 article about a skin 

transplant in London, Mexico City physician Dr. Luís Muñoz started to experiment with 

free skin grafts at the San Andres hospital. In an article he wrote for La Gaceta Médica, 

Muñoz explained how only days after he had read Pollock’s findings in London, a patient 

who could benefit from a skin graft admitted herself to his hospital. On September 24, 

1870, thirty-six-year-old Guadalulpe Palma arrived at the Hospital San Andres with a 

severe case of gangrene on her right arm where deep-seated abscesses in the 

subcutaneous tissue ate away at her flesh. The brownish infection was serious, extensive, 

and painful. Knowing that the woman would likely die from her infection, Muñoz 

decided to try the new skin grafting method he had read about. He cut five pieces of 

flesh, half the thickness of the dermis, from Palma’s left thigh and applied them onto 

various parts of the affected arm, securing them in place by wrapping the arm in plastic. 

Several days later four of the five transplanted pieces of skin had died. Within a few 
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weeks the gangrene had spread to Palma’s internal organs and she died in the hospital. 

After conducting an autopsy on Palma’s body, Muñoz found that the fifth piece of skin 

had actually attached itself to her wound and had healed nicely. Even though the 

experiment ended in the patient’s death, Muñoz claimed success and concluded his article 

by saying that skin grafts could be the way to save people from accidents, traumas, and 

infections, while improving the victim’s quality of life after the trauma.567  

Regardless of the interests that grafting had created in the medical world, 

physicians found it difficult to experiment with the new method because few people 

would willingly give up large chunks of their healthy tissue. This insufficient supply of 

grafting material led Dr. Dubrueil to use pigskin and the abdominal wall of dogs to test 

the grafting method. In 1874, the head of the external medicine clinic at the Hospital 

Juárez suggested that physicians should start experimenting with Dubrueil’s approach to 

skin grafts.568 Mexican physicians chose instead to pay people for skin samples. Dr. 

Muñoz tried to offer his patients monetary compensation for chunks of their skin, yet 

most of them refused. In order to continue his practice, Muñoz resorted to finding skin 

donors in need of financial assistance, presumably looking toward vagrants and beggars 

to assist him with his medical experiments.569  
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Although antiseptic treatments made burns far less susceptible to infection and 

death, by the twentieth century surgeons around the world had only begun to experiment 

with ways to improve the scarring that burns caused. Doctors learned to fix the wound 

and prevent death, but they had not yet learned to improve how scars looked. For some 

burned individuals, their quality of life severely decreased and they felt ashamed to leave 

their homes. In 1898, Dr. Martínez Garza reflected on the many burn cases he had 

witnessed at the hospital. He claimed people did not understand the daily agony that burn 

victims endured, how they would never be as happy as they were before the accidents, 

and how everyday they are forced to reckon with the fact that their beauty had been 

stripped away.570  

First-hand experiences with burns represent the broader problems of life in a city 

where modernity and progress had negative effects on the population’s health and 

safety.571 The ways that patients experienced illness and expressed that experience helped 

physicians learn how to treat the wounds and the devastating secondary effects of being 

burnt.572 The tragic memory of fire eating away at one’s flesh had a lasting effect on how 

burn victims functioned in society. Many people who had endured deep and extensive 

burns often developed mental illness that made them fearful of living, going outside, and 

having doctors touch them.  

 Societies judge illness and assign meaning to particular diseases, or in this case, to 

particular accidents. While some illnesses such as leprosy, yellow fever, or cholera often 
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carried racial or class associations,573 burns rarely became signs of class or socio-

economic position. Desolate families living in makeshift houses or women who wore 

fancy dresses with layers of lace all risked being burnt.574 Instead, scarred bodies and 

melted skin became indicators of their near-deadly injuries. Unwisely placing cooking oil 

next to a lantern or hastily ashing a cigar near a pile of hay or cotton could easily start a 

fire, leading to accusations that the burn victim suffered from his own foolish action. 

Señora Perez, in an effort to relieve some minor ailment, applied rubbing alcohol to her 

chest and arms, after finishing the process she lit a cigarette and the rubbing alcohol 

immediately caught fire leaving her very badly burnt.575 Alcohol intoxication increased 

the risk of hurting or killing oneself, and further stigmatizing burn victims. Dr. Joaquin 

Herrera explained that nearly every day from 1879 to 1888, the capital’s police stations 

and hospitals witnessed the deplorable consequences of alcohol intoxication. During this 

three-year period, alcohol related injuries and deaths had risen precipitously and Herrera 

noted that his patients’ most serious wounds resulted from drunkenness and misjudgment. 

Often alcohol abuse contributed to mistakes with fire, and further disgraced the burn 

victim’s reputation.576  

In the late nineteenth century, hospitals were seen more as places where people 

went to die than as places to recover health. This meant that going to the hospital was an 
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enormously frightening experience. In Federico Gamboa’s naturalist novel Santa, the 

eponymous prostitute conceded her inevitable fate and explained that her life’s journey 

would leave her in the hospital and then the cemetery, suggesting that hospital visits more 

often than not spelled death sentences for their patients.577 Even physicians thought of 

hospitals as vile places full of miasmas. In his thesis on external medicine, Pedro 

Martínez Garza explained in detail the process for treating certain wounds (lacerations, 

burns, and gun shots to name a few), but concluded his thesis by saying that even if a 

doctor did everything correctly, the conditions in hospitals often resulted in infection.578 

M.A. Posalagua, in his 1874 study of the formation of hospitals in the capital, 

unabashedly said that hospitals collected all the miasmas and mortalities of the city and 

therefore were incredibly unsanitary, meaning the sick would only get sicker as a result 

of spending time in them.579 Furthermore, it was difficult to isolate the contagious 

patients from the rest when as many as forty beds sat in the same room. A patient may 

have started to recover from an ailment and then, after being in the hospital for several 

days, have contracted a far more serious illness such as typhus or tuberculosis.580 Many 

of the hygiene initiatives implemented in homes and businesses did not necessarily reach 

the hospitals. One physician, appalled by the lack of isolation in hospitals, suggested that 

the government should invest its funds in creating a brigade of physicians to conduct 
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house calls. This would leave the sick person in a comfortable atmosphere, surrounded by 

friends and family, while not infecting anyone else.581  

Knowing that hospitals did not necessary bring health, many sick people preferred 

to treat illnesses on their own and refused to see physicians or go to hospitals. This often 

occurred with smaller burns that did not seem immediately life threatening. Ideally, 

physicians would receive burned patients almost immediately after the accident occurred, 

which allowed the doctors to wash the wound carefully, pick out any debris (charred 

clothing and dirt), and apply antiseptic to prevent infections. One night a twenty-five-

year-old baker went to visit the latrine and as soon as he put his lit torch beside him on 

the ground an explosion from the release of hydrogen sulfide and ammonia (used for 

cleaning latrines) hurled him several yards away. The fire left him with second degree 

burns extending from his left shoulder blade, down the entire length of his back, across 

his buttocks, and ending in the outer portions of his right thigh. Five days after the 

explosion, the family of the burned man requested that Dr. Juan Manuel González 

Urueña come to treat the young man’s injuries.582 Another case of a prolonged visit to the 

doctor occurred when a fifteen-year-old boy waited eight days to get help at the Hospital 

Juarez for the third and fourth degree burns that covered his arms, thighs, and knees. Due 

to infections, the boy eventually contracted tuberculosis and died.583 In 1908, electrician 

Pablo D. Castro suffered grave burns when a container of sulfur exploded burning the left 
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side of his body badly. For more than a week Castro had been treating his wounds at 

home, but finally admitted himself to a hospital.584    

Newspaper articles and advertisements often encouraged people to treat their 

ailments at homes. In an article for housewives, the author claimed that all mothers 

should have rudimentary medical knowledge to treat their children in the event of an 

accident. For burn wounds, a mother should wash and disinfect the burn with a little 

limewater, cover it with a damp cotton cloth, and repeat every twenty-four hours. Only if 

the pain subsisted for several days was a visit to the hospital or doctor’s office deemed 

necessary.585 After María Guadalupe Delgado’s dress caught fire, leaving her with 

extensive burns on her hands, legs, face, and chest, she tried to cure her wounds by 

cleansing and disinfecting them at home. Her home treatments failed and she died 

suffering in her house.586 At times, articles spoke of the healing properties of traditionally 

indigenous remedies such as the sap of the aporó tree, which could immediately cure 

wounds, burns, contusions, and other external ailments.587 In the helpful recipes section 

of El País women were encouraged to make paste solutions out of salt, water, and baking 

soda to relieve the pain of burns.588 Mothers and wives also had an abundance of over-

the-counter options to cure everything from hemorrhoids to leprosy to third-degree burns. 

In their attempts to sell ointments and syrups, advertisers claimed that all the hospitals in 

Europe now used their products, advertisers also claimed that customers could watch the 
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ailments heal before their eyes.589 While the medical establishment was becoming more 

present in the city, pharmacists and inventors of ointments and creams advocated that 

people continue to care for their health at home, even if it meant treating something as 

potentially deadly as a burn.  

Stripping the body of its epidermis left people vulnerable to infections and 

secondary illnesses, but even after the burned skin healed, a person could continue to 

suffer severe mental anguish. In July 1904, twenty-four year old Melesia Flores admitted 

herself to Hospital San Andrés, complaining of heart pain, difficulty breathing, hardening 

of the abdomen, fever, and diarrhea. Gabriel González Olvera, the student physician 

responsible for treating Flores, described the patient’s suffering and pain in exacting 

detail. Two months prior to her admission to the hospital, Flores had suffered extensive 

burns from an oil fire in her kitchen. Scars covered her right forearm and fist and across 

her elbow, thus preventing her from fully extending her arm. The left arm fared no better, 

again scarring the forearm and fist. The flames ate away at her index and middle fingers, 

which left those two fingers immobile and permanently extended. The scarring also crept 

up both arms and disfigured her chest and neck with irregularly shaped scars. After his 

initial examination, the physician suspected that Flores’ current ailments all stemmed 

from the untreated burns she endured. González Olvera suspected that the origins of all 

her disorders came from two months of prolonged buildup of pus beneath her burnt skin. 

Left untreated, they produced cardiac abnormalities. In her case, the infection spread to 
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the lungs, kidneys, liver, and digestive system, and the physician delivered the grave 

prognosis that Melesia Flores would die within a matter of days.  

 More than physical side effects of burns, Flores’s experience of being burnt had a 

profound impact on her mental state. While in the hospital, she suffered extreme bursts of 

delirium and dementia. One doctor said that her delirium manifested itself as a phobia, 

the terror of being burnt, leading her to scream wildly about being persecuted by flames. 

During a routine examination one doctor reached his hand out to assess her heart rate. At 

this moment Flores imagined that the doctor held a lit torch and she howled and cried 

begging him not to burn her with the flames. In his medical report, González Oveda 

expressed deep sympathy for the tormented young woman, asserting that such extensive 

burns would certainly leave a deep impressions on anyone’s spirit, making it difficult for 

the victim to return to previous psychological state. For Flores, long after her extensive 

burns had healed, being admitted to the hospital and having physicians examine her 

brought all of her fear of fires and memories of being burnt to the surface and her 

psychological distress manifest itself as extreme suspicion of anyone who approached 

her. For trauma victims, the past and the present can become blurred, making it difficult 

for these patients to leave tragic events in the past, as a memory. Instead they remain a 

present reality, something that they repeat and must deal with on a daily basis. 

Trauma not only affects people on an individual level, but also it can be a 

collective experience. Through stories and images, whole societies relive tragedy and 
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react to it.590 Despite having access to the newest treatments and medicines, Melesia 

Flores’s condition worsened day by day, leaving her visibly gaunt and with more frequent 

delirious bursts. Following her death, students in the medical school’s practicum 

conducted an autopsy and concluded that the cause of death was most likely hepatitis and 

tuberculosis.591 Flores died scared and alone in the hospital bed, but medical students, 

hospital attendants, and physicians remembered her tragic end and retold her story in 

medical theses and journal articles. Unlike many illnesses that operate internally, burns 

forever became a part of a person’s body and psyche, constantly reminding them of the 

fire accident.  

 

Conclusions 
 

Actors in the past approached fire-related health concerns in a number of ways. 

Public health officials reacted to tragedy by attempting to mitigate fire hazards, 

regulating the most dangerous and potentially hazardous establishments, and defining 

fires as health concerns. They wanted to separate safe and unsafe spaces in the city, 

always justifying their actions as rooted in the science of hygiene and public health. For 

physicians, increased fire tragedies spurred them to experiment with new treatments and 

branch out into the field of reconstructive surgery. By attending conferences and 

publishing articles, physicians actively participated in the global medical community and 

ultimately made their work better known worldwide. All of these health-related changes 
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also inspired pharmacists, inventors, and housewives to create ointments and elixirs to 

cure burns and repair flesh. None of these advancements would have been fathomable 

had fire injuries and deaths not been a problem. Stories of burned flesh and hysteric 

patients, or images of scarred bodies made fire a relevant and necessary health concern. 

Pain, suffering, and fear drove physicians and hygienists to treat and prevent fires.  
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 CONCLUSION:   
MAPPING FIRE SAFETY AND RISK 

 

The United States Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Company, in 1905, conducted an 

extensive cartographic review of Mexico City’s central business district. Aware of the 

growing market for fire insurance, the Sanborn Company sent surveyors to the capital to 

map the city, and intended to sell the maps to insurance actuaries who would analyze the 

data to calculate premiums for clients. Determining the likelihood that a building would 

catch fire required that Sanborn surveyors spend months measuring buildings, plotting 

fire hydrants, and drawing color-coded plans of the city. Mapmakers scrutinized and 

cataloged every component of the built and natural environment. They drew every boiler, 

stairwell, chimney, and door located in the business district. They also noted the physical 

characteristics of the buildings, noting construction of brick, shingles, wood, adobe, or 

steel. In addition, they mapped things that could not be seen from the street-level: 

underground pipes, rooftop cisterns, household taps, and handheld fire extinguishers 

(Figure 20).592  
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While similar mapping projects had become commonplace in North American 

towns with populations of more than 1,000 people, Mexico represented a new market for 

the Sanborn Company. In the first decades of the twentieth century, mapmakers branched 

Figure 20: “City of Mexico, Plan 9,” Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, 1905, Perry-Castañeda Library 
Map Collection, Sanborn Maps of Mexico, University of Texas Libraries. 
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out into Mexico City (1905), Ciudad Juarez (1893, 1898, 1900, 1902, and 1905), Ciudad 

Porfirio Díaz (today Piedras Negras) (1905), and Mexicali (1921). For most U.S. and 

Canadian towns, the Sanborn company mapped each one every five to ten years, always 

using standardized cartographic markings and colors in order to show change accurately 

over time.593 Unfortunately, the Sanborn Company only documented Mexico City once, 

in 1905, thus limiting this source of information on urban transformation. Nevertheless, 

these maps offer a visual representation of how fire regulations and technologies became 

imprinted onto the fabric of the city.  

During the last half of the nineteenth century, all the world’s major cities 

expanded public services to improve the urban experience. Mexico City was no 

exception. Particularly in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, urban issues 

took precedence, leading national and municipal governments to invest heavily in city 

utilities and health services for residents. The country’s economic and political stability 

allowed multiple actors to focus their attention on improving the city, instead of fighting 

off foreign invasions or engaging in contentious political struggles. At times these actors 

included vendors or businessmen who voiced concerns about public safety; at other times 

they included engineers or physicians who wanted to use their skills to improve the 

material wealth and the social condition of urban dwellers. Fire hazards represented one 

of the public concerns that alarmed everyone in the capital. Moreover, the composite 

actions of Mexico City residents show how varying interest groups addressed the danger 

for the collective good. 
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Capital residents agreed that implementing fire regulations and establishing a fire 

brigade were essential actions in the creation of a modern urban metropolis. By 

petitioning the Ayunamiento with gut-wrenching stories of fire-related losses, everyday 

residents convinced officials to make these indispensable public services a reality. Yet 

writing a fire code did not instantly mitigate fire risks. Instead, the laws only worked 

when citizens felt compelled to follow the new rules. This happened when the fear of fire 

and the hope of safety drove residents to alter their daily practices. Certainly, the fear of 

fines and imprisonment also moved citizens to adjust their lives to the fire regulations, 

but more importantly, anxieties about human or property loss and social pressure to 

diminish fire risks influenced whether or not someone would exchange his building’s 

wooden siding for stone or to relocate a potentially flammable workshop outside the city 

center. 

Combined with other archival evidence about fire regulations and urban 

improvements, the detailed Sanborn maps indicate that by 1905 most residents had 

accepted the municipal legislation intended to curb fire hazards. Fire prevention 

legislation that restricted wooden building practices seemed to have worked because 

almost all the buildings were made of tepetite, a composite of stone and pumice held 

together with a clay-like substance, which resembled mortar. Mapmakers noted that 

asphalt covered all of the streets in the city district, while stone covered the outlining 

districts, suggesting that the wooden boardwalk-style sidewalks had become a thing of 
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the past.594 For the most part, major business owners followed the contentious regulations 

that limited the presence of combustible fuels in the city center. Businesses with large 

volumes of flammable substances or machinery capable of producing deadly explosions, 

such as the Mexican Gas & Electric Light Company, La Victoria Woolen Mill, La 

Tabacalera Mexicana cigarette factory, and La Gran Unión Distillery, sat outside of the 

designated fire zone (Figure 21). The fact that residents followed these protocols 

demonstrates that the citizenry had a collective obligation to prevent fires and reduce fire 

risks in the city. 

 

 

Many modern amenities such as gas lighting and electrical apparatuses caused the 

greatest harm, forcing businesses that used those materials to alter drastically how they 
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Figure 21: “City of Mexico, Plan 10,” Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, 1905, Perry-Castañeda Library 
Map Collection, Sanborn Maps of Mexico, University of Texas Libraries. 
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operated on a daily basis. La Indianilla Compañía Limitada de Tranvías Eléctricos de 

México, which functioned as the main electrical generating station for all the streetcars 

and shops in the city, functioned like a little city inside the metropolis.595 Equipped with 

tenement housing and wooden shanties by the city’s drainage canal, as well as pulquerias 

and corner stores, La Indianilla employees made it a priority to protect the space where 

they worked and lived. Due to the large number of electrical generators, air compressors, 

and large boilers that could easily explode and ignite the fuels in nearby coal sheds and 

petroleum tanks, the company took extra precautions. The managers of La Indianilla 

organized a company-run fire brigade to control fires. The brigade, made up of La 

Indianilla employees, had its own fire engine and maintained the company’s sixteen fire 

hydrants, six wheeled chemical extinguishers, and thirty one-gallon hand extinguishers. 

To train plant employees how to act in the case of a fire emergency, La Indianilla’s fire 

department conducted three weekly fire drills, which taught employees how to maintain 

composure and prevent chaos in times of extreme unrest. The fear of a large-scale 

conflagration forced employers to dictate how their workers comported themselves in a 

hazardous factory. At times that meant assigning new tasks to employees. La Indianilla 

functioned as a microcosm of the city and the owners and managers adopted many of the 

policies that Mexico City officials had implemented for the entire city.  

In addition to showing how residents responded to municipal legislation, the 

Sanborn maps visibly displayed the engineer’s craft, especially public works projects that 

involved water. Each map indicated the diameter and location of the city’s underground 
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pipes and whether they were attached to fire hydrants. The surveyors even went into 

individual homes and small businesses to inventory the city’s household water supply. 

The maps recorded all of the cisterns in the city, including information about how many 

gallons of water each one held. Besides infrastructural improvements, the maps indicated 

that the city engineers’ concerns about theater safety translated into real change. Even 

though the Teatro Principal housed a large wooden stage, theater owners listened to the 

inspectors’ demands and protected the establishment from the hazards of fire. Except for 

the stage, the Teatro Principal’s auditorium, lobby, and dressing rooms were made of 

fire-resistant stone. Three hydrants, powered by electric pumps, sat upstage behind the 

curtain, and could receive up to 2,000 gallons of water from a rooftop cistern.596 Despite 

the Teatro Principal’s fire safety precautions, one of the secondary theaters, Teatro 

Arbeu, did not have nearly the same degree of fire protection. Arbeau’s fire control 

consisted of one small water pump on the roof of the building and its location next door 

to a carpenter’s workshop, a type of business especially known for catching fire, 

disturbed inspectors.597 

Engineers worked to create a safer city, but their efforts did not reach all residents 

equally. Take the case of the Mercado de Volador, which Sanborn mapmakers referred to 

as the “Thieves’ Market.”598 In their maps, surveyors provided commentary about the 

market, a structure with a long history of catching fire and wreaking havoc. The market 

housed more than 100 permanent stalls and a large number of temporary, constantly 

moving booths that were poorly constructed, often made of cheap boards with canvas 
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roofs. Despite the numerous fires in the market by 1905, the map shows that few safety 

improvements had been made to protect all the hat makers, fruit vendors, tobacco sellers, 

and candle makers. Only four small hydrants protected the entrances to the market and 

one large cistern sat outside the market near its the southwest corner.599 For comparative 

purposes, the Central Post Office of the capital, approximately one quarter of the size of 

the Mercado de Volador, was flanked on all sides by twenty-six fire hydrants, each 

attached to a twenty-five foot hose.600 Presumably, far more people entered the Mercado 

de Volador than the Central Post Office on a daily basis, yet because of the Post Office’s 

importance as a government building and heart of national communication, it received 

more protection. Regardless of the market’s close proximity to the National Palace and 

the Metropolitan Cathedral, officials continued to overlook it. Giving short shrift to the 

market’s vendors and customers short shrift.  

If the engineers’ craft was most visible in public venues and on the street, 

entrepreneurs’ products and services could be seen most prominently inside the 

businesses of capital residents. Fire maps offer a window into the private lives of 

residents by opening up buildings and peeking inside to see what safety precautions they 

purchased for their protection. These maps show which residents adopted small-scale 

technologies, such as fire extinguishers and alarms. While alarms and sprinklers did not 

appear in many homes, some larger businesses, such as La Concordia Clothing company, 

invested in these technologies.601 The maps help to answer the question about whether or 
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not technologies were adopted and used in the city. Surprisingly, businesses purchased an 

array of extinguishers from different companies. While owners from La Tablacera and El 

Buen Tono cigarette factories purchased Worthington pumps from New York, owners of 

the Zolly Hermano’s Hat manufacturing workshop preferred the Triplex brand power 

pump from Chicago to guard the felting machine. In regards to handheld chemical 

extinguishers, La Victoria Woolen Mill used Miller Chemical extinguishers of Chicago, 

the Mexican Gas & Electric Light Company imported Babcock handheld extinguishers 

from Chicago, and La Gran Union Distillery favored the New Peoria Chemical Fire 

Extinguishers from Peoria, Illinois. Only one company, Fundación de las Delicias (Iron 

Works & Foundry), still used glass hand grenades, a product promoted most fervently 

during the 1870s. Limiting their inventories of extinguishers and sprinklers to the biggest 

factories, these maps show that business owners preferred to import safety devices, rather 

than purchase one of the many Mexican-made products.  

In addition to surveying dangerous workrooms and mills, Sanborn mapmakers 

provided commentary about general customs found inside family dwellings, thus offering 

a lens into the private lives of capital residents. Unlike many homes in the United States 

and Canada, Mexico City dwellings usually did not have chimneys.602 Nor did residents 

use wood to cook their food and heat their homes. In some ways this was beneficial, since 

chimneys and burning wood had a tendency to cause serious fires. Nevertheless, the 

Mexico City alternative may have been worse. Capital residents tended to use charcoal in 
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pit grills for their daily needs, thus making longer-burning fossil fuels a common feature 

in their homes.  

Despite the mapmakers’ attention to details such as the types of fuels and stoves 

most commonly used in private residences, not everyone in the city wanted to divulge 

information to Sanborn representatives, and many business owners refused to allow the 

surveyors to enter their building. Based on the businesses that refused admission to 

surveyors we can assume that the owners feared receiving for breaching the city’s fire 

code. Several furniture stores, trunk shops, photography studios, and the large Monte de 

Piedad National Pawn Shop refrained from being included in the city survey.  

Reluctance to disclose information about potentially harmful business practices 

threatened the health of the city. Part of conforming to the norms found in major global 

metropolises required that officials address public safety and sanitation concerns ranging 

from sewage disposal to cemetery reform. Hygienists and physicians, in attempts to keep 

the population safe, healthy, and productive, defined fires as grave health risks and 

included fires hazards in the national sanitation code. Through sanitation reforms, 

hygienists physically controlled the spaces where injury and disease tended to occur. 

Health experts reinforced the Ayuntamiento’s existing fire safety zones by listing health 

and hygiene among the reasons for fire prevention protocols, thus adding another 

legislative layer onto the how the city was divided. But regulatory control could only 

prevent injury; regulations could not cure a wound once it happened. The work of 

Mexican physicians, who had begun to make names for themselves in the global medical 

community, took health to the next level by treating people who had experienced burns. 
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While the physician’s work was not embedded into the plan of the city like that of the 

engineer or even the entrepreneur, the wounded and scarred residents moved through the 

city and reminded others of the city’s fire hazards.  

 Fire maps showed that fire control and prevention were a visible part of the city. 

Each layer of the built environment had been imprinted with signs of fire. Beneath the 

city, in the soft lakebed soil, sat water pipes full of rushing water from streams and 

aqueducts outside of the capital. Designed to provide water to the residents, the pipes 

connected to hydrants and cisterns, which became essential to extinguish fires. The 

crowded avenues and plazas bore more signs of safety efforts: fire departments fire 

engines, hoses, and ladders. Inside the buildings, hidden from the street, safety appliances 

such as extinguishers, pumps, and alarms protected the building’s inhabitants. Even the 

rooftops contained pumps and cisterns that could use gravity to propel hundreds of 

gallons of water down below almost instantaneously. What fire maps cannot show is the 

palpable fear that smoke and flame instilled in the citizenry. Instead, the stories of death 

and destruction remain in the cultural realm; they are embedded in popular ballads, local 

folklore, newspaper articles, and broadsides. Stories of fires, whether told in passing or 

recorded on paper, were not be mapped on a grid, but they could be remembered and 

internalized by capital residents. The real threat of fire changed how the city looked and 

functioned, and it changed how people lived their daily lives in the growing metropolis.    
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